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Matteks.
On the 11 tli day of
the seventeenth anniversary
first meeting of
•_ animation and
It is proHistorical society.
lebrate the occasion by a dinITeble house on the evening of
The board of trustees of the
sane Hospital adjourned Thursrnor Burleigh was in coiisulwith them during the day in relaenters pertaining to tlie* future
:* ;it
of tlie institution.
The
i-nominated for trustees of
hospital, Frederick Hobie, of
[[. 1>. Shepherd, of Skowhegan,
.!i.]"u Oak, of Garland.Bangor
the home of more self-made
l'i years of age than any city
N. F. Huberts has been
ialid
urs

|
j.

ii
>

1

\

at Dexter.Lady
spoke at City Hall
:
last week, is forty years old
not
more
than twenty-four,

postmaster

merset

s,

i

who

together beautiful,"

say the
Maine Homeopathic Mediwhich is to hold its goth an•tnig at the Falmouth Hotel.
me 7th and Sth, promises to
'-ting affair. Dr. Sheppard ol
is president of the society,
history of the. soriety since
sketch of some of the mem
7. which will he road at the
tig of Hie advanet men! of the
nanv intere.Niing features.
*st\ is in progress at Bangor,
!»'.d et al., ns. J. !’. Bass et
the Eastern Maine State
.Judge Haskell.The Folb11tsc is t,<» have a 7g0 lamp
plant jmt in .it once, besides
eluents this season. sgO.(MM)
u.Hon. l.uther Fcrkins.
'pipped dead in his house featwas 7o years old.
He has
illative in the legislature,
Mission or, and held many town
was a
very active business
railroad commissioners have
e- ision
requiring the SomerMiipam to maintain a sta.d, i,. .....,1.
F. Lollard, of
got a verdict of sg,7oU against
mral railroad for an injury
die company's yard by lumber
in from a car.The Build1 *!
\iihurn and Lew iston have
Ma\ 1st to work with no nonTlie I'nion numbers about
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meeting of the New KngLeague was held in Boston
the following officers were
\

ball

'■

*

oi«i

'f

f l'
^n

1

■>nlent. T. 11. Murnane, BosPurulent, (L M. Soule, Port'•
M iai v
(
and Treasurer, J.
•smiii
Portland and Lewiston
im «i in he
favorably inclined to
nid other cities will join if
i> made small enough.
A
omplete the circuit was apwill report April $.Paderfrom New York for home
oid look with him the snug
1
■"(Ml which he acquired in
four months. He has been
ei m n next autumn and give
:,r
beginning in November,
'he Pacific coast.The new
v 1
>• i- w
• miser
lialeigh was
''
11 ’he
Norfolk, Va., navy yard
x
M 'he
presence of 40,000 peo’mg of the creditors of the
b'*l)hjU| >ponl and shuttle Com•"Thursday seemed to favor
i«»11.
The liabilities are $1,1
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1,1 *:il,4i,*l.(.Hi.Asa
i>,,sident of the defunct Mav-
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M.uiday in the United States
1
boston, pleaded not guilty
"'h' t.lnents
charging him with
improper certification of
:1‘i'iit .ition oi funds, etc. The

ijj

J
1

^

"

embezzlement charged

* hf

is

otinsel

for Potter was
to prepare a motion to
jj
1:
incuts.The grand jury
\
1
‘h- "ii the evidence of Lev. l)r.
^
in a presentment
(brought
'1
'iiicisitig the police for not in"hi, the keepers of
i'
gambling
..I,
l!> houses.\ terrific tori
•’
1
oxvi Missouri and Illinois Friand night.
\u u"M,n
Many towns
M'* and several lives lost.
In
j
building was blown down and
h’h
"ere killed and
eight fatally
,
Every saloon was closed
°rk
Sunday, something that
happened there before for many
lU
P°hee notified the saloon
!"
lose as a result of Dr. Park‘1
"sade.The official apiv
li,e estate of the late Samuel J.
,j' 1
b'c real estate as $444.720 and
as
$4,755,301— A large
Um ! I^operty
broke out in New Orleans Sun"‘hue it could be
extinguished
,ht‘ value o£ *2,500,000 was
llie same time there was a
nv hi the residence
portion of
(.jlv
<

1

~

j'1

1

,1,'

trov(V°
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W|,lt‘1’*-niN«s. President
message to the Senate last
l" millie liberal appiiatf"1^ Ulatbo(1y
hc (
'S| ,be coining encampment

fi'ism’; sent
j.
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Army.

parade, and were received by our citizens pear at our county fair at Livermore, the
with joyful acclaim.
It seems to me that ; fair at Bangor, the Maine State Fair at
1
it will be highly appropriate for
and at the New England BreedCongress Lewiston
to suitably aid in
put him
making this demonstra- ers’ meetings. I think we shallcloses
and
in
races
some
before the season
tion impressive, and in
extending to these j I
expect that he will lower his record,”
soldiers, whose lives a beneficent Providence has prolonged, an opportunity to says Wesley Hutchins, the owner of The
see, in the security and peaceful develop- Seer.A meeting of the directors of the
ment and
prosperity which now so happily Maine Mile Track Association was held
prevails at the national capital, the fruits in Portland Saturday afternoon. It was
of their sacrifice and valor.”.It is re- reported that $20,000 was subscribed and
ported that Secretary Blaine and family the remaining $.">,000 will be obtained the
are preparing to return to Augusta.At
coming week. A committee was chosen
a Republican caucus
grand stand with a
Thursday night Hon. to locate the track and
Charles A. Boutelle was named as the civil engineer_Dr. H. B. Eaton of RockMaine member of the Republican congres- port. has a fine yearling colt by Joe How,
sional committee.Senator Morrill is lie by Tom Thumb; by Hiram Drew, jr.,
Old Drew.
now able to sit
up.Congressman Milli- by
ken was among t he speaktu’s in opposition
A novel plan in the
Cm ncii Nkwk.
to the wool bill in tlie House
Thursday... Free Baptist denomination in this country
The public debt statement shows an in- is
to pledge the churches to raise si a
crease in
ash in tin treasury equivalent member for
foreign missions in addition
to a decrease of tin* debt of si,2o(),00()_
to its pledges to all other causes.
Ten
The secret ary • »f the treasury has awarded
churches have pledged. They are Buffalo.
a life saving medal to Joseph Fernald, of
New York; Minneapolis (first church,)
Portsmouth, N. 11.. for saving the lives Minn.:
Lisbon, Mich.; Boston, Mass.:
of four persons in July last.Gen. John
Lewiston (Main street) Me.: Chelsea.
\V. Foster said Thursday night that the |
Mass.: Lawrence, Mass.; Danville, X. II.:
American arbitrators,
under the new Honey
Creek.
Wis.:
Hodgdoii (first
Behring Sea treaty with Creat Britain, church,) Me.Dev. J. F.
Haley. Prewould not be selected for some time yet,
Elder of the Bucksport District,
and certainly not until after the treaties siding
lias accepted an invitation to deliver the
had been formally exhanged.Kx-Chief
Memorial oration Indore James A. (JarJustice Drake, of the C. S. Court of
field Post of Bluehill.A Congregationclaims, is dead, aged SI.Judge Putnam al church is to be built in Madison
to cost
of Maine called on the President Saturday
$9000.
E. E. Lewis of Gardiner is the arin company with Senator Hale and his
>500 clergymen and layvisit at this particular time started the chitect.Nearly
men and wives will a Bend the East Maine
rumor that In* is to he assigned to
in
duty
Conference in Dockland a few weeks hence
connection with the Behring Sea controand will he entertained by the hospitable
versy as cither one of the arbitrators or
people of that city.The Baptist socieone of the counsel on
the part of the ties of Maine
are arranging a great misFnited States.
It is impossible to verify
sionary meeting to be held April 14th,
the rumor but it finds many believers.
afternoon find
evening. Aside from
Justice Lamar's condition is serious.
He the local
speakers, Rev. II. B. Marshall,
has had several hemorrhagesfrom|tlie lungs
of East Corinth. Dev. E. A. Davis, of
and is said to have symptoms of Bright's
.Sedgwick, Rev. E. A. Mason, of Ellsdisease.
worth, and Rev. H. R. Mitchell, of Dover,
will be addresses by Rev. Drs. MaPolitical Points.
At the
annual there
ine and Clough, who are prominent in the
town meeting in Eastport the Republicans
denomination in this country_The New
elected town officers by over 200majority.
.In reply to a question as to bow bis York Methodist conference has voted
against admitting women to the general
Presidential
was
<

spiritualist-Anniw-rsary.

|
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In the message the
s,yK: "The parade of thesurirkl)j ""
Sreab armies on PennsylvaAn n,
"'*** bring
fiii
vividly back those
’Momentous days when the great
ii,,s
r 10
b;ts1 anil West marched
Miiri, ,'
"
streets ol Washington in
high

campaign

progressing,
would prefer not conference.

ex-Senator Blair said he
to discuss that matter.
“My name is before the country,” be said, “and I don't
like to talk about the matter.
It would
not be in good taste for me to express any
opinion of my chances. Neither can 1 say
what tin* delegation from my State will
do.”.The Minnesota Democratic State
convention has endorsed Cleveland.
Dow McKinley, of Ohio, in an interview
Friday, said he thought Harrison would
he nominated for President by the Republicans, and Cleveland by the Democrats.
He thinks the silver question will enter
into tlie coming campaign.“President
Harrison will be renominated by acclamation.” Secretary Flkins is quoted as
saying Thursday. No one is more apt to
know, for he is not only the chief manager of the canvass for renomination, but
on such terms with the leaders of the
opposition that he knows their plans.The
in
Rhode
is
warm.
Island
campaign
growing
Mr. Reed
addressed a large audience
Thursday night and Senator Frye spoke
The Republican proposFriday night
ition for a joint debate between Mr. Reed
and (rovernor McKinley and M r. Cleveland
and Kx-Dovernor Campbell has been rejected by the Democrats.V call lias
just been sent out to the colleges of country for the formation of a. Republican national league of college and university
clubs in the interest of the Republican
party.The Democratic party of I't.ah
have split on the Mormon question and
two conventi<ms have been called to select
delegates to Chicago..... The Calais city
election last Monday was quiet, an averThere was little disage vote being east.
satisfaction over the distribution of the
of
Milltown
wards which can sed
patronage
;i
largely increased Prohibition vote. The
Republicans elect their entire ticket, in
Ceorge A. Mimhie, Repubevery ward.
lican. 708; A. 11. Woodcock, Democrat.
228: John R. Higgins, Prohibitionist, .71.
The latter is the largest vote east by the
Prohibitory party. The Republican majority last year was 400.
Fish

Gamk. About thirty Boston
ol' w hom belong to the Megantie Fish and Game Club and come to
Maine each year, have organized another
club, the Magagaudavic Fish and Game
Club.
They will apply for incorporation
under tin* laws of New Brunswick, and
to
become as nourishing as other
hope
sporting corporations have been that
started in quite as modest a manner. The
club house is already built, situated on
the shores of the beautiful Lake Utopia
in New’ Brunswick.
About 11,000 acres
will he included in the lease executed to
the club, while its control will virtually
extend over about 75,000 acres.
The attractions arc landlocked salmon and trout
and
a
cool
summer
climate,
with |
fishing
some
shooting available in fall.The
Bangor Whig says: “Quite large numbers j
<»f pickerel have been caught up-river in !
t he ponds and lakes.
Some of them are of
large size and among the best seen in the I
Bangor markets. One man makes quite
a good business
catching pickerel and
sending them to tin* Boston markets,
w here he gets live and six cents a
pound
for them.”.Kennebec fishermen are
not looking for shad much inside of four
weeks. One year they were taken as early
as April 22 but it wak a remarkably warm
spring.Many pickerel and white
perch, the latter averaging as large as one
and one-half pounds each, have been taken through the ice near the outlet of Gobbosseecontec pond in Manchester.
They
were caught With live bait, the fishermen
selling the fish to residents in the vicinity.
.( apt. .J. (’. Bishop, of Monson, has
been fox hunting with his gun and dogs
occasionally during the past winter, and
now has twenty-live fox skins to show for
it
The first salmon of the season was
taken up river Saturday and sold by the
fisherman, who caught him in a smelt net.
to Alfred .Jones’ Sons, Bangor.
The fish
weighed IS pounds, and was served Sunday at tlie Bangor House_Bnacli pond
furnishes about as satisfactory fishing as
any sheet of water around Moosehead lake,
according to the opinion of every one who
Edward Southard, of Foxgoes there.
croft, while there a few days ago tempted
a spotted beauty,
weighing 18 1-2 pounds
from its retreat. The pond is full of trout
and is particularly famous for the large
ones taken there.
men.

and

some

—

T’i'isk Topics. The colt stakes for the
Maine State Fair, to be bold in Lewiston
next September, are announced, as follows: Foals of 1891, *20; 1890, $25; 1889,
$30; 1888, $35. For yearlings, there will
be half-mile heats; the others, mile heats.
Foals of 1890-91 best 2 in 3; 1888-9, best 3
in 5.
The Society offers a consolation
purse for the non-winners of the stake
money as follows: One year old, $00; two
years old, $75: three years old, $90; four
years old, $105; total added money, $330.
The races will be held September 0, 7, 8
and 9.
For further particulars, apply to
(i. M.
Twitchell, secretary, Augusta,
Maine.Speaking of the ’92 season at
Sunnyside, Mr. Nelson said: “Nelson’s
book is filled, witli a lot of applications
turned away. The books of Dictator Chief
and Wilkes are also nearly filled”.... “Yob
may say that The Seer will probably ap-

Hurled

Long Distances.

RHINOS

THE

II I’M AN

TORNADO.
KANSAS

CRUEL SPORT OF A
SOUTHWESTERN
ENTIRE

VISITED.

Wichita, Kan., April :’». The lierce
wind storm which began Thursday evening about 0 o’clock lias blown over, but
the havoc which marks its course will
take time to repair.
The tornado swept
the entire southwest part of Kansas, reaching from Kiowa, along the southern border of the State to South Haven, from
there northeast through Sumner county,
round by Mulvane to Towanda and Augusta, in Butler county, and thence to
Florence and along the Sante Fe main
line.
Death and destruction wore left
everywhere, but the details of the disastrous wreck accomplished are slow
in
coming in.
At Fowanda, in Butler couny, three
more of the injured have succumbed nameMiss
Anna Bobbins, the Postmistress,
ly
Ford Maxwell and Ira Ilixon.
Two more dead bodies have been found
on the prairie, these being Jesse Wilkins
and Mrs. Jesse Wilkins.
They were lifted out of their house, and dashed to death
a
quarter of a mile distant. The lirst
storm news in the vicinity of Lorena, sout h
of Towanda was received last night, and
it tells of wide havoc to buildings, granaries and stock.
Mrs. Henry Hoff was
blown through a hedge and wire fence and
suffered injuries from which she has since
died.
D. Smith, wife and children received
some injuries in the same way, and James
McPherson and wife were found dead in
the creek some distance from their shattered house.
At Bose Hill, Mrs. Tinney had a leg
torn off by the wind and died this morning. Mrs. Brantlield West had her body
pierced by a splinter and is dying.
The village of He Graiitt, in Butler
county, was annihilated, and of the GO inhabitants half a dozen are reported fatally
injured.
At

Eureka,

Greenwood county, Mrs.
Mary Bize was killed by Hying timbers.
Near Florence. Marion county, railroad
officials report the killing of several people
whose names have not been procured, and
in the northwest corner of Cowley county,
Bashnell, a small place, was totally wrecked, and the few inhabitants were carried
in all directions, many of them seriously,
though Miss Harriet Morse is the only one
known to be fatally injured.
North of this place, J. O. Killian, a
farmer, was buried in the debris of his
house and cannot live.
Henry, Willis and
Jake Tims are among the fatally injured
in this locality, and Mrs. George Bradheld is numbered among the killed.
The cyclone passed two miles east of
Lewisville, striking the farm house of Albert Eggers.
Nothing but the foundation
was left of the buildings.
Four persons
met their death—Mrs. Eggers, her two
children and a farm hand.
When young Eggers became conscious
he was wandering about the farm with a
broken arm and some other bruises.
His
wife was discovered a few hours later, dead
with one child closely held to her breast.
The other one was found at a greater distance away, while young Johnson was
fully half a mile north of where the house
stood, on J. W. Arnold's farm, fearfully

crushed.

The towns of New Haven and Smolan
wiped out by the storm in Kansas.
About a dozen towns were damaged.
Only one person was killed at JSmolan, as
The
the people took t«> their cellars.
death roll of .">0 is still believed to be incomplete. Of the .'»() dead 27 were killed
outright and 23 were fatally njured and
have since died.
Towanda is a village of 1,300 inhabitants, situated ten miles west of Eldorado.
The storm laid the whole town flat with
the earth, and left not a single house
standing. Of the eighty families comprising the population there is not one
that is not either mourning for a dead or
dying member or sorrowing with the suffering. Four persons were killed outright, and several are so badly injured
that they cannot live.
were

The Lewiston Election Case.

Lewiston*, April 1. Attorney-General Littllefield, after a hearing, has acceded to the
request of Seth Chandler, of Lewiston, the
defeated candidate for Mayor in the March
election, to sign a petition to the Supreme

Maine

in

Students

SUCCESS OF A
AN ORGANIZATION
GRADUATES.

THE

New

York.

more

particularly

of

one

of what has been a remarkably brilcareer in t.lu* leading medical college

liant
of tli<

country.

| dustrious, upright,

winyoung woman,
respect and esteem of her

ning alike the
employers and associates.

number <>f students who this year received their diploma at the hand of the
Dean, Charles Inslec l’ardce, M. 1).. was
one hundred and
si\iy-tw*o, some twenty or
thirty others having failed to pass the final
examination. In this number Mr. Ferguson
lias been one of the first ih point of s» holarship and general popularity, and although
Tin-

securing

one

a

of

position

Department,

W.

will

ol

roommate, is

was

of

devoted

her,

said:

State College in the class of ’‘.HI. Mr. Sawyer is making a good record in his class.
By the way, the alumni and non-graduates
of the Maine State College who are living in
or near New York City are to hold a reunion
and banquet on Tuesday evening and form
permanent, organization that may meet
for social intercourse from time to time.
There are upwards of a dozen of the former
students of this institution, all holding responsible positions here or pursuing studies
in some ol the advanced schools of this city,
and this reunion of old and young alumni
a

promises

to be very

\Y. 1'. II. B.
Tile Ioilow

pleasant.

Association.

ing

is

a

.Mr. R.

Belfast at midnight Sunday,after a short, illaged 41> years. The deceased was a son
"I the late John IVirce, an old time mer-

city, and inherited a handsome
fortune. He was largely interested in the
Belfast Illuminating Company and the Bel-

chant <>f this

k.

Street Railway Company, incorporated
building an electric railroad from Belfast
to Xorthport, and was president, of both corporations. Mr. IVirce married Miss Carrie F.
Sylvester, daughter of Capt. James Sylvester, Dec. o, I8(>1). They had one child—-Freddie, a beautiful boy—born Sept, is, 1S70.
fast

Entries, 1892.

for

iisi of tin* entries in the

25th :
Yearlings:
S.
U.
Ilarriman A Son,
Swanville: W. L. West, Belfast ; L.
Morse, Liberty: W. A. Morrill, Belmont; F.
IL Daggett, Sandy Point: W. C. Marshall,
Belfast : G. IL Fills, Belfast; ('. B. Wellington, Albion: Bay View Stock Farm, Belfast.

who

from
R.

0.

F.

meeting

ment

Aug.

or

ranged

Mr. William Thorndike ami daughter,
Mrs. Joseph Thorndike, of Rockport, and
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Child and son, of Ev-

in

youngest daughter

the

of the

William B. Swan, Esq., and daughter
New York.

Mrs. Fred Mahoney left Monday for New
Mrs.

Joseph

McKeen

arrived Saturday

from Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph H.
from Boston on Saturday.

H owes

returned

Hattie Jones left Saturday for Boswhere she will reside.

Mrs.
ton.

er,

went to

Mr. I. 11.

Chase, Miss Ferguson's millinBoston Saturday.
Flint of Boston, is in Belfast vis-

women

Augusta Larson, of Bangor, is in Belfast at Mr. Francis Whitmore's.

the art of nice

cooking

84 years.

Mr.

Shirley

was a

native of

1

April 1st,

of

of the most
prominent men of that town and had. been
selectman, town treasurer and held other
positions of trust, in which he acquitted
himself with honor and credit.
He bad the
about bO years.

local

reputation

men in

He

of

was

being

one

one

of the smartest

town.

Mr. Alpheus A. Knight, of hineolnville,
who died March 28th, aged 4o years and i)

Court of Maine for a writ of mandamus
against F. X. Belleau, city clerk, and a proceeding for quo warranto against W. H.
Newell, Mayor. The writs asked for are for
two distinct purposes. The writ of mandamus is to compel the city clerk to produce I
the check list for examination. It is eharg- j
ed that the names of more than fifty persons
who did not vote were checked as having ;
voted in one ward. The lists will now be
brought into court and investigated. The
writ of quo warranto is to compel Mayor
Newell to show by what right he holds his
office of Mayor. He is charged with having
abetted the clerk in concealing the lists.
The Attorney General notified Mayor Newell and City Clerk Belleau to appear at a
hearing today, but they failed to appear.
This will be the most exciting election case The weirs in Verona at the mouth of Orland
that has come before the Supreme Court of river aie finished and three salmon have
been taken.
Maine since the “State steal.”

Mr. Frank E. Freeman, of Waldo, who has
been attending the Ontario Veterinary Col-

lege

I'. Conner and 31 rs. Wliiteliouse,
who have been in Boston, returned SaturK.

3Irs. David W. Dyer will go to Boston in a
few days to visit her daughter, 3Iiss Frances
J. Dyer.
and 3Irs. J. H. Quimby returned Sata visit to
Lawrence,

is

practicing

now

Mr Thomas Daggett, of Foxeroft, one of
the Cattle Commissioners of Maine, was in
Belfast last week. Thursday lie drove to the
farm of Edwin Kavarv, of
Searsporr, to ex-

urday evening from
Mass.

Mr. D. L. IVavey returned from Boston on
Friday, where lie had been to visit a brother

some cows which had been
reported
The milk had made the children ill,
hence the call of the Commissioner. Mr.
Daggett found the difficulty local and in no
While in Belfast. Mr. Daggett
way serious.
stopped with his cousin, Mr. William Twom-

amine

who is ill.

sick.

r. Wilson Carter, who has been at work
the shipyard at Camden, arrived home on

31

Saturday.
3lr. and Mrs. T. B. Dinsmore, Mrs. W. L.
Littleiiehi and daughter, left Saturday for a
trip to Boston.

biy.
Maud E. and Mabel R., daughters
Mr. and Mrs. S. 11. Mathews, of Belfast,
will make a tour of Europe the
coming summer.
The young ladies will go in company
with Miss Fram is J. Dyer, a former Belfast
lady, and now engaged on the Boston ConMisses

of

Master Joseph Thonibs has gone into the
jewelry store of Mr. Calvin Hervey and will
learn the trade.
31 rs. William P. Underwood, of Lewiston,
Belfast visiting her parents, 31 r. and
Mrs. W. L. 3IiHer.

is in

gregationalist,

and Miss

Bridgman,

of Ris-

The party will sail from New York
May 11. on the (lerman line steamer Westerland for Antwerp. The tour will last four
months and the countries of formally,

ton.

3Ir. and 3Irs. Geo. S. Chase who have passed the winter at Atlanta, Ga., left yesterday
for their home in Belfast.

.John A. 31 ace, who is absent on a vis- Switzerland, France. Italy. Eng’and
at Portland. She expects to he at j Scot land will he visited.

31 rs.

and

is ill

home the last of the week.

Spiritualists

Tilt*

Anniversary.

Walter A rev. who has been visiting i
The Spiritualists «. 1 lieliast and vicinity
here, left last Saturday to join her husband j
eelehrated 11»:• 44111 ai.11i\'ersary ol t!..> ig;.nat Long Cove, Tenant's Harbor.
i/atieiim Memorial Hall last Snnda...
Tint
Andrew Johnson, Belfast’s colored orator
hall was well tilled both forenoon and afterwill lecture on his slave life at Evans Corner.
noon.
Capt. Andrew F. Clark of pilfast.
Mrs.

Waldo,

next

Wednesday evening.

Wentworth, of Knox. A.
Hieks. Mrs Charles
Ib id. Mrs F H. Durham. Mrs. \. i. Clark
and Dr. Colson, made remarks.

presided,

11.31. Bean, of Camden, was in Belfast Wednesday and made arrangements t<>
have sell. Flora Rogers repaired here.
31r.

In

of the
isit

a

to

hotel.

H. Stuart, who has had charge of
the horses at Bay View Stock Farm, East
Mr. C.

has

gone

to

stables, where he has

Nelson’s
a

Sunnyside

similar position.

Mr. W. F. Bean left last Thursday for
Kansas City, Mo. lie will be missed by Ids
many friends here, and particularly so when
Commodore Houston again hoists his pennant.

Capt. Pratt telegraphed his wife Monday
Shanghae, China, that the Cnited States

from

vessel Petrel had arrived and that lie
his son, Ensign Pratt, after a period

war

had

met

of nine years.

j

Primary school,

has

resigned

on

account,

Miss. Grace Walton, the efficient assistant, will be promoted to the prinof ill

health.

cipalship.
Mr. W. A. Mitchell, proprietor of the Ocean

House, is

now

Mrs.

yvas

employed

at

A.

Went-

daughter

worthy

a

Miss

for

yvitli

A.

Hi

aiso

ks

K. (dark
The

sni.

hy Mrs. M

of

a

read

a

recitation by

a

read

paper

a

principal address

Wentworth of Knox, who

.1

hour.

one

The exercises dosed

David Alexander.

Mrs.

I'nitv Plantation.
At the annual town
meeting March ‘JStli the following officers

Taunton, Mass.,

and will retire from the hotel business in
Belfast. Saturday Mr. Mitchell sold some
of his household goods at auction.
Mr. Oscar Dilworth, who has been with
Mr. Hervey for several years, has obtained

employment in a jewelry store in Montpelier, Vermont, and will leave next Monday.
His sister Mary will accompany him for a
visit.

reavement.

1st.

for

chosen

yvere

coming
Lihhy,

the

(irant. Moderated

year: S.

L.

clerk: D. C.

S. I'.

Lihbv, .J. H. Means, A. Paeon, Selectmen:
Libby, Col be tor and 'l'i easurer : Super-

S. 1‘.

schools. S. I‘. Lihhy School Agent,
II. Means. 'I'lie Plantation lias a good

visor of
,1.

road

machine, is
the

in

money

free

ami

debt

from

Treasury....

Pur/.i lie

has

(Irant

lately returned from Florida where he lias
t he past year.). C. »irant is soon to

been

move

his

Lihhy

starts

where he
Cora

family

to

Auburn..

<

ge

R.

April 4tli for Chelsea, Mass
will spend the summer... Miss

M. I'rown is

at

I nitv

home from the

pants simp sick with la grippe.
Mrs. D. W.

Fkkkihi.m.

Dodge

atm

daugh-

Mr.
visiting in Post on and Low ell.
Lewiston is spending a
Charles Dodge
month with his brother, Mr D. W Dodge.
Miss Fannie Williams lias taken
trip io

ter

are

..

Lynn.

Mass... Miss IVrIey is

visiting Mrs.

Samuel Tilton of Knox... Mr. (ieo. Five
buried March •list, yvitli Masonic honors.
The funeral services were la id at the Congregational church at Freedom... The \ iiwas

lage Iniproy
sociable

on

eluent

the

eve

Society
of

Apr.

w

11 li

11
at

give
M

a

a

dime

sic I

Lai 1

literary programme w ill he hirnishPotilter from Montgomery,
ed....Mr. L
Alabama, is spending his vacation with bis
aged parents and brother.. Miss Maria T.
Miteliell returns to Rockland on Friday of
this week ...Mrs. J. D. LanKon lias been
A short

<|tiite

ill.

Mr. M. \ Greer is getting out
sev ere attack of pneumonia.
This is the fourth time lie has been sick with
it. Two years ago last Feb. he was taken
with la grippe on the heart ami has not been
able to do much labor since. As bis son Hifrom Belmont last
ram was riding home
Thursday his horse became frightened, and
Mokkili..

again after

Miss Helen M. Collier, principal of the
No.

was

mother.

Spiritual

on

his

Mr. and Mrs. Amos ('lenient, arrived home

new summer

Mrs.

Mrs.

was

Monday evening from Seal Harbor, Mount
Desert. They are much pleased with the

Belfast,

author

itualists.

Mr. Dunham, of Portland, one of the
Maine Register publishers, was in Belfast
Monday in the interest of that valuable publication.

Seaside Inn, their

spiritualism

Scriptures

“The Church of tiie Future.’
paper on
yvhieh she said was tiie elmreh of the Spir-

Boston

Co.,

tin-

■

spoke

Radiator
on

read

worthy

tion.

Belfast, Wednesday,

to uiodi*rn

K. Clark

the

3Ir.

in

compared

Hieks

Dr. A. L. Parsons is stopping in the city
for a few weeks before leaving to take up
his home in Bucksport.
[Augusta Journal.

Pierce, manager

was

out.

worth offered lip an invocation. Miss \. A
read an orginal poeni ompos< d hv
Myra Wentworth Kmerson. and said ihai

friends in Belfast, and vicinity
31 r. Lorenzo Dow will learn with sorrow
that he is seriously ill at Portland, Oregon.
The many

Mr.

regular progiam

a

Capt. Clark bnellv staled the
object of the metiing and said that all religions and creeds sank into insiguirteanee

of

E. P.

A. A

the afternoon

carried

31 is. Fred Biather and son of Portland arrived in town oil Tuesday, and Wednesday
with 31 rs. Hiram .Jones went to Searsport.

Stillman Dyer, of Portland, formerly
of Belfast, has been elected secretary and
treasurer of the Portland Caulkers’ Associa-

and Mrs.

T. Stevens. Miss

B. P. Sawyer, of Burnham, has been appointed express messenger on Sullivan’s
train in place of A. W. Keating, resigned.

pathy of the entire community in their be-

wife and four children who have the sym-

Toronto, Canada,

at

with Dr. Buckingham, at Ludingt-m, Mich.,
hut will return to the college later to continue his studies. The commence nent exercises March 25th, were very successful,
showing a long list of students, and a larger
percentage than ever obtained diplomas.

day.

Mr. B. 1\ Hazeltine, who has been lying
seriously ill at his home in this city, we are
pleased to say is at last improving. Business
men of Mr. Hazeltine’s stamp are much missed wrhen prostrated by disease, and the community watches hopefully for their recovery.
[The Metropolis, Jacksonville, Fla., April

a

anyhow.

three hundred guests. Music was furby a ladies orchestra and liy a iadies
quartette from Vassal’, and the .voting lady
ushers were also Vassar students.

ton.

life

Montville,
softening of the brain, aged

as ever

wen-

Mr. F. A. Carle and Mrs. A. I*. Manlield
returned Wednesday from Bangor, where
than the one he occupied.
Many
they attended the funeral of Mrs. Andrew I
years ago lie was favorably mentioned as a
P. Carle.
Democratic nominee for Governor.
Mr.
Shirley was the cause of extended litigation
Messrs. Fred T. Chase, Samuel Locke and
between the towns of Belmont and Vi milW. B. Washburn
went to Searsport
on
haven, to establish his residence, he having, Thursday last to attend a Leap Year party.
through misfortune, become a town charge. They report a good time.
He was a prepossessing man and attracted
Miss A. F. Southworth will return home
attention bv his long, flowing, snow white I
to-day. Sin* will bring with her Miss Dad-,
hair. He was unmarried.
man, a first class milliner from the noted
millinery house of Henry M. Burr.
Mr. Albert M. Plummer died
in

genial

as

nished.

Edward Johnson, Esq., was in the city the
first of the week, but lias returned to Bos-

it,

just

;s

given on March '!■ “><l by Mrs. Eustiec C.
Fit/., Cominonwealtli avenue,Boston. There

R. Yeaton and daughter Nellie left
for Boston Monday to buy spring millinery.

in

though

Mrs. Lin y A. Nickels of Searspori. daughHenrietta, and Miss Margaret. Crosby ot Belfast were present at a ladies lunch

Mrs. O.

31 r.

over

as

ter Miss

Dr. <B C. Kilgore and Mr. E. F. Hanson
returned Monday from Wolfville, N. S.

rs.

7i> years of age,
he. used to la or 20
hr says he does in t fee! as

[ Rockland Tribume.

Deacon Allen Hall, of Waldoboro, is in
town visiting his son, Mr. C. B. Hall.

father.

perfection. The evening's entertainment
was opened by a very tirndv rendered piano
months, was a prosperous farmer, and one
solo by Miss Villa. Dorcum, after which, of the prominent citizens of the town. He
and
members
and
friends had held the office of town treasurer for
reading
singing by
made the time pass rapidly. A beautiful
many years, and in 1878 represented his
poem, written for the occasion by Mrs. C. N.
class in the Legislature. In polities he was
Yeazie, and read in a most charming manner a Democrat.
by Ilev. Myra Kingsbury, was a delight t«>
ail. A vocal solo by Mrs. Emma Pitcher,
Died in Thorndike, Mar. 27th, 1802, after a
with Miss Dorcum as pianist, was very much
admired. A poem, “The woman of the fu- brief illness, Mrs. i.ydia A. Hall aged78 yrs.
ture,” read by Mr. H. Prentiss in his own Deceased will be missed by a large circle of
unapproachable style, was highly apprecia- friends, old and young, for whom she always
ted. A vocal solo by Mr. E. S. Pitcher was
had a kind word and cheerful smile. She
so enjoyed that he kindly favored us with anwas a true friend to the helpless and deservother selection. A humorous article entitled
“Stop my paper,” (The Union Signal,) ing, and a respected member of Harvest
Moon
Grange.
brought audible smiles to the faces of the
members. The remarks of Rev. J. A. Savage
will long be remembered for their genuine
Mary M., wife of Mr. Andrew P. Carle, of
worth and friendly allusions to the work of
died April 4, aged 54 years. Mr.
the W. C. T. U. in Belfast. Several of the Bangor,
gentlemen present became honorary mem- Carle is a brother of Fred A. and John Carle
and Mrs. A. P. Mansfield, of Belfast. Mrs.
bers. The celebration was decided to be a
Carle’s remains were taken to Brownville
complete success by those present.
for interment. She leaves a husband, two
A. A. Hicks, Secretary.
sons and one daughter.
Riverside Avenue. Miss Alice Crocker, |
of Stockton village, is visiting her aunt,
Center Montville. Mr. A. M. Plummer
Mrs. Eugene Blanchard-Will Shute and of Montville passed away Thursday mornj
wife visited at Mrs. A. M. and J. T. Shute’s ! ing Mar. 51 after a brief illness. Mr. Plumlast week-Mrs. Robert Erskine 2nd and I mer was one of our most stirring and enterMaster Robie, her son, paid her mother, prising citizens and will be greatly missed.
Mrs. Malinda Shute, of Belfast, a visit last He has served four years as Selectman and
Tuesday, her 87th birthday-The fisher- Overseer of the Poor, twice as Chairman of
men are quite anxious for the ice to come
the Board, and has also been Collector and
down river so they can build their weirs. Constable for a number of years. He leaves
to

years ago.
ell. He

"

Mr. Charles A. Harriman of Bath spent
Sunday with his parents in this city.

31

something

now

hut looks very much

Mrs.

this afternoon at 2 o'clock-

New Hampshire, but had lived in Belmont
and Vinalhaven many years
He was a man
of intelligence and fitted for a better position

1.

understand

He is

iting his sister Mrs. N. E. Keene.

branch of the American

aged

when the
named.
third pay-

Tlio celebration of the 18th anniversary of
the Belfast Woman's Christian Temperance
Union on the afternoon and evening "f
March .'50th was a very happy occasion. Tinsix o’clock supper was thoroughly enjoyed
by tifty-six friends and members, who seemed to realize the statement that W. C. T. U.

Joseph Far we 11. Esq..
L'nity has been
the city all tie* week attending the TitusSnow hearing. Mr. Farwell formerlv owned a large interest in the South Marine railway which is one of the matters in dispute.
ill

Mrs. B. 1'.

an

Daniel Shirley died in Belmont, April "»th,

he

T. 1., Anniversary Celebration.

Mr. E. L. Warren was in town a few days
last week on Ins return to Somes Sound from
a business trip to Portland.
His family will
join him at Mt. Desert about tin- first of
May. The new granite firm, of which Mr.
Warren is a member, is now well underway,
with every prospect of a busy season.

Hampshire.

at

W. C.

erett, Mass., were in Belfast, Wednesday, in
attendance upon tin* funeral of R. Frank
Peirce.

are

I

accepted:

ar-

Mr. Herbert T. Field is at home from Bowdoin College.

Mrs. Josiah Mitchell
Canada.

estimable lady, a devoted mother,
and leaves a wide circle of friends. The
funeral takes place from her late residence
was

of the executive committee

Further particulars will be
pace.
at the next meeting.

was

child, Miss Maud Barker. All through
his poems Mr. Barker made pleasing alluMrs Barker
sions to his wife and children.

Some fast classes will be arranged for
later in the season and duly announced.
The association will have a big race on the
coming 4th of July, which will include the
following classes: :*> minute, 2.40 and 2..'>4,
trot

T. flack officiating.

one

; C. E. Fane, Brooks: W. C. Marshall—d.
a

half years of age.

late Timothy Chase, and since the death of
her husband in 1.874, has resided in the old
homestead on Church street. Nov. 7, 1 Sf>4,
she married Maine's brilliant poet, David
Barker, of Kxeter, and from that date to 1874,
she resided at Kxeter. Mrs. Barker leaves

bles, Searsmont; N. B. Foss, Belfast; C. B.
Wellington: J. F. Libby, Prospect: E. L.
Savery, Searsport—8.
3 Minute Class. E. P. Walker; C. W.
Stimpson, Thomaston : George A. Jackson,
Searsmont: B. H. Coombs: Mndgett Bros.,
Belfast; H. E. Haley—b.
J. H. Cates: L. T. Bessey,
2.45 Class.
Thorndike; C. W Stimpson: Geo. A. JackAt

a

place yesterday afternoon

the late resilience of t he deceased. Rev.

deceased

Haley,
Total,

this week the foregoing list was
Second payment is due July 1,
horses in m. and 2.45 stakes must
Colts need not be named until the

k

Chase Barker died in Belfast
April 4th, aged <»4 years and <> months. The

Haley.

son

to

Mrs. Susan

Monroe:
Bay Yiew Stock
12.
Three Year Olds. I. F. Grant, Jackson;
J. H. Cates, Jackson: W. F. Wellman, Belmont: 11. F. Staples, Brooks: W. H. Richards, Belfast: H. M, Bean: IL H. Coombs,
Belfast: Clough A Beauclieu, Liberty; A.
Wentworth, Knox: W. C. Marshall; C. B.
Wellington: J. H. Stinson, Belfast; Plain-hard Bros., Sandy Point: H. F.
Bay
View Stoek Farm: G. H. Webster, Albion.
Total, Id.
Four Year Olds. 1. G. Park, Searsport ;
E. P. Walker: Blanchard Bros.: O. A. Shi
II.

died when four and

The funeral

Two Yeah Oli>s. S. B. ilarriman A Son:
J. Jl. Stewart, Thorndike: F. 1'. Walker,
Vinalhaven: (I. VV. Stoddard, Belfast: Geo.
O. Holmes, City Point: O. IL Yeaton, Belfast: L. C. Morse: H. M. Bean, Camden ; C.
B. Wellington: Win. S. Killman, Pros pert:

Farm.

has returned from

Mr. J. E. Cottrell left Monday for Boston.

ness.

stakes of the Waldo Trotting Horse Breeder's Association to he trotted at their animal meeting at Belfasl, August 24th am.l

Total,

Frank IVirce died at his home in

14.

Mrs. W. E. Hamilton and daughter and
Mr. F. H. Hoag, jyho have been spending
the winter in Jacksonville, expect to start
for home next week.

her

Brief mention was made last week of the
death of Mrs. Luther M. Smith of Be' fast.
Her friends furnish the following more extended and accurate notice: Sarah N., wife of
Luther M. Smith died in Belfast Mar. 20tli
aged 71 years and 10 months. She married
Mr. Smith in Boston in the spring of 1847 and
came with him to Belfast, where
they have
since resided. She was the mother of eight
children, six of whom are now living. She
possessed unusual ability and rare intelligence, though of a modest and retiring
disposition. She was taken ill in 1875 and
has since been an invalid, bearing all her
sufferings with patience, always forgetting self, and careful of those she loved. The morning of her death she dressed herself as usual and was sitting in
front of an open Franklin stove. She was
alone but a short time when she was found
by her husband dead upon the floor, her
clothing on tire, also her chair, which had
fallen on the stove. She evidently died in a
fit, having had one a little more than a year
before.
She lived a pure and spotless Christian life, much esteemed by all, but most by
those who knew her best.

Milford, Mr. Ferguson's
also a graduate of the Maine

Sawyer,

She

speaking

bury officiating.

remain to avail
himself of further study and work in his
chosen profession.
In the medical college are three other
students from Maine, one of whom, Mr. F.
he

In

“She died for her mother.'*
had been confined to the house
hut a few weeks, and fully realized her fate,
yet she was resigned and cheerful to the last.
A few minutes before her death she conversed with her friends, disposed of some of her
personal effects, and said : *'[ would like to
say more to you, but 1 can’t.-’ Miss Fernald
was universally beloved. Sin* leaves besides
her mother, two brothers—James F. Fernald,
of Belfast, and Charles Fernald. in California. The funeral will take place
Saturday
afternoon at one o’clock, Rev. Myra Kings-

versity.
Young Ferguson was successful in winning a fellowship of $300 in the department
<»f Pathology, and as he has already accepted a flattering offer to become the assistant
in the department of Histology in the Medical

mother.

.Miss I’Yrnald

of the

one

aged

brother

on the executive committee,
nine offices in the class that has
numbered nearly two luufdred students.
Mr. Ferguson is a graduate of the Searsport High School and the Maine State College, finishing at Oronoj in a three years
course in 188b, and entering the medical
school the following fall] He is still a few
months under his majority, a fact which
might have prevented hifc graduation had it
been fully known to the faculty of the Uni-

year

her

t"

the piiizes, it is claimed
by Ins friends that he is better versed in
medicine than the one who secured the first
prize, and on account, of the rank of a student of last year’s class being brought over
Mr. Ferguson was deprived of another prize
in this way. He has held during the
past
not

Personals.

Miss Mattie S. Fernald died at the home
of her brother, James F. Fernald, Cedar
street, Belfast, on Wednesday morning, of
lung trouble, aged 42 years. Miss Fernald
was the daughter of Joseph and Susan S.
Fernald, and was born in Lincolnville. Her
father died when she was less than two
years of age, but her mother is alive at the
age of 82. Miss Fernald has lived in Belfast
twenty-five years. For twenty years she
has been a compositor in the printing offices
of Belfast—the Journal, the Age and the job
office of Mr. Geo. W. Burgess. She only
left the Age office about two months ago.
Miss Fernald was in the composing room of
the Journal for many years, and was an in-

Searsport’s brightest students, received the
degree of Doctor of Medicine. Mr. J. S.
Ferguson has many relatives and friends in
both Searsport and Delfftst who will congratulate him upon the successful termination

NUMBER
Obituary.

SEARSPORT YOUNG MAN.
OF MAINE STATE COLLEGE

[Special Correspondence of the Journal.]
New York City, April 4, 1802. At the
graduating exercises of the Medical Department. of the University of New York, held
at the Metropolitan Opera House
Tuesday
evening, March 2b, one of Maine’s smart
young men, and

1892.

a

clearing himself ran home. The young man
escaped without injury.... Mr. George Hatch
from Portland, was in town last week visiting relatives_Mr. George Currier, of Liberty, is moving into rooms under Storer’s
Hall.
He will work for Allen Daggett.

Mrs. L. 11. Elder made a visit to Freedom
last week.. .Mrs. Roscoe Weymouth has
been very sick. Mrs. Barak Hatch has been
poorly all w inter... .Mr. Henry Thomas and
Stillman White w ent to Taunton, Mass., last
week, where they find employment in the
Insane Asylum.Charles Brown, Elisha
Brown and Mrs. Lizzie Higgins, added a
fresh coat of white paint to their houses last
week...Rev. O. R. Hogue preaches his last sermon for the Conference year next Sunday.
_The funeral of Frank Jackson, an adopted son of Mr. Nathaniel Jackson, was held
at the church last Wednesday p. m. Rev.
officiated,
| David Brackett, of Thorndike,
preaching from Numbers 23.10.

Parliament

vs.

Educational

Congress.

Dr. Bourinot last night lectured on the
constitutional systems of Canada and the
There are few, either in
United States.
America or in Europe, who can speak on
such a subject with higher authority than
the Clerk of the Canadian House of Commons.
He holds that, compared with the
congressional system in the Republic, the
Canadian system of responsible government is infinitely the most democratic, in
that it secures better control of the government by the people, and better men to
administer public affairs.
Those who
have seen the Canadian House of Commons and
the United States House of
Representatives will admit the latter proposition. and those who read the report
of Mr. Bourinot*s leeture will be inclined
to admit the former position, also. [Montreal Cazette.

THE MODERN

It

AX

Problems.

OBJECT

LESSON

OX

GOOD

ROADS.

|

Spring Style I

SCHOOL TEACHER.

was Saturday night, and a teacher
Alone, her task pursuing;

sat

She averaged this, and she averaged that
Of all her class was doing.
She reckoned percentage, so many boys,
And so many girls are counted—
And marked all the tardy and absentees
And to what all the absence amounted.

-AT-

PALMER’S

t

and residences wrote in full,
Over many columns and pages ;

Names

Canadian, Teutonic, African, Celt,
And averaged all their ages.
And eases of flagellation,
And prepared a list, of graduates

SOFT ft

For the county examination.

weary head sank low on her hook,
And her weary heart Still lower;
For some of her pupils had little brains,
And she could furnish no more.
She slept, she dreamed: it seemed she died,
\Y'«■ should be glad, did space permit, to jI
And her spirit went to Hades,
republish the exeellt nt report of this lect- i And they met her there with a question fair,
what per cent. of vour h
“State
grade is?"
ure from the same paper
partieularlv as I
Ages had slowly rolled away,
Dr.
we cannot agree with the lecturer.
i
Leaving but partial traces:
B< or;not is a friendly liti«-. and does not Aral the teacher's
spirit waked one day
1 u the ..!d familiar places.
kn<*\vh
il>
is
close
without
a
dg«\
speak
A mound of fossilized school reports
si mien*, a w rite]' of ability, and lias made
Attracted her observation.—
a spreiai
study "f parliamentary law. As liigii as State House dome, and as wide
As Boston since annexation.
<' i
:
: ec. •gnizei! as
His ...-rk on that
’.Ve She came t,. the spot where they buried her
the standard antluuby in Panada.
lie r

“OH,

MOTHER WERE ONLY ALIVE !’>
All through life she has known a mother’s watchful care. She now is a
She would
young mother, ami gains strength but slowly.
give
worlds to do everything for her precious baby, hut cannot: the doctor is
so strict, and does not sympathize with her, “as mother always did.”

miglii dismiss tlie «;•>< stioii by admitting
that the Canadian system or g.>\ ei nno nt
is tin* lu-st—for ( ui.tda: and making the

And the ground was well built ov* 1
But laborers digging threw up a skill
One planted beneath the clover.
A disciple of Galen wandering by,
Paused to look at the diggers:

But it
system.
worth while t«> b*ok into the matter.

is

claim

as

t<>

our

own

riot baby has unfolded in the young mother’s heart, new emotions.
She has a living responsibility, and requires strength to enable her to
perform a lo\ ing duty.
\t such a time, too much care cannot be taken, and
the Vegetable Compound is Indispensable.

LYD3A E. PINKHAM’S

Dr. Bourinot says:
Tin* system that prevails in the United
Stato divides all the powers of government
among so many authorities, and
places so many checks on each, that responsibility is weakened, and the unity
and effective operation of government

the eye
And saw that

I

iJOAl>

;

|
I

ossified,

The Canadian Senators are

An illustrated book, entitled "Guide to Health and Etiquette," by Lydia E. Pinkham, is of
great
value to iadies. We will present a copy to anyone
I
addressing us with two 2-cent

stamps.

every fold

Tlie

Pedagogical

work at

The

the government and for life
I'nited States Senators are elected
by the State Legislatures for terms of four
and six years, and without considering

the

vacancies caused bv resignation or death,
one-third of the Senators go out of office

charge of Col. F. W. Parker, of the Cook
County Normal School, Englewood, 111.
< 'ol. Parker will be assisted by W. S. JackGiftin, Mrs. Parker, Miss
Emily .1. Pice, Miss >arah E. Griswold,

Semite

when

a

i>. moreover,

a continuous body.
That is
say. when a Congress expires every
other year, the House ceases to exist, although the mi lulu rs f«»r a new House arc

Chautauqua

July

ses-

representing the people

in
anada Parliament may be <lissolv«<i at anytime, as Dr. Bourinot
says,
ami an appeal made to the
people, the

changed.
frequent,

Such

is-23.

All

Extension

The exercises will consist of:

1.

courses

(

tion

sity

Extension Method.

courses

Tyler,

will be

of Cornell.

2.

Prof. Moses Coit
Paper and discuss-

For

MENS, YOUTHS AND BOYS

CLOTHING.

WITH ELEGANT FEAME.

Gent’s Furnishing Goods,

Don't forget that you will find an AX EXT I HE XEIV STOCK, and not a lot of

MARKED

GOODS.

DOWN

TO THE PEOPLE OE BELFAST AM) THE OOUJN"
TV : You have always understood that clothing stores did not carry line Hats*
Caps, Neckwear and Furnishing Goods; it is not so with me, I carry the tinest line
of Hats and Furnishing Goods in the city.
The noted Lamson & Hubbard Hats,
all styles. Harrington and Boston Derby, nobby styles, all grades, from $1,00 up
to $3.00.
My Neckwear is line, the very latest. Ladies’ goods selling at oust.

No.

Ill

HIGH

Alyl.- “Colored

OFi: MOTTO IS VI.W VI

Photoerop/

I’Kot.KI"

41A:11^

17, 1891.—6m51

Rats,Caps & Umbrellas. NEW MEADOW
KINf

Remember I have bought this stock for SPOT CASH.
My capital is
limited, and for this '*oason 1 CAN GIVE YOU GOOD BARG AINS. But my stock
is unlimited and the goods will he sold at the LOWEST POSSIBLE FIGURES.

SHOP-WORN,

length PANELS, all size.

Also (he New

UELS’AST,

-ALL THE XOBB1EST STYLES OF-

;

Large, Life-Like Cray^
''

a

STREET, (PIKKMX

ROW)

CHAS. O'GOIMIMELL, Proprietor.

The re-organized concern of
<iregg a
entered into a new life, inspired
by The
ot its friends, and propose to
keep <.i,
ot the line and in the front rank.
The Meadow King has always been
of all competitors and the machine w.
year i-. a marked advance from the old !:•
improvements we liave adopted in our n
tlie result ot costly and
thoroughexpenii
we defv competition.
All the prominent features of the old
are retained, hut
greatly improved to m<
mauds ot ilie present time, in fact. w.
ways been ahead of the times and him
imitators have tried to protit bv ourevWe think we can sav without
egotism
have the best mower in the world.
Applications for agency should he adm

.«

i]
>]
l,

h
v"

il
0

FRED ATWOOD
Op-’Ciroulars)I
free.jn

NEW FIRM. NEW FIRM.

®

■

On'l

Agent

Hlnlprpori. Wala."

f.,r X. !■:

n

WK OFFKR, Sl'BJKCT TO s,.VI.i£

FIRST MORTGAGE
SSix IV r Cent. (void II Ollll)
Due 1910.

■Spencer»&«Wilson.

of slush and slime

Optional alter 1900
of Richmond d.non to 7.no
per cent in the l;t-r three
as
the wealthiest eitv ot its
State.
Has m. floating or bonded deb:
has .$4.nuu in its treasury.
Ph*• W ater w
< las Plant have been
accepted by the
pays the company sa: to*. ;^r year
li.
are strongly recommended fiir .-on-.-:
vestment and trust funds.
The I m
l ife Insurance
.... ..f Portland.
w n
'olby Pni\ersity SID.O'H) of thi-issue.
Price par and interest.

;

Population

creased
known

X

r.o

q
£
"

\
<

r

--We are ottering the best trades in---J. W. FREDERICK &C>1.,BelV:
o;
carried
off
and
out of every road as soon
was taken, and for about four weeks all
as it falls if possible.
as to wheel
Now.
the comity roads had been in just this
condition. Teaming was out of the ques- tires, let me remind you that you said a
tion ; to haul a load to town was impos-1 little while ago that a road was good A solid ash
set, 10 pieces, for only $17-00. This set has as good a finish as one
for your purpose whenever the
sible. and the 10,000 farm horses stood in enough
It isn't a SMALT, set, hut good size, with high bedstead and large
mud would roll and pack under the wheel; ! costing $25.00.
their stalls “eating their heads oft'.”
At
These sets are right from the factory and are, therefore, the latest in style
D
and by this 1 understand that you look j bureau.
what cost to the farmers? Assume that
We are willing to put them against any set ever shown in Lelfast for the :
wheel as a roller.
So it is. j and finish.
the cost of keeping each horse is twenty- ! upon your
-money.
Our-——
road becomes smooth by the applilive cents per day, including labor, food, ; Every
cation of a roller, and this smoothing
and all other items, and in half a minute!
.
A
Cheaper of us than at any store in W
process is hastened or retarded by the
we compute that it costs $2,500 per
day. ! quality of the roller itself. If
have
a
you
$17,500 per week and exactly $70,000 for! wheel tire 1 1-2 inches
A. A. HOWES &
wide, like those
the four weeks that these horses have \
farm wagon, every time you go Wishing to close out our line of DR VPERIE^ to make room for our NEW ;
upon
your
been standing practically idle.
A bad j
1
down the road with a ton of produce, SIDEBOARDS, we will sell at a discount.
Now is the time to buy before
road, you see, is an expensive thing.
wheels sink into the soft mud,
all the best patterns are sold.
It is expensive not alone to the farmers * your wagon
form ruts and tend to keep the road in a
of your county, but to the farmers of the
A LARGE STOC K OF
condition.
Your 1 1-2 inch “rollentire country.
The average rain-fall in rough
er” will not profitably exert its rolling
the United States is something over 40
a
until the mud becomes nearly
MR. SPETVCER
inches per year
The dirt road absorbs I qualities
A wider wheel tire would serve
these 40 odd inches of water, freezes and dry.
had
a
in
the
UXDERT
AK.1XG
we
make
RUSTXESS,
long experience
purpose much better: and if the having
thaws, dries, pulverizes, changes from your
a specialty of this department.
We can and are selling
farmers of
county would use wheel
by the piece or vanl, at wholesale or
paste to powder and back again from tires 3 or your
4 inches wide, as are used
CHEAP, at
powder to paste, and for weeks at a time abroad,
ROBES ANO BURIAL GOODS,-CASKETS,
dirt road would be rolled
your
is practically impassable.
B. F. WEX..L*
Farm traffic is
into passable condition in half the time
tied up.
You have produce to sell, purBelfast, Jan. 28, 1892.—3m4
The quality is the best to be had in the city.
that is now required to accomplish this cheaper than sold elsewhere.
chases to make, grain to grind, timber to
result.
300 Bms
haul, bills to collect and obligations to
JNext to water, nothing is so destructive
meet, but all these must wait because of a
good road surface as a heavy vehicle
your only avenue of travel is taking its
(FORMERLY SPENCER & JONES.)
on narrow wheels.
It lias been
annual soak.
A dozen times a day you running
over and over again that wheels
Joseph Williamson,
.!«•>. W11,i,ia>LSi>n, Jr.,
look out of your barn door with the hope proven
with 4 1-2 inch tires cause only one-half
Collections u specialty.
Notary Public.
of seeing some struggling vagrant of
v.
Direct from the mills and selling
the wear on a road that results from the
whom you can inquire, “How is the
CANNED GOODS,
use of wheels with 2 1-2 inch tires.
It
road?”
A. A. HOWES
used to be the rule in England to make Fruits, Nuts, Raisins, Citron and
And of the second illustration Mr. Pot- the tire 1 inch wide for
every 500 pounds
at Law
Confectionery,
ter says:
of load or vehicle; that is, if the vehicle
Ever offered in this city and we sell them low.
Offices Over American Express Office, Belfast.
Here is another picture, showing one and load weighed 2 tons, 4-inch tires
An increase of forty hands in our wort..'
be
would
but
it
ESTABLISHED 18UL
lvil
was
not
found
CO.-A.
A. HOWES &
used,
of the roads of Brittany.
Did you ever
Twenty -five experienced power stitch. ;~
see a road like that?
It, is made to last profitable to increase the width much bejrood wages on small piece parts.
Ten smart sewers will do equally
for all time, and is kept in repair at half yond 4 1-2 inches, except in cases where
Five first-class pressmen we shall inn
the cost and labor expended on the aver- wagons were used without springs, when
wage*.
were sometimes made as wide as t>
age dirt road of this country. It is looked they
j
Steady
employment the year round
with all modern improvements and cm
after with the same system and care that inches.
I
Apply in person at the office
j
-----

SUITS,

You Can

Buy

Yor’

PARLOR SUITS

University Exby men of expe-

CO«

Just Received!

rience to young men who intend to take up
University Extension work. 4. A plat-

members of the House and one-tliird of
the Senate are elected every two years
and the President every four years. So
much for the representative features of
the two governments.
The checks to
which Dr. Bourinot objects in our
systern, have not been found objectionable

liitrrrAXv.

SI rf

—$10—

and Patent Medicine

these

given by

ions on various aspects of
tension work. 3. Lectures

remaining unappeals are by no means
in this country all the

One of

CABINKT

MEDICINES I

Model

of

daily lectures, quizzes, quespapers, etc., illustrating the Univer-

ix

CHAMBEB

so-

i

1892.

OF

presents i one which
rarely put t-> practical
throughout each. | use. Waterthey
has no place in any road.
|
rainy season.
! good or had. It is more hurtful than any
J here were 10,000 farm horses in
your other
agent of destruction. It slioi Id be
county on the day when this photograph Ij
sea

University

TRADE

$3.50—

FOR

Dec.

efficiency

delegates.

and the Senate
while

the

or.N'TiiY roai»

The above illustrations and accompany- I are bestowed in the management of the
'other departments of government, and
ing description* are from The Gospel of
every farmer living on the long line of
Good Hoads.
A Letter to the American that
splendid roadway is happy and indeIsaac
1>.
Potter
Farmer, by
published by ( pendent in the consciousness that he is
the League of American Wheelmen, un- every day and every way in touch with
i’ the great world of business and society.
der direction of its National Committee
it may be interesting for you to know
on Improvement of the
Highways. In his that the exact difference in power reletter to the farmer Mr. Potter says of quired to move a given load over different
kinds of road surface has been deter
the first illustration:
mined many times, and so often verified
You will agree with me that your roads
as to be well settled.
From these experiare bad.
You may not know that they
ments you
know that on the smooth
are the very worst in the
world; but you surface of amay
Macadam road one horse will
have never seen or heard of worse ones;
haul twice the load that the same horse
nor. alas, peiliaps of better.
You live on
could haul on the best dirt road, and from
the main road in an important county.
I
five to ten times as much as can be haulsaw you one day last spring trying to
ed by a single horse when the dirt road is
drive your best horse through the pasty
covered with soft mud and ruts.
From
depths of that mysterious streak of pub- this
you will understand that the value
lic territory, and while the patient beast
even of a dirt road depends
very largely
was pulling the harness in two. in his efits condition and the care with
forts to lift you and your scant load on to upon
which it is kept in good repair.
j the little bridge near the mill, your phoAnd right here. 1 must say to you. :hat
tograph was taken, and 1 have had it cop- the
I ied on
great destroyers of the common earth
1*
of
this
page
pamphlet.
roads are water and narrow wheel tires.
It is an honest picture—as honest as the
In the first place, these roads are. as a
sun; let us sit down together and look at rule,
wretchedly drained, or in many
it.
You will notice that your face is
cases not drained at all.
If a deep side
turned the other way, and I promise not
ditch could be maintained on each side of
to tell anybody who von are; for I feel
tin1 ordinary ditch oad, and kept clear so
that the day is soon coming when every
as t<» receive and
carry off the running
American farmer will look upon that picwater, the quality of the road would be
ture with some regret, and I have no tiein
most
cases
ion per cent.
sire to humiliate a friend; besides, it is improved,
This is a point which farmers seem to
not your fault alone that this road is bad.
j nor is it
meagerly understand, or, at all events,
this road alone that
a

and secured.

|

change only affects the ministry and the
House; the Governor General, or Lieut.
o.vmnor,

(

Built by the State, maintained l>y tlie State, and kept in the smoothest condition at all seasons of
the year. France has built 120.000 miles of these roads for her fanners, and it lias proved a uood investment.
Loads weijrhinjr four or five tons are every day drawn over these roads by a simple team.

which

cieties will be invited to send

1

<

<

to

SUMMER

TUTTLE & SON
Ptotoiraptes and Crap Arts,

-Full

A University Extension Conference will
he held at Chautauqua during the week of

on.

to

will add

greatly
department.

of this

called in session at any time for the performance of such duties.
For general

N"'-v

appreciated

one

Strictly One-Price House,-

open for business in its NEW and COMMODIOUS quarters, expressly fitted up
for me.
My stock is CLEAN and NEW. every article being manufactured for the

I have no Rip Van Winkle garments that have laid asleep on the counters for the
past TWENTY YEARS, every article being brand new, and of the latest styles,
personally selected by me in the market. My stock consists of a full line of

A model school-house, to he built for next
summer,

done considers treaty matters and passes
upon Preside;;!ial nominations, may he

si

has

is

‘round,

HOUSE,

now

SPRING &

of 1SP2 will he under the

gether the year

already elected, while tin* Senate, which

also be in

Is

The course offered is
faculty.
comprehensive and unitied. The teachers
are accustomed to supplement and enforce
each other’s works.
The advantage of
having a corps of teachers who work to-

To

must

-A

School

body for either two or four years. This
plan is believed to best preserve the dignity and usefulness of the Senate, which

legislation the House

THE BELFAST CLOTHING

and several other members of the Normal

two-thirds of the
who have served in that

Young \(

BELFAST, MAINE.

\Y. M.

man.

convenes

men

are

words,

summer

hat for

stylish

-AT-

Chautauqua in

appointed by

In other

VECF.TABLE j
COMPOUND

_LYDIA

terms.

Congress

peculiar weakne»*e*

“Of cerehum and cerebellum."
“It's a great curiosity, sure." said Pat.
|
!
“By the bones you can tell the creature!’’
I 0, nothing strange," said the doctor, “that
Was a nineteenth-century teacher.”
;
j [Educational Gazette.

And of the Canadian system:

new

ffieV/lLCoX

■,

'twas lined with figures.

The Canadian as compared with the
Mr. William Elroy Curtis, of the State
United States system is much more in the
direction of popular liberty, of popular Department, is writing a book which will
sovereignty, and of effect* >e government. be used as a text-book for the Chautauqua
The special advantages of the Canadian or
Circles next winter.
It is entitled The
English system of parliamentary governA
The United States and Foreign Powers.
ment may he briefly summed up:
Governor General—or a Lieutenant Gov- brief survey of the diplomatic and conernor of a Province—his cabinet and the
sular service will be followed by an acpeople's house are governed in Canada as
in England by a system of rules, conven- count of the relations which have existed
tions and understandings, which enable and those which are now maintained bethem to work in harmony with each tween the United States and other nations
other.A governor, acting always un- |
der the advice of responsible ministers, i The book will be an admirable aid in premay, at any time, generally speaking, paring for an intelligent visit to the World's
grant an appeal to the people to test their Fair.
opinion on vital public questions and i
bring the legislature in accord with the
Superintendent Lord of the Portland
public mind.
schools makes a good point im his annual
Now from our standpoint matters look report on the efficiency of teachers.
An
differently. The Governor General of idea prevails, says he, that anyone who
has a High School education is capable of
Canada is appointed by tin* British govteaching the lower grades of the primary
ernment and retains office at their pleasschools, providing he or she c an maintain
There is
ure.
As we understand it. lie is a purely a certain amount of discipline.
a
further idea. too. that the primary
ornamental official, except in a social
school is the place to put young, untrainway. his only duty being to ‘‘uphold the ed and inexperienced teachers to
get their
dignity of the Crown." in his place we training ami experience at the expense of
have a President, elected more or less di- the mental development of the pupils.
This certainly is radically wrong, and Suprectly by the people, with well deffned erintendent
Lord will be supported by
powers, not the least of which is the veto every educator in Ids battle against it.
It
This
power.
power has been used with is the first year of school life when the
most
and
telling impressions may be made
good effect and rarely abused save by
when the most skillful teachers should be
President Cleveland, when it was exerted
employed. [Boston Journal.
t" deprive worthy veterans of hard earn-

every two years.

AM !■; 111 <

as

Statistics

-BUY-

!

seriously impaired.

ed pensions.

IN

by the farmer, ••worked x tin- tanner, ami kop: in a '•.uniin>>a whieh make- i; ■. <-k.‘ek l<» the
prosperity of farm and town and a dis^rm-e t<> the nmmrx at lar-c. The American pubiie r«>a*i i- the
most expensive of all our institutions, and most <»f the money and labor bestowed on the care <
tke-e
roads is so carelessly spent and so slovenly applied as to be practically thrown axvay.
linilt

I thought," said the young M. I)..
“How easy it is to kill 'em?"

j “dust

ST|FF HAT!

C,!iT anti liO'.'.'jriiiiiiti* Itciiieilv
!
ami ailments <>;' wotnt n.
---j
!; curTin* \\’>r*t form.*- of Female » 'ornplaint*. that I?*-.ir*:• ><_r
\\
!■ •■'it
j
Is.’ick. I-':ii:iand Displacement of tin Womb, Inflammation. <>. ari-m I .:11>1.•-. :tn all I
Organi Di-' M-e-of tin-r*erus or \V >mb, and is invaluable to t ! < lnmg* m
in.
j
soives am! expel* Tumor* from the iftcrus at an earlv -tarn ami check- "air •• •,
iM-.
j
( anccrou- Humor.
Mibdues Faintness, Excitabilitv. Nmvou- Prostration I
!
and strengthens and tones the Sromach. < tires Headache. Deueral Debili:. ; ,.
ere., and invigorate* the whole svstem.
For the cure of Kiduev ( omplaims in
.i, x
I be C <>■■■|hmi ml ban no rival.
All Druggists -ell it a- a •tanilaril article, or sent bv mail, in form of Fill- or
Lozenges, on receipt .if
E PINKHAM MED CO
LYNN MASS
I'tb

tor t!ie

And plucked the skull up, looked through i

!

IF

stvlishl;

■■

—

same

elegant line of

An

The rate of admission of every one,

form

evening meeting with short addressDelegates will be tendered the “freedom of the city,” and every effort will be
made to render the week not only helpful
to the cause, but delightful to its friends.

Table

es.

Linen, Napkins
Crashes

j

A correspondent of The Journal calls attention to some errors in the use of the
relative pronoun in the newspapers, and
evidently would suggest that there must
be some “young writers” connected with
eminent.
The Democratic party, which 1 the Boston press.
Our correspondent is
has an overwhelming majority in the '■ perfectly correct as to the fact that grammatical errors do creep into the newspaHouse, is fully committed to free silver—
But he must not for that reason aspers.
a policy that if
carried out would be sume that
they are proof that “young
ruinous to the country.
The EngWere the Senate ! writers” are wielding the pen.
and the President also Democratic a se- lish grammar is a stumbling block for
some gravbeards.
The relative pronouns
vere blow would be dealt to our national I
have a way of tripping old as well as
The
belief
that
such
This
is
a
me
asprosperity.
young.
especially true when it
ure would be defeated in the Senate, or
happens that the clause containing the relative plays the part of a substantive and
that if passed by that body it would be 1
the pronoun that of a subject, as it did in
vetoed by a Republican President, lias the instance cited
by our correspondent.
sufficed to maintain financial stability and But isn't this a matter for the consideration of those who would cut down the j
to avert a disastrous panic. Recent events
of English in our grammar schools
have also shown that outside of party study
Mount Desert Correspondence.
to introduce French. Latin, Algebra and j
Mr. Andrew H. Haynes has sold all his
questions, where the national honor is Geometry? Even some young men whom |
buildings and wharf property to Mr. James
South
West
Mar.
Harbor.
Steam28th,
i
President
Eliot
sends
out
from
his
school
there
can
be complete unison
concerned,
Parker of Bass Harbor, who will increase
er Cimbria
of the Bangor & Bar Harbor
in the co-ordinate departments of the gov- have the failing of Homer to “nod” ochis fish curing establishment.
line
in
did
not
in
the
as
Journal.
2Gth
casionally grammar. [Boston
put
appearance
ernment. This was illustrated in the ChilByron Mayo and Weeks of Brooklm, are
expected.
ian controversy, when the leading Demo- I
to engage in the fish business at the stand
Chocolate Frosting.
The owners of the steamboat wharf here
crats of the House vied with the Republiformerly owned by H. J. Anderson, Jr., and
Some years ago nearly every housekeeper are to make extensive repairs to enable the
the store is also to be stocked with groceries
the bands of the thought that for chocolate
cans in strengthening
frosting on pud- new steamer Frank Jones to make her landand the wharf built out some 150 feet furA like spirit lias been shown ding, creams, or for a beverage, she must ings.
President.
A new set of piling will be driven
have the chocolate in sheets, and many hard |
ther.
thus far in the negotiations with Lord tasks there were unless the eake of choco- across the front extending out some ten feet
Capt. N. R. Keene was called to Portland
late
to
l>e
used
was
in
the
oven
and
and raising the wharf some three feet higher.
placed
Salisbury concerning the Behring Sea; warmed
last week in the interest of the new steamboat
to run easily.
But
all
that
enough
This is a necessary move as this is the poorand so it will continue to be with all extrouble is banished now, for every kitchen
Co., organized in that city to run a steamer
ternal questions, no matter bow sharply is
by all the new and easy methods est wharf on the routes of any of the boats. from Somesville, South West and Bar Hargaining
the
dissensions
redefined may be
party
which are constantly being brought for- We hope to see for the benefit of passengers a
j
garding liome affairs.
ward; but nothing is more welcome to the snug little waiting room with a chance to ber to connect with the Maine Central railIt is not claimed of course that our sys- cook who indulges in fancy dishes than the
road
set up a stove, as there has not been a
tem of government is perfect, but thus chocolate powder, which comes so fine and
The steam grist mill formerly run by
suitable
for
waiting place
passengers nearer
far it lias proved well adapted to our soluble, mixing so easily with milk in cusHerbert Joyce has changed hands and is
than a hotel in cold weather.
It lias had warm praise from the tards, or with the egg in frosting.
needs.
Bensdorp & Co. offer a Cocoa iliat is parThe fishermen are now getting thawed now owned by Messrs. Clark & Holmes of
late Judge Haliburton, known in humortieularly tine for all fancy cooking, as the
ous literature as “Sam Slick,” but who
out from their winter quarters and will soon this place.
cocoa strength is so great that small quanwas a keen political observer and a true
W. R. Keene has his steam launch planked j
tities will furnish very rich confections, be looking from the finny tribe.
political prophet. A recent writer in the while the flavor is exquisite, as this is put
Win. Torry has bought the fishing and is ready to set up the machinery. When
Capt.
of
without
the
audition
subof
any foreign
New England Magazine says
Judge up
schooner Maud Gaskell of Gloucester, Mass., Completed, he intends to make a trial trip to
‘For the Constitution of stance, thus preserving the extremely deliHaliburton:
cate aroma so much desired. [Mrs.McBride,
and will go into the fishing business instead Belfast. She is to be called the Brunswick.
the United States lie bad the greatest adin Cottage Hearth.
He also has a small one on hand, three
of coasting as in the past.
miration.
‘Nothing,’ lie said, in his Rule
-! The prospect is good for a busy season years old, in perfect condition, 27 feet long,
and (Misrule of the English in America,
of
allowance
has
Prince
Wales’
George
here for the joiners, as many cottages are to condensing Shipman boiler and engine, for
by any possibility could be devised more
been fixed by his father at $75,000 a
suited to the situation, feelings, wants, now
be built for the natives.
Among some of use either with fresh or salt water, which is
a
more
than
which
is
$50,000
year
habits, and preconceived ideas of the peo- year,
them are Oaleus Mills, Clias. Stanley, Chas. for sale at $300, and is a bargain. The boat
the
to
death
of
the
Duke
lie
received
prior
ple. It has conferred happiness and safety I of Clarence.
Foss (recently of Knox) and others.
has also a stationary awning.
Exto perpetno.'
on many millions.
here in practice. The silver question just
now furnishes an excellent illustration of
the wisdom of divided powers in the gov-

j

j

j

SPENCER & WILSON,

We Have the best Line of

Choice Brands Plot'

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON & SON,

A CO

Attorneys & Counsellors

Peddlers, Look Here.

I

HAVE A FIRST-CLASS PEDDLER S WAGON
for sale at a price which will make you smile.
JOS. WILLIAMSON, Jn.,
Gtf
Over American Express Office, Belfast, Me.

WANTED.

50 Boxes of That

i-

u

30 CENT TEA

-JUST

keueived

MAINK MAM FACTMIJV
Manufacturers of Fine r
Kt'ihi.v'i

BY-

A. A. HOWES & CO.

4wlL’

j

1

I

WANTED!
Two or three good Cutters, h
:|
1
Stitchers and Vampers by the
PINE TREE STATE SHOE O'
Ellsworth, Man: >
■

j

March 20,

1_;

PRESCRIPTIONS
Carefully Compounded by

oW

<

perienced Dray gist.
A.

A.

HOWKS

j
(

<( *

A

NOTICE.
of teachers whteach during the spring terms
the town of Searsport. will take place
of April, 18P2, at lo o'clock a. m a
school room, \illage.
2wl3*
.1. W. IIROCK. Sim

Examination

Best grown in China. Finest drank in America.
Packed only in half-pound and pound tea-lead packages.
The same

as

served in the

We send free,

Oolong

Japanese

Garden at the Pure Fond Exhibition.

ieceipt of a 2c. stamp, sample of either Formosa
English Breakfast Tea. State your choice.

on

or

CHASE & SANBORN, Boston, Mass.
We sell oitly to tie trade.
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gions. The dead warrior lay upon a sort
nVN
of double decked platform, in full view of
..t |M III.IF.
•rrespondence of the Journal.] men. with only his martial cloak around
Our only him, and had been carried in this manner
Linkiro, Feb. 2:>rd.
completely altering the pro- through the crowded streets of the city on
the shoulders of his comrades, from the
; tickets bad been bought for
Vvn-s, luggage aetually on the barracks, a distance of three miles or more,
wharf of the waiting steamer, preceded by a military band playing jubifor a month past having been lant marches and quicksteps. Uneoftined,
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Avoid,

a pesif you

very places where the deadly germs of
fever lie dormant till disturbed.
And
don’t be frightened out of your senses if,

the time of

n

is

dressed in gray, mottled with black.
Already we have been offered several of

hundred and ninety years ago; when, sailing through the narrow gateway from the
into the

ocean

hay. they

these so-called

“beauties” to take home
with us, as souvenirs of pleasant (!) visits;
and when we have declined the honor,

fancied them-

selves entering the mouth of a miglitv
rivc 1 that led to the Fnehanted Band and
christened it

llio dr

occurred.

event

do,Kin,.

without

being quite able to disguise our
shuddering horror, have been asked with

“Biver of

from the month in which the

January'

surprise, “Don’t you have rats and roaches
in your country?" And it is impossible to

There is the Pao de As-

( Portuguese for ’sugar- loaf.'') haientrance as it rises abruptly from

sucar,

tell one’s kind entertainers that we intinitelv prefer millions of rats and roaches

ling the

feet; the Cavea, with its natural fortification on top, 'Which human
toot has never sealed; < orcovado, the cothe

sea

liilii

their favorite pets.
Here dogs are few
and cats are fewer: but every family lias
parrots and monkeys galore, not to men-

to

lossal “human hack;" Botofoga; Ilha des
obras. the rocky “island of snakes;"

tion the useful

(

llha des Bat os, ’’island of rats," and all
\ith the •i]»omp and oircuin
incidental!, with the vast | the rest of them, enclosed, as by a wall,
relatives. w!io thus have i within a misty background of mountains,

t

|

ly

and

house-snake, as universalnumerously as we foster canary-

birds and kittens.

We are at all events saved from the

consequence of your own act. Jose Maria
now the spring time; in a little while the grass will he springing up
green in these beautiful valleys, and on
these broad mesas and mountain sides
flowers will be blooming; birds will be
singing their sweet carols, and Nature
will be putting on her most gorgeous and
attractive robes, and life will be pleasant
and men will want to stay, but none of
this is for you, Jose Maria Martin, the
flowers will not bloom for you Jose Maria
Martin, the birds will not carol for you,
Jose Maria Martin; when these things
come to gladden the senses of men, you
will be occupying a space about six by
two beneath the sod, the green grass and
those beautiful flowers will be growing
about your lowly head.
The sentence of the Court is that you be
taken from this place to the County jail;
that you be kept there, safely and securely conlined, in the custody of the sheriff'
until the day a](pointed for execution. 15c
very careful. Mr. Sheriff, that he have no
opportunity to escape and that you have
him at the appointed place at the appointed
That you he so kept, Jose Maria
time.
Martin, until—Mr. Clerk, on what day of
the month does Friday about two weeks
from this time come? “March 22nd, your
honor." Very well, until Friday the 22nd
day of March, when you will he taken by
the sheriff' from your place of confinement
to some safe and convenient spot within
the County; that is in your discretion Mr.
Sheriff, you are only conlined to the limits
of the County, and that you are to be
hanged by the neck until you are dead
and the Court was about to add Jose Maria
Martin “may Cod have merey on your
soul." but the Court will not assume the
responsibility of asking an All AYise Providence t.o do that which a jury of your
The Lord could
peers has refused to do.
not have mercy on your soul.
However,
if you affect any religious belief, or are
connected with any religious organization
it might he well for you to send for vour
j
priest or minister and get from him—well
-such consolation as you can, but the
; Court advises you to place no reliance upon anything of Hiat kind.
Mr. Sheriff',
remove the prisoner.

Martin, it is

>
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Glove-Fitting Corset

High fever, bounding pulse, swelling of the

joints, with great tenderness and severe pain, especially if
the patient attempts to move; and on moving after resting
in one position, lameness, stiffness, and severe pain.
Rheumatism is a blood disease, and must be so
treated. There is only one preparation of which it
can be said that no instance of a failure to cure
Rheumatism or any blood disorder has ever been
recorded; and that preparation is furnished, not by
a harmless vegetable comscience, but by Nature
of
and
herbs, roots,
barks, called
pound

humiliation of seeing condemned crimi-

LANGOONa BATCHELLER'S

GENUINE
; THOMSON’S
V

—

Kickapoo Indian Sagwa
If you

are

rheumatic,

try this Nature’s

not

the

and

do

blessing

human race, you are
responsible for what you suffer.
Here is a person who had faith.
to

1

FREEMAN STRATTON, East Fairfield, Vt., declares:
"After being sick many months with Rheumatism,
most of the time confined in bed, / was induced to
try Kickapoo Indian Sagwa. / took three bottles, and
it cured me.
I have not been troubled since.
/
haue no sympathy for any one who suffers with Rheumatism and don't try Sagwa."
$1.00

Kickapoo
Nature’s

"

:i

bottle.

All

Princess Kickapoo.

Indian Worm Killer

remedy for worms. Satisfaction
guaranteed. 25 cents.
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in the world, one remembers that all the
traditions of earth speak of Paradise as a
heard of Heaven

or

located where winter reigns during half
the year'.’ The most unpoetical of Yankee

preachers

tell of “the

palm

trees

of Para-

altogether, let us hope, on account of the pleasant alliterations; and
the dear old orthodox hymns describe its
dise”

not

as

“high, eternal noon.”

lint lirazil must be

a

long way from
greatly changed

this strange city.
Brazilian Paradise, or t.lie place has
ttlc angels." as tIn* corpses j since Eve's
peccadillo. The flowers have
1
universally called), are not j no perfume, the birds no song, death is
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in the conventional

frightfully busy everywhere, and the people-well, the kindest thing to he said of
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is ;i small scarlet hearse them Is that the
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plumage,
bugs that look like living jewels, anil
blossoms of vivid scarlet, purple and gold

To eairyout the “eterlie child should have died

that make the woods appear ablaze. There
are no delicate hues nor gentle tints, hut

instead of diseases en‘lirt and neglect, the prevail-

everything is intense. The whole country
seems painted red and yellow, unprotect-
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exaggerated telephone poles, towering perhaps two hundred feet from the
ground before the first great leaf shoots

!‘"u, size and color with those out. Alas! “The trail of the serpent is
continually trotted about over it all," in fact as well as figuratively.
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Many of the gem-like bugs
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are

fatal in

and you never touch a leaf or
flower with<jut the uncomfortable con-

sting,

sciousness

that

in

some

lurking

under it death

guise.
And the tarantulas.

long

We

may be

thought

that

ago in the hot lands of Mexico we
had made the acquaintance of pretty respectable specimens—so far as size goes—

j

W. H. Boldue, Si Hamilton St.,
New Haven, Ct., testifies: “I have
had itching piles 14 years. Comfort Powder stopped the itching
instantly, and gave complete relief.”
Mrs. A. B. Briggs, East Sumner,
Me., says Comfort Powder cured
her of Piles, and also several cases
among her friends.
W.
H.
Gardner,
druggist,
Comfort
Bridgeport, Ct., says:
Powder cured a customer of mine
of Piles, who now declares it is
worth S50.00 a box to him.”
ALL
SEND
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prices

$1.00

Kalish's

over

1.00
1.25
1.75
1.50

GEO. W. BURKETT,

S.

SYKES,

1

and First-Class

April 23, 1891.—Iyrl7

promptly attended to.-

GUARANTEED.

ME

A

CALL.

E.

SHUTE,

Main

St.,

GEO. T. READ,

Belfast.

September 24, 1891.—39tf

HALL,
PHOTOGRAPHER.

-onn.

SECRETARY.

Tie Poplar Cabinet Size,

yrnrnilO

$3.50 per Doz.
-ALSO A(.KNT FOR-

The quality of

work is

our

W. Li.

guaranteed

A E E M O T O E S

HALL,
HuiltUny, Hiyh

Next, Memorial

BELFAST.

arranged for |• 11111]>i11am! powei purposes,
adapted for all li^ht work r«‘«|uirinji from two t<
six liorst* power: also for water suppl> tor resiliences, farms ami \iilap-s. Call and >*•<• testias

St.

monials and jiet estimates.

*!tf

Don't Forget the Place.

GEO. T
Property belonging

j 44

NEW STOCK OF

Shu SFUtad Wue

Applv

growth.
r.tf

24 lbs. SUGAR
$1.00,

By:

for

of Maine!

BREADMAKERS !
I
;

««

Akk

for

this

of *F!our.-£*

Brand

Sale.

Said farm consists of 50 acres
of land, situated \% miles from
Belfast. It contains an orchard
of 20o apple trees in good hearing
condition, and *25 plum and pear
trees, also a large piece of blackberry and raspberry bushes and strawberry vines. Here is an
excellent chance to raise early vegetables. I shall
also sell my egg business, with a capacity of holding 50 thousand dozens of eggs. The buildings
are in good condition, with a cistern in house and
barn, and a good well of water that never goes
dry. Owing to a change of business I shall sell
W. E. MARSH.
cheap.
Beltaat. Aug. 4, 1 sitl —%>tf

TO
At

BE

LET,

City Point, Belfast,

Maine.

store, store houses and wharves, formerly
occupied by SAMUEL OTIS Jfc (JO. The loca
tion is suitable for a country store, for shipment of
produce by rail or water, and for a manufacturing
business. The works of the Granite Company adjoin the premises. Also a dwelling house at City
Point, with about *25 acres of land. Excellent
spring water piped to the house. Inquire on the
premises, or of
A. B. OTIS, Upper Bridge.

The

Accept

HAS
Makes
bread.

real estate on Bridge street, in Belfast
known as the WILLIAM <>• ALDKN property
consisting of the large two story house, with el
and barn, with good orchard and garden grounds
This property is well located and in good condi
tion for a hoarding house, and will he sold at a
reasonable figure. If desired, one-half the pur-

THE

chase money can remain on mortgage a reasonable
time. For terms, applv to
ROBERT K. or WM. o. A 1.1 >E\, Portland,
or at Belfast S \vi:m;s Bank.
Belfast, June 15. 1801.—25U*

For Sale.
House 1117 High street, twelve
rooms, heated by furnaee.
Also
bath and wash moms, set tubs,
hot and eold water, large lot shade
and fruit trees. Terms easy, inO. W. FRENCH.
quire on the premises.
Belfast. Me.. March 2*2, 1*92. 12tf

For

Sale.

subscriber offers for sale a butcher's or dewagon, nearly new. and in tirst-class
The wagon was obtained by the purchase of my new business, and is not. needed.
Call at mv hakerv and obtain terms.
E. L. FRENCH.
|
Belfast. March 22, 1892.—12tf

THE
livery
condition.

most,

For Sale.
Apply

to

5tf

:

VOSE &

McLELLAX, Bangor.

i
office in Masonic Temple, formerly occupied by J)r. A. L. Parsons. Apply to
JOS. WILLIAMSON, Jr.,
Over American Express Office.
Belfast, March 24, 1892.—12tf

A

corner

RIVAL,
sweetest

and

Healthiest

H. B. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.

THE BELFAST

IMs &
to the
to

Foundry k

public that the\
do all kinds „f

are

prepared

Foundry & Machine Works,
the
Also manufacturers ol

Heye

Circular Saw Mills.
Holmes' Stare Machine,
Hall's Stare .Jointer,

Mill
Gearing. Quarry Derriche,
Hoisting Winches,Quarry Car,. &c.
Patent Iron Sheaves, Stone
Hussey Plows.
Dealer* in

Jacks, Unity

CIRCULAR SAWS & BELTING.

«<rG IVEDSA

CALL.

Belfast Machine <1‘ Foundry Co.
Belfast, Me.. Fell.

Call

2.1, ISH2.-H+.

and

See

E. S. PITCHER,
HIS NEW

IVo.

THE

NO

whitest,

3m<*»

-AT

lot of land known as the l'i 11sbury Place,
containing about 57 acres, and situated on the
! Perkins road and Northport Avenue in Belfast.

tiir.mph -»f

This latest
substitute.
modern millin'*

no

Announce

BV

Kidneys

| Women

GHAS. F. GORDON.
Searsport, Maine.

Belfast.

WANTED.

Belfast, Me.

Main St.,

to

Farm

J

City
NOTICE

READ,

Care National Hank.

I-H. J. LOCKE, Belfast, Me.

Hervey’s Jewelry Store,

of

CARV E R.-

-BEN J AM IN

f

to estate

Fine farm, 140 acres, known as the Cotton farm,
1 1-2 miles from village on shore road, 100 rods
frontage on Penobscot Hay; woodland, pasturing,
and mowing fields, iunderdrained> cutting about
100 tons best hay; large barn, 40 by HO feet, with
house, smaller barns and implements.
Exceptionally tine spring water. Location very
elevated and commanding an extended outlook.
Also point .\. E. of the village, known as Mark's
Point, 00 acres, finely timbered woodland, mixed

|SflR|

quickly.

lowest New York

FREE CAMPLE.

COMFORT POWDER CO.. Hartford,
E.

GIVE

DPUGGISTS SELL IT.

POSTAL FOR

by

Mail

SATISFACTION

Scissors, Inn 'S Em

|

J

their orders.

is scared almost

DR. WOODBURY'S ANTIDOTE,

orset for

<

People from out of town will do well to write
me for prices and samples before placing

T

Who ever
grow.
the Garden of Eden

trees

at

Nursing,
a.,
E., extra long,
Abdominal,

prepared to execute all kinds of

Everything New
-Orders

Cures
Itching Piles.

I

his kind .’ Gazing at the imperial palms of
Uio, thail which none liner can be found

complete line
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—or

a

Clothing Store,

LMbW

visibly throbs and palpitates.
feeling all this for the first
time, realize in the depths of our souls
that some mistake in nature’s plan east
our lines in the cold and colorless North;
of us.

place where palm

man

to procure thi*

town

BELFAST, MAINE.

times take menhaden and mackerel with
purse seines in all navigable waters within the jurisdiction and control of the
■* r on these facts,
into insanity, living in constant terror of
/-* ■ w
United States, so far as the United States
then try
assassin’s knife or bullet, or of another! have
I
power to regulate the rights of iishrevolution which may break out at any j eries therein, where the tide ebbs and
1
moment.
Every day or two he changes ! flow s, subject only to such regulations as
from time to time,
his residence, and never goes out without I Congress may prescribe
any law, custom, or usage of any State to
a strong escort.
It is said that his bed- the
contrary notwithstanding.
room is guarded by a double cordon of
Thai the Commissioner of Fish
Sec. 2.
soldiers; but who is there to guard the sol- and Fisheries is hereby directed to make
such inquiries and investigations as may
diers and ensure their faithfulness? Revo- |
be necessary for ascertaining to what exlutionists have bought them before, and tent, if any, there has been diminution in
j
may again, as in the case of good old Dom the abundance of fishes of commercial
the* coasts of the United
Pedro; whose over-throw was not accom- importance along
States and in the Great Lakes, and to reT
plished by vox populi —for the majority of port to Congress the result of these inves,
the people knew nothing about it until it tigations together with recommendationsThere isR-P times
if in his opinion any are necessary as to
was a fa if <iretwq>li—but
as much STAR PLUG Tobacco
by a small mili- the
proper measures to be adopted for the
chewed as there is of any other brand made.
tary clique, incited by ungrateful politi- preservation of the fisheries and the conWe manufacture more tobacco than any
cians at the Capital, whom the generous tinuance of an ample supply of lish.
other Factory in the world, which enables
That section forty-three linnSee. :’».
and unsuspecting Emperor had previous- !
us to give tobacco consumers more for
died and twenty-one of the devised Statly loaded with favors.
their money than any one else.
utes of the United States is hereby amendFanxik B. Waiid.
ed by inserting immediately after the word
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.. St. Louis. Mo.
A. R. Mitchell & Co.. N. E. Agents,
The Treaty Ratified.
“fisheries," wherever it occurs in said
section forty-three hundred and twentylyrio
one, the words, “in all navigable waters
\V asiiixo tun, March 2D.
The Behring within the
jurisdiction and control of the
Sea Arbitration Treaty has been ratified United States where the tide ebbs and
by the unanimous vote of the Senate, with flows, so that it shall read in the title of a
license for carrying on tin* fishan amendment that the arbitrators shall j fishing
eries for menhaden and mackerel with
These goods are the finest steel, electric temspeak the English language. There will purse seines in all navigable waters withpered. the best made. If y«m want a good
be no war with Great Britain, and no one J in the
tiling try them. Every pair warranted.
suid control of the
jurisdiction
really supposed there would be. Yet the ! United States where the tide ebhs and
FINGKK KINGS.
language of Lord Salisbury at one time j Hows.’* And also in the body of said
One of the largest lines in this section, set with
was as threatening as the attitude of Presi- I
section, after the description of the ves- Diamonds, Opals, Moontstones, Emerald, l’earls,
I
dent Harrison was resolute and patriotic.
and KNGRAVKI)
sel, to read: “License is hereby granted Garnets, etc. ofAlso NOLID, PLAINand
the best quality
make.
KINGS
for the said vessel to be employed in carSouvenir
menhaden
and
Spoons.
While some of our Democratic contem- rying on the fisheries for
in all navi- A variety of unique and pretty styles got up to
poraries seem lost in admiration of Lord mackerel with purse seines
order.
Salisbury's diplomatic ability and the gable waters within the jurisdiction and
All kinds of engraving done in the best manner.
the
Old English. Monogram, Cypher and Scrip, at
strength of the English cause, the clear- control of the United States where
headed London Star comments like this tide ebbs and flows, subject only to such
on the Behring Sea correspondence:
regulations as Congress may prescribe
‘‘The dispatches do not give Lord Sal- from time to time, any law, custom, or
Phoenix Row, Belfast, Me.
notisbury the better of it. He has not been /usage, of any State to the contrary
from date
Mr. Blaine has.
consistent.
The Amer- withstanding, for one year
of
icans have behaved as if they genuinely hereof and no longer.
is hereby given that all bills against the
desired to protect the seals.
Lord Saliscity of Belfast must l»e presented to the chairThe newspaper men who go to Minne- man of the committee on accounts by noon of the
bury has behaved as though he was afraid
first Monday in each month, or they will not he
of
to
the
the
report
proceedings
of offending the Canadians, whose only apolis
outlie roll of accounts for that month.
convention, are to be particularly well placed
desire is to catch seals.”
This rule will be strictly adhered to during the
cared for.
The New York Life building,
coming year.
PER ORDER OP COR. ON ACCOUNTS.
which cost *1,000,000, is to be set apart
Belfast, March 28, 1892.—3wl3
The Fin Keel.
for their entertainment and will be equipped as a hotel.
The tin keel seems to have come to stay.
It is by no means a new device, in spite of
an elderly gentleman, a housekeeper, for
the hue and cry made about it.
It is utterly
I
which a fair compen.sation.will be paid. Ad| unfit as an adjunct to a cruising boat, and in
GEO. C. HARDING,
dress,
in small win
glassful dosWaldo Station, Maine.
all probability its ultimate destiny will be
Waldo, March 22,1892.—3wl2*
the liver to
its succession by an improved centerplate.
stimulates
For racing, however, it is a device aboundrenewed ac
tivity, proing with meritorious qualities. The lead at
tion of the
the bottom of the fin insures stability. The motes the ao
tin itself gives lateral resistance iii an almost
and
and
Bladder,
there
no
deadwood either
perfect form,
being
for
Malaria and
forward or aft, and the least possible amount a n n i h i lates
of wetted surface. [Outing for April.
A. A. HOWES A CO.
Rheumatism
To tell the truth the

leave

BURKETT
has

ROOMS,

No. 50 Main St.,

greatness that has been thrust upon him.

their

hot air that

.Some

climate

In- soul has lied.

1

of

shadows fall, the indescribable glow and
intensity of animal and vegetable life, the

not

___

I HAVE LEASED THE

ns

¥

:

LADIES of BELFAST ant) VICINITY

Pure Blood, Perfect Health,”

c

b

„.*g

The Best Corset ii tie Worm

druggists.

j

political caldron is just now quiet in
the Brazilian capital, but all the same it is
with eternal verdure; the white
draped
of
mourn),
sable-canopied
below t he surface and the silence
city with its countless towers in the tore- seething
of plumed horses, and a
is
ominous.
The New Luphaiti Hill.
Although Ceneral I)a Fonug of hired
carriages tilled ground—surrounded hy an amphitheatre
the deposed President whose legal
seca.
so
dark
and
: i**ndsfrowning
Tli rough the courtesy of Dr. E. \V.
every man of them ol'ragged heights,
term has not yet half expired, is just now
k kid gloves and .i broad that they exaggerate the calm of the watGould, state commissioner of sea and
so
that
his
enemies
entertain
seriously ill,
tail silk hat. and a yard er and the smile of perpetual mid-sumshore fisheries, the Journal is enabled to
cheerful hopes of his demise, it is by no
mer. There arc plenty of pictures to show
*t the same emblem of woe
present its readers with a copy of the new
means certain that he will not
regain con- bill introduced to
streaming from his light you how it looks, better than mere words
Congress by Mr. Laptrol of the administration, for his friends
Vet no picture can do faintest
"nl those whom we saw bow- could do.
ham, of Rhode Island, March 2i>th, as
are
surprisingly numerous, considering follows:
The contour,
iM'himl the hearse were all justice to tropical scenery.
the facts of the case. < General l’eixotio, the |
and even the colors may he reproduced,
\ itable ei^arito and animatA bill to regulate the lislieries and for
present occupant of the executive chair, is other purposes.
polities, or perhaps the but it lacks the full glory of equatorial
I
“15e it enacted by the senate and House
a rather fine looking gentleman, in ear
sun
and sky, the In-hi;/ green, the everon of tin* family of the demiddle
life—a
to the back- of Represent atives of the United States of
Portu-goose
in
these regions of
shifting clouds which
Ij America in Congress assembled; that any
but evidently he is not enjoying the
contrasts distinctly change the tint bone;
citizen of the United States may at all
an- t here
any women, for, a-s strong
The

j

Symptoms.

to the bell-

can, any spot where an old wall is being
torn down, or bit of pavement being taken
up, or a drain disturbed, for those are the

few weeks,
what remains of you unconsumed by the
quick-lime that is liberally thrown in at

living.

rush

your handkerchief and tlee
tilence -which it really is.

then not left long to repose in peace
-barely long enough for the comparative

safety

we

THOMSON’S

Rheumatism.

Cap-

punishment,

thank fortune, is a thing
of the past in Maine, and probably Justice
is as well served as in the days of old.

|

rolled up in a brown, wooly ball large as a
lien’s egg.
The instant his spider-sliip

s

bordered

To the Editor of the Journal:
ital

desire to

v

i.

now A JUDGE IN THE WILD AND WOOI.Y
WEST PASSED SENTENCE OF DEATH.

came

interment, (the only liberal
while being entertained in a Brazilian
jnlar trips between South tiling about it), would be pitched into the
find a big snake comfortably
i Kuropc. register an average general charnel heap of detached bones-- home, you
in your rocking chair, or coiled un!i: rte* n knots an hour, and the heads without trunks and trunks without asleep
der your pillow, or feel his shiny length
ipies five days. A few weeks heads—to await the semi-annual burning.
drawn slowly across your neck in the
Y( How .lack stalks abroad on "Oh schv'er rats. in dry Freudr stryheu viitime.
It is only the useful and
:aid, we will Hit southward hrurinr" ;—but nobody can realize how sad night
harmless house-snake, which people keep
-iceed to “do’* the big Argen- it is to die unwept in foreign lands until
as we at the north do
eats, for extermithe lonely Parana and un- he finds himself in danger of trying it.
mice and roaches.
1 have not yet
nating
-si
Dios
I am not going to bore you with a deiguay
quiere, as the
learned how to spell his Portuguese name,
1
say.
seription of the unrivalled beauties of
but 1 have been introduced to him, so to
Bio’s bay. for other travellers have done
i\. they assure ns that just now
a number of times, and live in hourspeak,
.■•si season in Kio. when yelit. time and time again. Knhaneed by hisly dread of his attempting to cultivate a
and
are
even
more
enare down to the minimum:
tradition,
tory
they
closer acquaintance.
He is commonly
ling, in course of an hour's trancing than when the ancient mariners
from about seven to twelve feet long, and
b
happened to lie along the discovered them that January day, three
si earners

Concerning Capital Punishment.

j

1

torment strangers, he will dart from some
unknown source and scud across the floor

and other poor outcasts believed to he beyond the pale of Christian charity; and

lii'teen hundred

are.

of

bed-room, visible only at intervals, when,

even
iv we

none

candle to those that

nals lionized, as it were, the disgusting
sympathy of the tender hearted, the tears
summon the servants, when a
of sentimental ladies, and our judges are
he was laid in the soldier* s corner, to await general hunt is inaugurated; but always relieved from what must be a duty disathe resureetion reville. Each of his late to no purpose, for the wretch puts him- greeable in the extreme, to say nothing of
j
the sheriff and his little affair.
comrades took a shovelful of the freshly self out of sight like a second harlequin.
The following, copied from the court
turned up earth and threw upon him; and
The very best advice I can offer to the
the. to exhilarating strains of *’The Baruninitiated coining to Brazil is this: Never records of \e\\ Mexico, occurred last year
ber of Seville** they q uickstepped hack to step out of bed slipperless, in the dark,
and is in sharp contrast to that with which
we arc familiar, and if not characteristic,
nor put a bare foot down by day without
town.
The riotous growth and intensity of first looking sharp to where it is going, of the wild and wooly West is at least
nor don your hose nor shoes nor
Vours, Etc., Down Easter.
any other unique.
green in this graveyard is appalling, for it
Kivcrside, Cal.
is the rankness of the battlefield—life riot- article of clothing without first treating
ing upon death. The splendid palms that it. like a bottle of medicine “to be well
Jose Ma. Martin, stand up.
Jose Ma.
Haunt their plumes in the face of the sky shaken before taken.” Never get into bed
without first inspecting the curtains and Martin, you have been indicted, tried and
have their roots set deep in decay; and
convicted by a jury of your countrymen,
in that decay are the germs of fever and looking carefully between the sheets and | of the cl ime of
murder, and the Court is
;
| death.
By this lime the sun had disap- under the pillows. Never poke careless now about to pass upon you the dread
i peared: hut the evening breeze, reeking
lingers under a table-spread, or rug, or sentence of the law. As a usual thing,
Jose Maria Martin, it is a painful duty for
with poisonous odors, came hot and unre- into any darkened corner, nor rashly w alk the
judge of a Court of Justice to pro| fresiling.
We thought of the old saw into a thicket or clump of flowers, or even nounce upon a human being the sentence
I anent a green Christmas and a fat grave- among rank grass. Never take active ex- j of death. There is something horrible
\ yard: for though the festive season is ercisein the hottest part of the day, nor j about it and the mind of the Court naturally revolts from the performance of ,
passed, these February days must he eold expose yourself to the chilly, poison laden | such a duty. Happily, however, your
of
dews
nor
drink
water
when
night,
you ease is relieved of all such unpleasant
;it home.
But thank heaven, in no cemeare heated, or ice water at any time.
Es- features, and the Court takes positive detery of “Cod's country” can such fatness
chew bananas and most fruits as you light in sentencing you to death.
he found.
Whatever you do, friends,
You are a young man, Jose Maria MarWhenever you
don't die in Brazil—or for that matter would so much arsenic.
tin, apparently of good physical constitumeet an overpowering stench in the streets ! tion and robust
health.
if you
anywhere in Spanish America.
Ordinarily you
that will be at almost every step in might have looked forward to many years
happen to cherish the Protestant's faith, (and
of
life
and
the
Court has no doubt you
some localities,) don’t stop to scold about
you would he put into a shallow hole,
have, and have expected to die at a green
but
cover
nose
and
mouth
with
it,
your
old age; but you are about to be cut off in
among suicides.’ .lews, heretics, paupers,

under the most favorable
In

but

liairy abominations;
a

t,

f

of those

them could hold
|f abound
in Brazil.

RIO I)E JANEIRO.

OF

««

ROOMS.--

Hit'll St.,

-(Over Boston S and 10 tent Store.'AND KXAM1XK IMS STOCK OF

Pianos

Organs, Music,

&c.

Can furnish anything wanted in the music line
from a Jew’s Harp to a Church Organ, at
LOWEST PRICES.

«9-REMEMBER THE
Belfast, Nov. 4, 1891.—45

PLACE.-**

DSXTTZSTZIY,
Prosthetic and Operative.
for

pay $2 per setting
Plymouth
obtain them from equalWHY
Eggs, when you
stock for
Call
Rock

can

ly

as

good

stock or address
4wl2*

50 Ceata.

C. E.

and examine

PERKINS, Belfast, Me.

Dr. ISAAC HILLS.
■Ill* Building, High St., o,*o*lte Venn Rnnne
Beirnet, Hnlne.
March 14.1891.—tfll

appreciate as no others can Mrs.
Packard's stirring poem published on the
read and

BELFAST. THURSDAY. ABRIL 7. 1S92.
EVERY

M

THURSDAY

K XIN (>

City Government Meeting.

Every old soldier and soldier's wife will

Republican Journal.

Oth page of this issue of the Journal.
Mrs. Packard's writing are always pleasing, always patriotic, but on this occasion

BY THE

?

The regular monthly meeting for April
was held Monday evening, Mayor Thompson

presiding.

I

j Petition of W. H. Quimby and others for
an arc light in Custom
House square was
the event she aided in commemorating presented and the committee on lights ordered to place one there.
CHARLES A. PILSBUKY lil
‘H i na„ Klt. and the theme she selected combined to A. C. Sibley and others petitioned for the
and
best
her
noblest
one
of
RUSSELL G. DYER. Local Editor. produce
extension of the water system on Bay View
poems.
street. This was referred to a joint special
Good Roads.
committee consisting of Alderman Burgess
At the Republican caucus last Tliursand Councilmen Bradbury and Conant.
The country is indebted tu the I.. A.
a
it
to
when
came
electing
day evening,
Geo. W. Stoddard and others petitioned
\Y. —League of American Wheelmen—for
was1
W.
committee. Mr. R.
Rogers
for a sidewalk from the Bridge street crossroads that city
a movement in hehalf ol’ good
J.
chosen from ward one by acclamation.
ing north of the Phoenix House stable over
cannot fail to prove of immense benefit.
S. Harriman was also declared elected by Primrose Hill, on the east side of High street,
literature
on
the
alThe
subject, coining
acclamation from the same ward; but this : to the house-of Mrs. Field. Referred.
together from the wheelmen, is volumi- ji
Eliza A. Piper and others petitioned for a
was very properly doubted, for when a
nous and exhaustive.
Numerous valuasidewalk from the walk at'N. S. Piper's
was taken it showed 2o votes for H.
vote
j
ble pamphlets, some of them finely illus11. Carter. Jr., too for Hariiman. It was house and to connect with the walk at Benj.
trated. have been issued, and in -January
Kelley's, a distance of sixty roads. Referred.
last the first number of an illustrated ! not a Democratic caucus.
Geo. E. Johnson and others petitioned for
a sidewalk on the southerly side of Condon
monthly magazine devoted to the im«>ur l'rospert correspondent has sent us
provvmeiii of puhlie loads and streets, an inter*->ting contribution for the Farm, street, past the dwelling houses of Frank
Limeburner to John C. Condon. Referred.
mad* iis a)»]*<•; iuee.
!l hears t ie approharden ami Household department, which
K. F. Dunton and others petitioned for an
idle. •M.ood Loads." and is pubpi;:'
Meanwhile
will be published next week.
extension ! Court street from Elm to Salal
a
lished,
ear. by the League lb-ads
we again remind the farmers and farmers*
mo lid street. Referred.
Impr>vement IJurea:;. Totter building. wives that the .lournaVs latch string still
John AY. AVaterman and others petitioned
The April < ciitury contains
New York
hangs **n the outside. We are always to have an alleged nuisance abated from tie.
an illustrated article by Isaac b.
Potter,
to bear from them.
Leach House. Referred.
PUBLISHED

<

Republican Journal Pub. Co.

managing editor

"(mud

of

Toads."

titled "Our Common Toads." which

en-

Burleigh is right in saying
that the Insane Hospital should he divoiced from polities, and he should he
helped rather than hindered in the efforts
(Governor

em-

!
:

had roads, the wrong construction of the ! he is making to that end.
common
country dirt road, tells how
Belfast Republicans
such roads should he constructed, ex-

utility

the
the

cates

vehicles

on

used for

drawing heavy loads. In future
shall give extracts from this article. making now but a single quotation,
which seems to us a very suggestive one.
issues

in

Caucus.

the
Court House last Thursday evening to elect
delegates to the State ami district conventions for choosing delegates t<> the National
Republican convention at Minneapolis: and
also to elect a city committee. The caucus
was called to order by Dr. J. M. Fletcher,
who named J. D. Tucker as chairman.
Frank Field was made secretary.
A

of the roller, and advo-

of wider tires

use

we

Republican

caucus

was

held at

Mr. Potter says:
Aside from the social and political features of this question, and the direct
Messrs. F. B. Mathews, A. A. Howes and
bearing it has upon the personal income, A. C. Burgess were made a committee to reand
of
the
farmer, a
expense
economy
ceive, sort and count votes for delegates to
bad road increases the first price of prodthe State convention, and the following genuce—an increase which tends to enhance
the juice paid by every consumer: and tlemen were declared elected: William M.
this consideration, if no other, brings the Woods, Charles W. Frederick, Russell G.
road question home to every reader.
On Dyer, Bancroft H. Conant, Amos Clement,
the day of this writing the people of the Alfred G. Ellis, Freeman W. Shepherd. Gotcity of New York are j>aying $1.10 j>er ten W. Mears. Daniel H. Strout, Benjamin
hundred pounds for baled hay w hich lifKelley.
ted! days ago was selling for vS() cents j>er
I'll*1 same committee were appointed to rehundred in the same market.
This inceive. sort and count votes for delegates t»>
crease of price represents
nothing to the
fanner, who during the j*ast lifteen days the district convention. Tin- following genhas had no connection with the local mar- tlemen were elected: Edward Sibley. Frank
ket by reason of the deep mud in the B. Mathews, A. J. Harrinian,
Ralph IT.
It simjdy represents an
country roads.
!
Howes, Henry H. Sides, Frank R. Wood-■
added ju’ofit of about :’T percent, to the
1
; ..k. William R. Marshall, Richard W.
middlemen or speculators. who, following
Willi.S. HatHi. Pembroke S.
Woodbury,
the unbending rule of supply and demand,
trades ujion the heljdes.-uess of the con- Staples.
E\-iM >/
sumer in a market where he is
Bulges.* then presented tin* f-datihamjter1 lowing resolutions, which were unanimously
ed b\
uupetition.
< >n the second
jiago of tlii^ ;>sac .if the adopted:
Besolved, That it is with feelings of the
-loaned will he found "An object Lesson
deepest regret that we have read the letter
on < mod Toads"
lion. .James G. Blaine .leelining to he a
(illustrated), and com- i
andidate for Tlie Bepnhlic.-iu nomination for
mending a study of the juctuivs and a
Prcident. It has been our earnest, hope
careful reading of the aceumjianying text
; That tin- <-ountry might avail itself of his
we h-ave the subject for the
.great ability and his true American spirit,
juvsein.
in the chair of the chief magistracy of the
There is im <>itl»t hut that tin* great nation.
Besolved. That we cordially endorse the
majority of Maine Democrats favor the administration of President Harrison, wlneenomination of Senator Hill for the Presi- clean, intelligent and patriotic administration entitles him to the confidence and gratidency. while their second choice would tude of hi* countrymen.
Resolved. That in Hon. Henry B. Cleaves,
not. he Cleveland.
Vet the state Coma brave soldier, an eminent lawyer, a man
mittee appeals to be in control of Clevefaithlul to every trust reposed in him, we
landitcs. and they ha\e just taken a snap reeognize one whom we believe will til! the
of Governor of Maine in a way which
judgment «n the other fellows which has otlioe
will shed honor upon uur State ami ensure
caused a good deal of kicking.
The Slate tiiat all its interest* will be well guarded
Committee has not only named the < hair- and in everv proper way promoted.
Resolved, That Belfast is proud of the
man for the state coma ntion hut selected
ami eminent services of Hon.

j

■

j

high standing

resolution*, composed of! Set li L. Miilikcn in Congress: that his efami faithfulness in representing his
two men from ach < ongressional district. j li.-iem-y
j district, in promoting its interests, in promptA Bangor despatch to the Boston Clobe ly attending to the business of his eonstituj
I ent* and espe.-ially m laboring so industrisays :
I ousiv for the l ir.on soldier, deserves for him
The local Hcniocrat* are
considerably !| the cordial and united support of his party,
and we pledge ourselves to do all That we
about
the
agitated
matter, and the ’prevailing opinion is that the action means ! ht-norahlv .-an for his ri.-uominati.-Ui ami :«•one
two tilings, or
perhaps both.
1 lie following gentlemen were eu-eted a
Some argue that it is a scheme to
prevent the
adoption of a license plank, as ji city committee:
the ma unity ot the State committee are
Wind
m—P. W. Rogers and H. If. Carsupposed to ’nave prohibition tendencies.
ter, Jr.
Mo>i oj ij,e Hemocrats here, however,
Ward t w i,—L. E. McDonald and Dr. II.
hciicw tiiat it is a movement on tlie
part H. Johns, n.
of the Cleveland men to
capture the convention, as tar as pledging its support is ! Ward tliree—Dr. J. M. Fletcher and F. E.
concerned, and they will resist it just as j Crowley.
vigorously as possible.
j Ward lour—Jl. C. Bailey and F. W. SliepI he Bangor Commercial lias made a herd.
| Ward live—1\ L. Strout and Benj. Kelley.
vigorous
this
committee

on

luhTtim,.'
|

|
I

protest

and

unprecedented

committee, and
•( ertainlv it is

party

a

against

the State

exchange well says:
curious proceeding for

Central

District School

Meeting.

an
a

indulge

to

arbitrary

action of

in which boasts that it

The annual meeting of the Belfast Central
School District took place Saturday after-

noon at the High School room. A. C. Sibley
bosses, but is guided entirely by was elected moderator and R. G.
Dyer,
the people.
But then Democratic profes- /(•lerk. E. S. Pitcher, school
agent, made his
sion and performance are
very different annual report, which was accepted and placed on tile. The following is an abstract:
things.’’

lias

no

CASH

Cleveland's
ure

New

to

are

New

a

fail-

so

that

easy between them.
York, with Tammany

hind him, is a power—for evil
when thrown upon his own

Hill,
be-

mainly—but
resources

blatant

demagogue, and
ing in all the qualities of
Of Cleveland the Boston
the fast
New

painful
and

dwindling
England.

people as a
woefully lackstatesmanship.

of

It is

altogether

of his intellectual calibre.

measure

to

hoping

pressed fortunes

a

England States,
be disappointed.

his de-

impetus in

new

New

give

our

he is pretty certain
Of late there has

grown up a marked coldness toward him
on the part of many of our best and most
discriminating New England Democrats.”

meeting of the Fort Payne
Coal and Iron Company the \V. P. Rice
party elected its board of directors by 5,At the recent

000 majority. This is understood to mean
a revival at Fort Payne, and so will be of
interest to many New England investors.
There would appear to be no reason why
Fort

Payne

The trouble
much

was

should not growr and prosper.
seems to have been that too

attempted,

while the

collapse

of other enterprises which had no reason
to be reacted upon Fort Payne and blighted its

budding

industries.

It is claimed that the largest shipment
apples ever made from a United States

port

went

out of Portland last week on

the steamer

Labrador,

13,000 barrels.

This is

which carried
a

over

good argument

for the improvement and establishment of
orchards, as there seems to be a big for-

eign
fruit,

as

well

none

as

of

domestic demand for the

which is

than that raised in Maine.

more

465.22
217.57

pairs.
supplies, stationery, etc.

miscellaneous.
amount overdrawn last year...

110.55
540.44

too

and of the

delicious

elected

a

weigher

of

brought him
right, and he

$7628.71

Appropriations.$7473.50
Expenditures. 7628.71
Overdrawn. $155.11
Mr. Pitcher was unanimously re-elected
school agent for the ensuing year.
On motion of Hon. \V. P. Thompson the
sum of $1,000 was raised for maintaining a
free high school.
On motion of the same gentleman the sum
of $2,000 was raised for general school purposes.
school buildings

The

case

session since 184b. The ease was tried at the
< >ctober term ls'.H), and went to law court on
report. Tin* law court renders judgment
for deft.

JB

|

Sarsaparilla. I have
nervous dyspepsia, was

yf

thing

nervous

just the
dyspepsia has

These we have in stock in all sizes, or can obtain
any kind of a fur garment for you at the very lowest price.
A good cape once bought you have a
good, comfortable garment for years, aiid they are
to be the most popular garment worn the
year
round. You will have one sooner or later, ami the
sooner the cheaper. Three years ago Heaver and
otter were eighteen 11S dollars. m»w they are sixty
Ho
these and other popular furs will, like the
Buffalo, in ;i few years be extinct. You cannot
raise fur on trees or manufacture it. it must grow
! "u the backs
animals and seals. Furs have
! been the popular garments of Russia and Canada
for all time, and the people of this country are to
adopt the same for all time t<> come.

entirely gone, my appetite is excellent,
1 can eat heartily without distress afterA 4
_wards; I sleep well,
IT IIV and can now go about
now

^ B 1

™

feeling

tired

so

Hood’s
j

^ my work without that
frequent before I took

Sarsaparilla

I have taken six bottles and recommend it as
tile King of Medicines.” J. J. SCULLY-

HOOD’S Pills
biliousness, jaundice,

Yours

’»

The Patent

Medicine

Industry.

week was a busy one at the office of
the Dana Sarsaparilla company. In addition to the usual large amount of business,
payment was made for the first quarters advertising in the newspapers. As the company now advertise in 1140 different papers,
it will be seen that the clerks and treasurer
were busy-Last week 180 gross of sarsaparilla, or 20,784 bottles, were sold, and
there was also a large sale of pills-In the
outer office occupied by Mr. Snow, the clerk,

see

also

giving Great Bargains

Truly.

April 7. IS*.*2.

Belfast.

THE BELFAST

in

k

stock is made up of the

new

PRETTIEST GOODS
could find in Boston when there the first
of this month. There is not room enough
here to enumerate the things we can show
you, so all we can do is to tell you to come
and see for yourselves.
REMEMBER
we are the LEADERS in

we

B. F. WELLS.
14tf

I
•

j

CATES
j
!

Call their patrons attention to the following schedule of rates and discounts to he
in force on and after APRIL t, 1892.

Has just returned from Boston'first on the list
with a choice selection of Spring Millinery, which
she will he pleased to show t<> all win* may favor
her with a call.
The millinen

Mrs.

The prices at which all new
taken have been fixed as follows
hi Candle Power
32

**

••

will

contracts

A

The Proof is That

>e

The Largest Stock,
The Latest Styles,
The Lowest Prices,

Ready Made Clothing, j
HATS,

.«

Iron

Fips

and

Fittings

or

and oiler the same for sale
our gas house office.

at

RELIABLE

IN

Fu!

ns,

nishing

flw. National Bank, Belfast. Me.

GEORGE W. BURKETT’S
Great

*

Carpet

Sal

*

Goods

-Foli-

ofi.v,

Men, Boys & Children,

o:

VO!

Steam, Idas

reasonable ju ices
3wl3nrm

H. A. STRRRETT,

AND

constantly in stock at reasonable prices.
Mrs. J. C. CATKS,
13 Main Street.
Belfast, April f>. 181)2.—3wl4

c.

will he p!e:i-ed To >1a:
corner Church and I-Tank’.in -rivet-.
We keep constantly on ha ml a full iim*

introduction.

(tool) STOCK OF

—

Llt.HTS $5 per month for not less than dx
months.
House lighting subject tc -pet iai prices.
Tlie cii.-tomer will l*c charged ad c\j eases for
wiring and piping insi.ic of building: the company will furnish the outside service for electric
lighting, but will charge the ,-r ,.f -aim- for gas
to customer the same as hetore.
We also oll'cr pout*: and !.•
eh*.-: ri. at murates. and have for -ale

we

no

LADIES’ UNDERWEAR

iueand,.$10 per ycareadi.
-$15

EleotrioFlatirons,Heaters, Boi

CONNOR,

R.

Fancy Goods, Gloves, Hosiery

ARC

which

department is still in charge of

E.

who needs

WILL FIND AT

SIDNEY

and Waur,

same.

are

Our

o£wild

liver ills.constipation,
sick headache, indigestion,

cure

i.

We

Beaver. Monkey, Cape Seal, Nutria, Wool Seal and Coney.

it seemed to be

The

me.

!

Fur Capes. Winter
Goods

been troubled with
tired and languid, with no ambition to
So I began
work; my sleep was irregular.
bab
■
taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
From
Ww
the
A
very first
™
for

Promptly.

Belfast.

-OF-

|£ AQ

lYI

Rescript:

In a writ of entry tried upon the plea of
mil disseisin, the plff. must prove that he
was seized within twenty years before the
bringing of his writ. Under that plea the
defendant can not defeat the action by showing title in a stranger under whom he does
not show title in himself, unless such title
proves that the plaintiff was not seized
within twenty years. So, if the plaintiff
claims under a deed received from the owner more than twenty years before he brought
his writ, any evidence that shows that he
parted with that title to anybody before the
twenty years began to run, will defeat the
action.
In this ease, the plff. claimed title
under a deed from the owner given more
than forty years before the bringing of his
writ; the court considers that the defendant’s husband, in his lifetime, acquired title
to the same by disseisin more than twenty
years before the plff. brought his writ, and
thereby defeats his action by rebutting his
seisin within twenty years of buying the

go to

Styles,
Best Qualities!

"stock]

as

j

has been placed a Globe Ideal Cabinet File,
made in Cincinnati. It is of oak and contains
seventy-five drawers for different matter.
It is an ornamental as well as useful piece
of furniture_Monday the Dana company
received orders for 70 gross of medicine, or
This is the largest day’s
over 10,000 bottles.
output in the history of the medicine.
Messrs. Kilgore and Hanson report that

were

was

the sentiment of a majority of our people
that a supervisor could save his wages in
impro'ements, and that we would have betWhile no particular fault is
ter results.
found, it is believed that under the present
system we are not getting the best results
is

for

High Stree',

OIT GAS.

George R. Hewes, Camden, vs. Satira
Coombs, Islesboro. A real action to recover
real estate at Islesboro. The plff. claims the
property as bis l»y deeds convoyed by hi> ancestor in 1848. The deft claims by quiet pos-

Watch Work Don^

“C. I. Hood & Co.. Lowell, Mass.:
“Gentlemen: I feel in duty bound to tell
of the benefit I deB
rive(1 from Hood's
A

vs.

ellent condition, needing
nary repairs. The drain in
South Primary school house
covered, and $100 was voted

expended

M^'"F

nest

wWllllg
follows:

Street,
Michigan, voluntarily writes

was

collect the taxes within the time specified,
and that he forfeited his commission. The
law court defaults the deft, town for the full
amount >108.32, and interest from the date
of the writ. Rescript:
The penalty imposed by R. S. Chap. <5, section 148, cannot be interposed by way of recoupment in defence, to an action, by a collector of taxes to recover of the town his
agreed compensation for collecting the
x< *wiTs taxes.

you

Latest

Spectacles.

Inhabitants of Freetried at the October j
term of Court 1800, and went to law court-on ;
The price of Ha- j> lived at 82 50 per H>nn ft.,
to the following discounts
report. It was an action to recover SI Os.32, subject
10 per cent, when the yearly hills exceed $7.">.o<»
sum alleged to be due plff. for collecting j per year.
2 3 per cent, when i>i!is exceed $300 per
the taxes for 1888. In the year named plff. 1 year.
has will he furnished for heating at 81 90 per
was collector of taxes at a commission of
1000 ft. m:t.
All consumers using less than loOo ft. per »puu21-4 per cent.
In July, 1800, he had a final ter will he
charged a meter rent of 25c
We also otter for sale a line of gj- -c \es f«.
settlement with the town, paid over all the
cooking, heating, etc at reduced price-.
taxes, ami deft, town refused to pay his
commission.
The town says that he did not

Ephraim Eragdon

exc

from the money

Watch.es,
Silverware,

round all
is now better

■

jT

Court.

reported to be the Canadian Skoda Discovery Company,
only the ordi- with headquarters at Wolfville, N. S., is now
front of the ready for business. The factory, 48 by 70,
needs to be three stories high, has been completed and
for that pur- in
appearance resembles the Dana building
at Belfast. Last week advertising was bepose.
The chemical room off the High school gun in the Nova Scotia papers. Mr. Everard
Wilson, of Belfast, leaves this week for
room has been supplied with necessary apWolfville and will superintend the manuin
so
good facture of the medicine. The outlook for the
pliances, and was never before
company in Canada is good.
condition.
The question of a supervisor of schools
Fish and Fishing.
discusSecl and met with much favor. It
The

in

bbi■

JEWELERS.

|
BB
■
heavier
than
for
years past. Thousands, yes almost Millions
of People, testily t * the wonderful value of
Hood's Sarsaparilla fur that tired feeling
or weakness of mind, nerves or
body. It is
the helping hand which re-tores full health
and strength. Mr. John .1. Scully, President
of the Seamen’s bb
■■
Union, 25G Catlier- k A A I I HI Qf
ine
Detroit; ■

court:

dom.

want to

place

New and Pretty Goods,

not

and

S. Staples, Howard F. Mason, A. 1). Smalley. W. A..Kimball, A. A. Knight, Frank
(iilbreth, .)< Ln T. Frost, Cotton W. Mears.
A hit'll Page and Wm. Follett.
Koli of ace- nuts amounting to SLblhO.Td
missed.
Law

is the

and

FOE SALE BY THE AGENTS,

illness, felt missleep, and had no appetite. "When she took Hood’s Sarsaparilla
she began to pick up and was soon all right.
His own experience was that in the spring
he was all run down, had weakness and distress in the stomach.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Dr. A. C. Ellingwood was elected city
phvsician, vice Dr. S. W. Johnson, de -lined.
The following policemen were elected: A.
J. Harriman, l>. N. Bird, L. 11. Jipson, P.

Clerk of Courts Waillin l::is received rescripts in rhe following cases from tile law

it.

4S Main St.,
April 7, 1802.—3ml4

at

W

e

open

our

entire SPRING ASSORTMENT

ot

KALISH,
Belfast,

Me.

GENESSE TABLEaMDAlRY
I

keep constantly on hand a large and
plete assortment of

SALT.

com-

We have

Spectacles and Ere Glasses,
Convex, Concave, Bifocal and Colored for Weak Eyes,
In my stock

are

a

car-load of this cele-

brated salt and offer it at the following prices :
Bbls. containing 22 14-pound bags at $3.00 per
bbl.
Bbls. containing 30 10-pound bags at $3.00 per
bbl.
Bbls. containing GO 5-pound bags at $3.20 per
bbl.
Sacks containing 14 14-pound bags at $1.90 per
sack.
Half lb. sample packets given away with first
purchase. The quality is very nice and we know
will please all those who use it.

adapted to all ages and conditions of the sight.

can or

just received

the finest and best lenses, Ameri
Prices always reasonable, (’all
carefully fitted to your eyes, at

imported.

and have them

Hervey’s Jewelry Store,

BRUSSELLS, TAPESTRIES, MOQUETTES.

Hemps, Hassocks, Carpet Sweepers,

SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.

SMYRNA BUGS, MOQUETTE BUGS,

Belfast, April G, 1892.—14tf

Phoenix Row, Belfast, Me.

Last

Paid teachers' salaries.$5523.is
janitor and extra labor. 400.00
fuel. 371.75
material,-labor and general re-

his lack of tact

personal dignity,

If he came here

of

DISBURSKM E X TS.

ranks of his admirers

exhibition of

an

sense

true

to

Total.$7,473.50

he

Journal says:
■His Providence address will not rally

In

for schools.$4180.70
District for general school purposes... 2000.00
District for Free High school. 1000.00
Free High school fund from State.... 250.00
26.50
Tuition collected.
13.60
Cash from last year.
2.70
Cash received for damages.

revealed to the Southern

was

RECEIVED.

England City appropriation

great

as

Hill's tour of the .South,

as

honors
in

trip

have been

to

appears

was

SAFETY BICYLESJ
.1

question everybody is asking,

we can answer

a severe

erable, v.ould

person to assist the assessors in making an
examination of property for the purpose of
taxation.
B. H. Conant was elected a member of the
Board of Health, vice Dr. Johnson.
J. D. Tucker was granted a license as an
auctioneer.
(ieorge E. King
coal ami hay.

Gilson,

employ of the
Company, says
that both he and his wife highly recommend
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
She
IBB |
faile(l to gain strength after
I
vl
T
B I v til L

Tin* committee to whom was referred tin*
pet i:"ii -1 K. L. Flench foi an ;b»at< im.-ni »•!
a nuisance in the rear of his bakery, report
that in their opinion such a nuisance does
exist and that measures should he taken t<>
abate it. Accepted.
Oil the petition of T. C. Nickerson for a
new road on the east side, the committee
reported that the petitioners have leave to
withdraw. Accepted.
The trustees of the Belfast Free Library
report that they hereby determine that the
means of popular instruction for which the
income of the trust fund arising from the
bequest made to said city under the will of
the late Nathaniel Wilson shall be appropriated for said year, in said Library.
It was ordered that the Mayor be authorized ami directed to appoint some suitable

I

a

Mr. Milo

A stalwart teamster in the
Glens Falls, N. Y., Lumber

glad

bodies about .ill that can he said upon
that subject.
Mr. Putter shows the loss,
to the farmer especially
resulting from

plains

That is the

|

M^

j

schools.

West W”aldo. Miss Kittie Wentworth is
taking music lessons of Mr. Rigby, of Belfast. Kittie has a natural musical gift and
will make a first class player on piano and
Woodorgan. ..George Whitcomb and Oscar
bury have gone to Montana where they expect to find employment.

The lobster fishermen who put down their
trails last week report but a small catch,
and those of au inferior quality. The lobsters
havn't moved inshore very much.
It may not be generally understood that
while persons are at liberty to catch trout
from Swan Lake, they are not allowed to do
for commercial purposes. Last week
so
Game Warden Frisbee found a man hawking
trout about the street and stopped him. As
the man was entirely ignorant of the aw,
and had no intention to evade it, Mr. Frisbee dismissed him with

a

warning.

Do NOT Make a Mistake I

At

and think that you cannot do as
well buying of a large house
(like ours for instance), as you
The
can of the smaller houses.
facts

are

you

can

we

have

better, for

always

unlimited

stock

-Be

LACE

No lower

prices

are

we

we

CURTAI*

sell.

FUR

quote.

R. S. COOMBS A SOW,
70 Sc 7)8 Main Street,

OPAQUE

CURTAINS,

And all the paraphernalia needed in the Drapery line. ^
made special etforts to please the public in this line o!
and have marked the prices wav down.

named

than

examine the tine line of-

Scrims, Silkalinp, Tapestry Coverings,
Brass Rods, Walnut l'1

sold
than

sure to

Holland Curtails, Torcoiai Portieres,

We have a large stock and will
sell them for one week at cost.
Do not neglect this chance.
are

4

DRAPERIES !

as we

good

a t"

do

practically

DO YOU WANT AY EASEL?
No better

lower than the lowest. We also open
assortment of

Linoleums, Oil Cloths, &c„

to select
sell double the
amount of goods, of course,we
can sell them cheaper: and as
our trade increases so will our
prices grow less. Therefore we
want your trade to help us cut
down the prices. We are working for your interest and are
bound to please you.
an

from, and

prices

....

Belfast,

-Just received

GEORGE

at

RUGS

astonishingly low prices.—

W.

BURKE T
i

NEWS

THE

OF

BELFAST.

The city assessors are now -in session in
the Memorial building and expect all citi-

There will be a meeting of the stockliold,-s ,«f the late Rheumatic Oil Company next

Saturday, to fix up matters relating
fiiaet organization.
building the

zens

Messrs.
M, ponald & Brown hung the rudder as
This is
is the stern post was erected.
ii
for Belfast yards but it is
i. thing new
aimed the work can be better done at tirst
at

,u

I

Waldo County Agrisociety will meet at the Court
House, Belfast, next Saturday at 1 p. in.,
standard time, instead of 10 a. m., as anThe

to any

superior
.a

I

we

have seen,

use

will convince any

list

quoted.

as a

a

Read the

one.

*

Judge

whi

of

his

he received the

n

of solid brass

some

of

surprise and disjewelers hrouzi—

metal.

MeKeeii of the board ol agri' iii-

!‘iar\

made up a stipend for tin agrieul:-1ies cf the State. Those in Waldo

i--•••

tic

_iet

following

Si 1S.LM

.'•v.

Wahlo

amount:

IVnobseot
am!
Wahlo. S.si'.TO: West

Wahlo

-L'.'.o. V rlh

people will t.i phased to learn that
last's crack musical organization, Sail- I
orchestra of eleven pieces, has been i
ig.-il for the grand K. of 1’. concert and !
\pril Sth. This orchestra is regarded!
<>f the titles! in the State.
The castle j
I Pioneer Lodge, No. 71, K. of 1’., will j
dedicated
at
7
to
o’clock,
appropriately
Concert in |
•;■ 1: evroises all are invited.
s
at
at
Hall
o'clock: grand march
I
''clock. Half fan- on the railroads.
’■

j

triangular posters give the partieu[Pittsfield Advertiser.

ei*'

|

the event.

•!'

Cyci.krs. ft is about settled that:
annual spring meet will he held in BanMay :tOth... Read has lots of wheels in

lie

machine

The many friends in Belfast of Mr. George
and Miss Nellie Simpson will be
pleased to know that they were recently
E. Priest

It

married in Boston, a notice of which apPostmaster General has awarded the pears in to-day’s paper.
contract for carrying the mail between BelA man is reported as looking in at winfast and Tslesbnrn, to the Frenchman’s Bay
dows of houses in the lower part of the
Steamboat compam which means Mr. Kim- | town. One
evening recently he was seen
hall. Tiie serviee is performed by the Electa
peeping into the windows of a house and
and the mail is carried twice daily at •S~>(M» ^ was tired at
by a neighbor.
per year.
Grand Army. The representatives of tinSaturday afternoon a horse and wagon ; several Posts in the county are requested t<<
were standing on Church street near the I
meet in Memorial Hall, Thursday aftenmon,
Savings Bank. A dog was lying in the ; April 14, at 2 o’clock, for the purpose of orwagon.
Presently smoke was seen issuing ! ganizing a County Association. It is
hoped
from the wagon, and a man hauled out a
each Pest will be represented.
burning bag. The dog never moved. Doubt- ^
Mr. Gorham has begun the shipment of
less the tire originated from a match thrown j
potatoes from Bangor, but it will be about
carelessly.
two weeks before he cleans up his business
A piece of sheet music has been received here
in Belfast. He loaded the last vessel at Banan
The
entitled, “Only
Advertising Dodge.”
gor before the closing of the river, and is
music is by «). W. Wheeler and the words by
now loading the first vessel since the
openH. (J. Wheeler, two Belfast boys. The muing of the river.
sic is dedicated to the Boston Globe and the
There was quite a stir the other day in the
words are a popular “take-off” on the manHoulton town meeting when Rev. II. E.
Good
ner of testimonials in
advertising.
Frohock got up and moved that the resident
judges of music say it is a happy hit.
ministers be assessed a poll tax with other
March Wkathkk. From Mr. L. H. Murch
citizens. For once he said he did not wish
we learn that the mean temperature for the
to be classed as a “deadhead,” in citizens’
month of March was 29° 97'—one degree
affairs. Mr. Frohock is a Belfast man.
colder than March ’91, and one and one-lialf
Medal Contest. Mrs. D. P. Alexander
degree colder than the mean temperature
for March in the past 33 years. It snowed will give one of her popular Demorest Medal
The

would semi and get

he

imo-.c.

Brennan’s Star Theatre Company closed
week’s engagement at the Belfast Opera

ronized here and gave good satisfaction.
will return here next season.

man recently read an advertiseoncerning '‘Jewelers’ bronze,” and
picture frame somewhat tiefaced

;•;.!* d

Sanborn’s orchestra goes to Pittsfield Friday to play for a ball given by the Knights
of Pythias. The local Knights had a meeting
last evening to see how many would attend
from here.

House last Saturday eve., and is now playin Bangor. The company was well pat-

per-

shop undergoing repairs..

that there will be a renewed on eight days, about fifteen inches falling,
and rained on four days. There were but
rest in the sport the coining season...
lady cyclists of Searsport, Miss Millie J.77 indies of rain and melted snow, makite and Miss Nickerson rode over on Sating the month an unusually dry one.
^
lay, the first time for the season-The
Mrs. J. C. Cates had quite an adventure
umatic tire and the swing-back camera | while in Boston last week. She
stopped at
and
the fads of cyclists
photographers the Adams House and had a room in the anMr. S. G. Swift last week nex which
spring.
adjoins Clark’s Hotel. Wednesght a New Mail wheel, which he sold....
day morning early Clark’s Hotel was badly
Paul has a new wheel and is the
'! lie
fire. The smoke
into

■

■

\

Jokf.s. Friday. April 1st, the
jokes were perpetrated. One
A fellow workman
g >t fooled twice.
bottle of sweetened water in his pocklithe •'topple temptingly sticking out,
friend asked if it was whiskey, ''ll
a oil
a drink come in the shed out of
■\

a

the

Mrs.

fool

pril

were

the Adams house and the occuobliged to leave tlieir rooms.

a

follows:

“I

am

looking

up dairy

interests, condensed milk, cheese and
!

factories. I think we are
track for ‘Maine’s agriculture.

ter

on

I

Ladies, Read This! 2 Cases Ladies’ Spring Print Wrappers Ctaij.
DEATH AND DISEASE
1 Case Children’s Print Wrappers Cheap.
Escape!
2 Cases Fruit of the Loom Cotton,

the

but-

BAFFLED ! !

right

shall visit

A Wonderful

Elgin, Illinois. and look over the extensive
I rondensed milk and butter factories there.
and on my return from the West will at!

Lynx. Mass.. Aug. 4. lsni.
Gentlemen:—I have hern ;m invalid for

over

was

in'.

urs

v

twenty-one inches wide and five and a
long. Mr. Jones was taking out
his four year." old colt when the animal fell
through the scuttle dragging Mr. Jones after
him. The man and horse were all mixed up

Camden boat buildall busy. II. _M. Prince

floor

Boats.

and

as

•iglit boats nearly completed: four of
io\\ lioats for d. M. Vogel, of Castine,
another a yaelit, is feet long and s feet
a., for the same party.... Ezra Bramhall
work mi a .'»•_* f.iot steam launch which
be launebed earlv in dune, and has just
minted a Id loot pulling boat, hard wood
Mr. Bramhall is
referem

and

so

an

the

.•'Seil

talking

building

to

.-

a

foot steam

<•«>ntrai j>

yet.

J.s

with
font

the eel ar but fortunateh were uninjured.
trench had to be ting in order to get the
animal out of the cellar.

mon

de-

bt

an

it

V

ami live

boats
Ji.

same
row

parties.

place.
lioats

has
build

He
t<»

the

;
t>t
a

g

.summer's

<

yachting

time and
Odd

■i will be

a

great

took

Sanborn's Orchestra played for a
vear party in Searsport last Thursday
The enmity commissioners were
.ug.
town Friday on some business at the jail.
(’apt. Fred C. Pendleton will make some
prove incuts in his house on Nortliport
line.
The ell will be raised several feet.
Kev. J. F. Tilton married a couple on
luirsday evening. It was the first couple
has married-Clark & Sleeper have
a< ed a large and handsome sign over their
re
entrance, Main street-A Hock of
<i geese was seen Saturday, Hying northt:d... .Mr. Hussey, of Bangor, was in Belo' last week and sold the French-Pennev
use on Bell street.
Mr. Clifton Webber
ight the house for $1,125-Mr. Wede• r. the
cigar maker, who has been ill for
trlv two months, opened his shop Satur■«v, and resumed the manufacture of cigars.
Friday a Belfast man reports that he

robbin, a butterfiy and a street scisgrinder—sure harbingers of spring....
:>nug house-cleaning is now in order, and
eating of carpets is heard in the land.
Fish barrels for Mr. Nickerson, of Boothire being hauled from the
country for
a

■rs

Painters say the outlook for
a ir
business never looked better. Every
"ly will have more or less work done.
Welch & Hoyt are painting Mansfield’s
nineiit....

room.

place

in

a

body,

Fellows to church.

to

accompany the

It is

expected

oil

board

a

DRAGGING DOWN SENSATION

will

2JJ

lied

leather,

leatherboard,

sarsaparilla,

veals, etc....Hon. PL I*. Walker, of Vinalliaven, has chartered the Steamer Forest
j Queen of the Casco Bay line to run from
Rockland to Yinalhaven, from now until
June 1st, when the new steamer for this
route will
he
ready-The Hinckley &
Egery Iron Company, of Bangor, has sold
the steamer M. & M., which has been running two or three seasons on the river, to
parties in Pembroke. She will be placed on
the route between Pembroke, North Lubec
and Eastport... .The Katalulin went up to
Bangor from Bueksport Monday morning,
and left the former port at the usual hour
for Boston.
It was the first steamer arrival
at Bangor this season.

j

Steamer Notes.

Capt. Crosby

says

that

beginning May 1st the steamer Castine will
make three trips per week to Deer Island
and'vicinity. More business has been done
the past winter than was expected. Capt.
Crosby says there are 1500 cases of fish at
Oceanville that will soon be shipped to Be'fast.The frame of the new steamer, Gov.
Bod well, is now all up at the Gilchrest yard
at Rockland and master joiner Leonard
Hatch has got out much of the cabin finish
in the shop-The steamship Olivette, of
the Plant Steamship Line, which is now running between Tampa, Fla., and Havana, Cuba, is coming north this summer, and will
between Boston and Bar Harbor as usual.
-...The Mallory Steamship Co., N. Y., assumed the management of the New York,
Maine ami Maritime Provinces service forrun

the Camp Ground....
Mrles Coombs of Belfast is employed in a
merly covered by the late New York, Maine
>kery ;it Yinalhaven-Capt. John Moore & New Brunswick Steamship Co., which
'Wed sweet peas and nasturtiums out of ran the
|
steamship Winthrop from New York
iuors last Thursday. Several of our local to St.
John, via Rockland, Bar Harbor and
gardener have planted early peas. .The boilEastport and Lucy Miller to Bangor. They
for the canning factory arrived
from have bought the Winthrop and will start
Portland Tuesday, and has been put into the her on the St. John
route, May 7, reports
building. Mr. Laughton and family are here an exchange. How about the New York
'Um will
to
in
the
house
go
housekeeping
and Bangor route?-The first trip of the
‘j Court street
owned by Col. Hiram Chase. steamer Cimbria was
again postponed, but
M'ril came in unusually warm and pleas- she was advertised to
go on the route between
1,11
Sunday, the 3d, the mercury at noon Bangor and Bar Harbor yesterday, making
t »>8 in the shade, and in some places it two
trips per week. She will leave Bangor
vv
even higher.
It was the warmest April
every Wednesday and Saturday at 7.^0 a m.
^
in the first part of the month, recorded
touching at Hampden. Winterport, Bucksthe past 33 years. The Boston Journal
port, Sandy Point, Fort Point, Castine, Isles-orts it was the warmest April day on
boro, Deer Isle, Seal Harbor, Sedgwick, Bass
l"
»rd. The grass, in favorable places, has
Harbor, Southwest Harbor, and Northeast
idt- a good start and some lawns have a
Harbor arriving at Bar Harbor at b p.
led greenish appearance_County At- m. The steamer will make a
landing
Brown
office
to
torney
has moved his law
the at Goose Cove on Saturdays and Monin Masonic Temple recently vacated
days until further notice. Returning, she
Parsons-The public watering leaves Bar “Harbor for
Bangor every
on tains were uncovered on
Tuesday and Monday and
at 7 a.
ur.-e

cottages

at

1

■*

tf-

now opened to the public-After
-veive days of almost continuous sunshine
,r!H wind
came round soutliest Tuesday and
*

night

was

foggy.

It cleared yesterday.

Thursday
m., arriving
o'clock, and connecting with
the steamer Castine for Brookline, Oceanville and Green’s Landing every trip. On
May 1st there will be a change to three trips

in

Bangor

at 5

would send such a feeling to mv brain that
I
would he |/ | ■■
almost
INSANE. Mv IVI NU nervous system weakened until the SLItiHTEST
NOISE would nearly
UR1VE NIK WILD.
A Nervous Headache was mv
constant visitant.
1 tried the various
Compounds f II a wp and Prescriptions so much I MH I
advertised,
but obtained no relief. My Physician at
Cast told me

LADIES’ SPRING JACKETS, CAPES
and NEWMARKETS
Just received.

|

We show an elegant assortment of these
Call and examine them.

I COULD NEVER GET WELL.

Last March l got a bottle of LIANA'S
1 thought the first
SARSAPARILLA.
bottle help OI inCC ed me a
little. Ibave v/UKLOisnl nine
bottles of SARSAPARILLA and four
bottles of DANA’S LIVER & KIDNEY
PILLS, and tind myself able to
do all the hard work iu a family of four.
I AM NEARLY WELL.
Can stand upon my feet and
work all day without suffering. God alone knows bow grateful l
am.
I wisli all suffering as I was knew
of your Great Remedy.
Yours truly.
Jilts: HELEN E. SELDEN.
Dana Sarsaparilla

goods.

2 Cases White Dormet Flannel, Extra
duality and Width, only 4 l-2c.
1 Case of Scrim Jnst

Receive! Oily 4c.

yd.

per

1 Case Lockwood Brown Cotton,

Co.. Belfast. Maine.

from 4 to

SHOD A’S EITTEE TABLETS,
Mild, Safe, Efficient. Ear superior to any pill. For HeadLiver
ache and
Complaint
nothing can equal these Tab-

12

yards long,

at

6 1-2c. Per Yard.

1 Case Lockwood, 40 in. Wide, Short
Lengths, only 7 l-2c.

With the DISCOVERV
they cure Rheumatism. 50 in
a box only H5cts.
lets.

SKODA’S DISCOVERY.

1 Case Fine Spring Style Ginghams, only
12 l-2c.,worth 17c.
1 Case Ladies’

3 for 25c.

Jersey Vests,

-HAMBURGS.We shall continue

our

©^Buttons made

year and then possibly let it in, if desirable, in every way....J. B. Long, who

lias been known to the travelling public for
Poor’s Mills. Mrs. John Brown and Fred
some years past as the steward of the steamJohnson are quite siek with la grippe. Mr.
er Penobscot, is about to open a market here,
J. lias hired Oscar 'Wentworth to tend tl\e
to be quite elaborately titled for business.
mill for him while he is siek. Geo. Patter- I
Swanville.
A pair of bluebirds have
son is
sick with tonsilitis. He has been
nested in our orchard for four successive
making preparations to repair his buildings j!
this spring-Mrs. (). A. Wade left last years This year they arrived Apr. 2*1. much
earlier than usual-Faithful old •‘Jack."
Thursday for New London_Mrs. Ames!
t he store dog, is dead. He was a favorite
a
few
with
Mrs.
F.
W. Shepherd
spent
days
CLIFTON WEST.
j
last week-Sehool meeting was held last with all and will be greatly missed.... Hon.
A. E. Nickerson returned from Boston SatMonday afternoon with a very good attend- j
A widely known
woman. Mrs.
am e.
There are to be three terms of sehool. ! urday....
A TEKKIBLE CASE OF
John Hartshorn was chosen agent_Char- Hensibah Lewis, was buried last Friday,
She was born in Barrington, N. S. She was
ley McKinley lost a valuable cow last week. I
She got loose in the night and ate too much !I a prominent teacher there and came to this
meal.... Richard Woodbury sold a valuable !| country when a young woman and married
I have heard her say that she crossed
The following case will be vouchhorse last Tuesday t<> parties in Newburg. j| here.
ed FOR BY MANY OF THE BEST CITIZENS
She joinj the Bay of Fundy eleven times.
J. W. Banks sowed peas the 4th.
of Belfast, and the cure that followed IS TRUTHFULLY RECORDED.
| ed the Baptist church when a girl and wa>
A Wkt,i.Brki> Don. Mr. Ralph If. Howes, Ii
For months I had been a great sufferalways an active member. She leaves one
er
from supposed Blood Poisoning.
of Belfast, doubtless has the best bred and grandson, H. J. Lewis of
Malden, who thanks
and its attendant results. My legs would
most valuable English mastiff in Maine.
to twice tlieir ordinary size.
the
swell
kind
friends
who
assisted in any
many
j
and from my feet to my hips both legs
The dog is named Session's Duke, ami was | way in the burial services....Edwin
Greeley
were one solid mass of great purple
bred at Worcester, Mass. Duke is fawn col- is failing.
sores.
My arms
^
and body also beor, with short black nose and black ears, and
™
in like
affected
came
Liberty. Attorney Gen. 0. E. Littlefield,
manner. Ceaseless itching and burnweighs 125 pounds. Duke will be four years of
Rockland, will deliver the memorial
and
me
tormented
day
night.
ing
old next August, and has been owned by
I lost my appetite. My bowels became
address before E. H. Bradstreet post at this
Mr. Howes nearly two years. A full brothconstipated. I was much reduced in flesh.
village on Memorial day-Harrison WalPeople said I would die, and 1 beer of Duke is owned by Mr. E. B.
Sears, of lace, Esq., a limb of the law, who has been
lieved there was no help for me. This
was my condition when I began taking
Boston, who owns $50,000 worth of dogs.
SKODA’S DISCOVERY and SKODA’S
boarding at the Sanford and wrestling with
Duke’s brother is named Sear’s Monarch, and
us
TAB
.. LETS,
LITTLE
Coke and Blackstone in the office of Judge
I N T
A
ing SKODA’S TU
is a champion dog, having taken six first
■
I
Knowlton the past winter, has left his law
MENT exter
After using
prizes. Monarch is valued at $2,000. Mr.
soon commenced to improve.
books and returned to his farm at West
these REMEDIES four weeks I had
Howes says that the only difference beSearsmont where he will grapple with the
gained fifteen pounds in llesh, and imtween his dog and Monarch is that the latter
proved in every way.
and the pruning hook for a season.. Ezra
plowr
Less than one course of the DIbCO\
may be ten pounds heavier. Duke has high
ERY, With SKODA’S LITTLE TABLETS
will be the juryman from this town
Boynton
bred ancestry. His father was Lord Ragand SKODA’S OINTMENT, has comat the April term of court... .C. M. Hurd has
pletely cured me.
lan, imported. Lord Raglan’s father was
sold a fine horse to Waldoboro parties. We
Crown Prince, the best mastiff in England,
lent.
do not know for w hat price, but are assured
from my legs. Food dihis mother Lady Rowena. Duke’s mother
gests well. Bowels in good condition.
it is more, than $.‘>00. There are still some
was called
And my skin Is free from sores and
Freda. Her father was York
blotches, and only the ugly sears upon
good ones left. BertMersevey has two that
and her mother the Dutchess of Connaught.
mv
legs tell of my previous frouble.
he will sell. One a team and the other a
CLIFTON WEST.
Belfast, Me.
The latter has taken more prizes than any
horse-H. N. Dennis has done
carriage
mastiff in England. Next season Mr. Howes
SKODA DISCOVERY GO., BELFAST, ME.
quite a business clipping horses the past
SUAr,
says he will enter Duke in the dog show at
SKODA’S GERMAN
month-John Bailey has returned from
“Soft as Velvet,” “Pure as
Boston.
frost
is
out of the ground
Aroostook-The
Gold,” that tells the whole
Shipping Items. “She looks like a yacht,” in many places-Alexander Benner, of
story. Most highly medicated
soap ever made. Try one cake. It
was the comment of a marine expert as he
West Liberty, had another shock last w’eek
is elegant. At all Druggists.
stood looking, Sunday, at sell. Penobscot on aud is not expected to live-J. R. Lamson
Price, 35 Cts.
He had a very close call_
the marine railway. The schooner in her is improving.
Davis Woodman, who has been boarding at
new paint certainly did look as fine as a
the Waldo since last spring, is now visiting
fiddle, her spars and rigging also being in his son in Westbrook.
excellent condition. Capt. George R. CarUnity. The Stars and Stripes now float over
ter, commander of the Penobscot, takes the village school house. The new
-FORflag is a
great care of his vessel. The Penobscot large and expensive one and is a beautiful
was launched from the railway Wednesday
piece of bunting-News has been received
and will go to Calais to load lumber for Car- of the sudden death in Blue Hill on
Friday
denas-Sell. Abraham Richardson has gone last of Mr. Albert
Thompson, a native of
Frankfort
to
load
t<»
paving for New York. Unity, who until a few years ago resided After an absence of two weeks in the
Millinery
-Sell. Harold B. Couseus sailed Saturday here. Mr. Lewis
Thompson went to Blue Markets, Mrs. Wells lias just returned with all the
for Fernandina-The first vessels to enter
be
Hill Saturday to
present at the funeral of
the port of Bangor for 181*2 were the sells.
his brother.... Mr. George Mullen, of Boston,
f
Odell, to load hay, and the Geo. B. Ferguwrlio has been in town the guest of his many
son to take on a cargo of staves.
They were friends here, returned home Saturday
towed up-river from Belfast by the Howell.
New’ members are being received into the !
.Sell Maggie Mulvey is in Carter’s dock for
Good Templar's Lodge at every meeting and
JF'P ifect satisfaction given to all.
repairs. She will have a new deck_Soli. a good interest is evidenced. Much credit
Yours Truly,
Young Brothers arrived at Baltimore April for the present prosperity of the Lodge is
3rd, twelve days from Tampa, Fla. The due to the untiring efforts in its behalf of
Young Brothers gets around on time_Sell. our pastor, liev. Willis Meservey_Mr.
Belfast, April 7, 1892.—14tf
John C. Smith arrived at New York Sunday, Frank
Thompson, of Lowell, is in town....
21 days from Vera Cruz, Mexico. The vessel Mr.
Albert C. Watson, of the Senior class
will probably go back to the Gulf, and the at
Colby, who has been seriously ill with a
next trip will end her yearly charter with
lung trouble, is slowly improving_The
ANN I AL MEETING of the corporators of
the Mobile Lumber Co-Sell. Fannie A. farmers hereabouts are now’
the above bank will be held at their banking
disposing of their room,
on Wednesda), April 20, 1S92, m 4 o'clock
Gorham, now due at Boston, will he metal- potatoes at JO cents per bushel; not exactly I*.
N., for the election of trustees and to transact
led on her arrival and doubtless go to Mexi- what
such other business as may legally come before
ould
w
desire
in
return
for
their
they
said meeting.
co on the next voyage-Capt.
Bartlett, of tubers perhaps*, but still enough to make
JOHN H. 1JCIMBY, Clerk.
sell. Charlotte T. Sibley, now at Valesco,
Belfast, April 4, 1892.—2wl4
at
the
Station_F. T. Johnthings lively
Texas, writes that while crossing the Gulf son, Colby, ’92, was in town Saturday, the
Stream he encountered the heaviest gale of
guest of his classmate Albert C. Watson_
his experience at sea. His sails were split A
4 LL PERSONS
party of Waldo county men left Tuesday
desiring to teach the summer
"A and fall tenns of school in the town of Northand canvas was actually blown out of the for Montana.
Among them were Mr. Sam port, are hereby notified
that the examination of
gaff-topsails, snngly furled on the mast- Kelley and Charles Marshall of this town. teachers will take place at the Wood’s school
on April 23, at 10 o’clock a. m.
heads. The mast-hoops were torn from the
F. W. Chase, of the Belfast High house
ALICE M. KNIGHT. Supervisor.
masts.
School, is spending his vacation in town.
Northport, April 2,1892.—3wl4*

Blood

Poisoning!

..

the

large freight, including

4 Cases Best Print Remnants only 5c.

one

The

71-2c.

Only

fastened npeut me. and
LIFE BEC AME A TORTURE.
such as only those afflicted as 1 was can
know. Compelled to sit or lie down
all the timi—to stand upon my feet for
twenty minutes at a time was a torture unspeakable. The Terkible
mv sex

|\|o

_

SflMe QQLD

at

two weeks

longer.

short notice.

BURKETT.

W.

SPRING

CLOTHING,

Hals, Caps & Mil Goods,
FULL STOCK,

Quality -:-and

Best

Styles!

Latest

LOWEST PRICES.

j

—

Hamburg Sale

Great

GEORGE

SKODA VICTORIOUS!

barrels uf potatoes, large quantities of tan- I

eoiistruct-

h\i

Lodge

Kidney

weakness in my
unable
In

the road is now under contract to the town
line, half a mile from the Camden postohice,
th«* opposition prefer to have it stay there

an

|j

attend the services,
pel week... Steamer Katahdin lay at the !
w hart here Monday more than an hour and

season.

convenience.

to assemble* at tin*

pubic generally

Mi .<>. R. Webster began t*»
floating stage t<» be used fora boat

long, solidly

a

Main street, next Sunday at l.Jo p. m. The
Rebekahs are also requested to meet at same

week

It is 40 feet

requested

are

K. Meapt.
i.11 arri\ed iast week from Massai liu\\ h<-if lie
spent: he winter, and sailed
ia\
n his •■at boat Eva fora season's
ii Nie an Haut.
.The Vina! Haven
Shampoo and Ethel are being oversert

church in

his

first

a

ntsia n.li.ig
iii»iiiy«i)rk
L rapidly run down until disease peui».

culiar to

j

progress
entertainment t<< raise
flag, which was a success in
The formal Hag raising will

Al

“People said I would die!’'

Savage, proposed to attend
body and the day was appointed as above stated. The members of
Waldo Lodge and all Odd Fellows in town

ciation for Mr.

Bobiuson. ol Southwest Harmd is now at work on a duplicate for
Clark i>i the

Jo

■

driven

John

w

Odd

Lodge and after his resignation as pastor of the Unitarian hureh, the
odd Fellows, as a mark of their great appre-

mail

a

>r

to

member of \Y tido

and passenger boat, steam.
miles an hour
d. E.
rei-eiitlv launched an S toil fishing

!

Fellows. Next Sunday
o’clock at the Unitarian
A. Savage will preach a serf the Odd Fellows.
Mr. Savage is a

Sermon

buy

a

respect.
take place this (Thursday) afternoon.
school closes Friday.
every

in

yaelit, but lias
a

money to

A

parties afternoon, at
sailing •hureh. Rev. •!

He has

and getting up

half feet

years.

vijp
I

j

place
preparing
of April-Rev. J. A. Savage, Unitarian,
and Rev. Myra Kingsbury, Universalist,
will exchange pulpits next Sunday morning.

Salmon. Mr. C. F. Treat, of Stockton,
was in Belfast early Monday morning with
six salmon that weighed twenty pounds

seven

Trouble eaused sueh
back that t was

tempt to place one of these industries in
; Waldo county. Chicago grocers say that
j the sale of condensed milk has doubled in
the last two year**. I think our factories in
j Maine will prove a great success, both tinancially and agriculturally. Later on 1 will
I come to Belfast and give a free lecture to
the farmers on the cattle and dairy interests
of the county.” We can assure Mr. Libby a
fw’i house when he does come.

i Apply at Room 4, Masonic Temple. The folhave changed their adds, and ask a
j lowing
new reading: Thayer &
Adams, F. H. Fran'Ciid tin- man. The would-be whiskey
;n h.
Four were caught Saturday morning.
cis, \\ T. Colburn, Poor
Son, Owen
if HAD OF the Tide. The School got up a
put the bottle to Ins mouth and took The fish were sent to Boston.
The first
Brothers, Mrs. C. W. Hailey and R. If.
for
the
E. L. Bryant, |
to
before
lie
surprise
party
teacher,
taste.
Six
|*ull
Stopped
salmon to be caught in this vicinity, howevCoombs
Son.
.The supervisor of schools
and arranged that he should be at Mrs.
vi-re fooled in tin* same way. The first
er, was taken b\ Mr. L. A. Dow. at Sears’
! in Northport has a notice.
Emeline B. Eaton’s last Thursday evening.
i> t dling his si -!T'i\v> to another man
Island. April Is*
The fish was brought to
Camden. At the hearing Monday before
Here the scholars came in goodly numbers,
:’.ic latter said
"That was too bad. Belfast
Saturday and shipped to Boston.
the selectmen to grant the use of the streets
my bouse and 1 will give you some The first catch of the fish are unusually and ice cream, cake and candy were protn tin- Rockland, Tliomaston A' Camden
vided for all. It was quite a surprise to the
Tin* hot water, sugar and nutj-i.
large.
Electric Railroad.George E.Maeomber. Auwho
was
also
the
of
two
re prepared when the man turned
teacher,
recipient
Mr. E. A. Jones, of tin- Revere House, had
of the road presented 225
nice presents. The whole affair was niceh gusta, president
out an equal quantity of alleged gin.
a uan<*w escape last week.
Mr. D. W. Dyer
names in favor and there were 2bl
opposed. !
and carried out, and was a credit
ink it off onh to disco\ ei that he w a>
planned
was at work in the cellar of his stable on
Under the law the selectmen still have the
to all. The school lias done well this win<"ld, for the gin was p.iain water.
to grant the use of the streets, but as
Spring street, leaving open a scuttle in the ter, making
in their studies, right
good

-:■reported

?

as

!

8c. Per Yard.

A Milk Factory for Waldo County.
Hon. I. C. Libby writes from Chicago under
date of April *2, to Judge R. W. Rogers, of
Belfast,

Bargains

MRS. HELEN E. SELDEN.

...

awakened by the porter and
hasty toilet adjourned to the par-

Cates

making
1

of

annex

pant .s

Fool

r■ k11.

poured

damaged by

boy in town.

st

List of New

Ueo. W. Burkett Belfast announces a great
carpet sale of the latest spring styles. Also
rugs. This is in addition to his usual full
line of dry and fancy goods... .E. P. Frost &
; Co., Belfast, have a spring
opening of styl
ish suits and overcoats, hats, caps ami furnishing goods... .The milliners are out with
their spring ami summer millinery. Mrs. J.
C. Cates, and Mrs. B. F. Wells are first to
Contests, Monday evening April 25, at the make a display. They have the latest styles
Baptist Church, under the auspices of the and invite the ladies to visit their places....
W. C. T. V. Ten young ladies, nearly all Sidney Kalisli, Belfast, dealer in ready made
from the High school, who are to take part clothing, furnishing goods, &c., always has
in the contest, have begun the sale of tickets. one of the largest and best stocks in town.
He is now displaying some handsome spring
Admission 25 cents.
.B. F. Wells, Belfast, calls attention
The Churches. Prof. Ropes of the Ban- goods...
to a handsome line of fur capes... .David
gor Theological Seminary occupied the pulannounces that he
has the latest
pit of the North Church last Sunday in the Cressey
blocks for stylish hats, bonnets, &c*. and is
absence of Rev. R. T. Hack... .Messrs Clias. I
prepared to do first class work at his bleachF. Ginn and Calvin A. Hubbard have been
elected delegates from the Belfast Metho- ery, over R. P. Stieknev ’s st< re, Church street;
.Calvin Hervey, Belfast, makes a specialdist Church, to attend the annual session of
j
ity of spectacles and eye glasses, and carries |
the East Maine Conference at Rockland
a full line.... F. W.
Brown, real estate agent. j
April 20th....The Universalist Society is
for a fair to take
the last offers the Ocean House, Belfast, for rent,

rrlnii'ii say

\

name.
Thus several of Elmbrook’s
noted colts are named as follows: Belbrook, four year old filly, owned byCapt. I.
C. Park of Searsport; Westbrook, 3 year-old
stallion, and Easterbrook3year old filly, owned bv G. R. Ellis: Gidbrook, 3 year-old stallion by G. A. Hunt of Unity: Earlbrook, 3
year-old stallion, owned by W. H. Richards,
Belfast; Hollybrook,yearling owned by Dr.
G. W. Stoddard; Gilbrook, yearling, and
May brook, filly, at Elmbrook farm, &c. The
Syndicate recommend a continuation of this
method of naming and will furnish appropriate names to those desiring them.

most

meeting.

ing

Belfast

\

trustees of the

nounced last week.

notice of the trade is called to the adtiscinent of Swan& Sibley Company, Bel•. who are introducing the Genesee table
*
dairy salt. For table and general use

sires

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
Eliza Huunewell, Charles St., Saturday P.
M., at 2 o’clock. It will be a devotional

cultural

period.

later

a

barkentine

new

the valuation of their estates.

in

Mr. Warren E. Marsh began Monday to
till his cooler with eggs. This is much earlier
than usual. The price paid is twelve cent*!
per dozen.

that

to

give

to

Messrs. Jipson and Staples will be apHorse Families. It lias become custompointed night watch, by the Mayor.
ary for breeders who are raising stock from
Nelson Wight, of Belfast, has three spring prominent stallions to give their colts family names, some part of which, either prefix
lambs whose united weight is 98 pounds.
or termination, includes some
part of the
The largest weighs 37 1-2 pounds.

OVERCOATSTSUITS,

SPRING

HATS, CAPS,

NESOK.-WBAH..
We are not learning the business and making our customers pay for our experience, but
have an established trade and well-bought stock. We are willing to give our customers a
good trade, and every one who buys now will contribute to give us a good trade later.

ALL WINTER GOODS AT VERY LOWEST PRICES.
THE

LOT

IS SMALL.

COME

BEFORE

Children’s Suits
S1“0ALL AND SEE GOODS.

IT

GONE.

IS

Specialty.

a

THEY WILL SELL THEMSELVES, m

| Mrs. C. W. HANEY. Church St., Belfast.

Millinery

SPRING & SUMMER.
Latest nd

Leading Styles

in

Hals, Bonnets & Trims.
Mrs. B. F. WELLS.

^lifsatias

Bart.

THE

notice:.

|-Mr.

CLARK & SLEEPER’S
Special Bulletin

That will make the bargain seeker open his eyes with
LOT

23,105

is

an

ALL WOOL SUIT that is worth just

them away at

LOT 12,260,

a

Prices,

Low

of

a

delight.

ten dollar bill,

we are

giving

much

again.

$7.00,

WOOL SUIT at $.">,50, that is worth just one-hall

A Lot of $15.00 FANCY CHEVIOT SUITS
$lf!.50, all new, fresh goods.

we

are

now

selling

at

as

$11.50 and

LOT 12,251, an ALL WOOL CHILDREN’S SUIT at !$tM..">O, never before sold at
Also we have a bargain in Children's
less than $3.00, all sizes, 4 to 14 years.
Suits at i»$.OO. Our combination suit, (for boys) consisting of coat, 2 pair
pants and cap, is one of the hest bargains you will ever see.
We have just opened a tine line of .S'PHl\(i fit TS. consisting of all the LATEST
Those stylish SOFT FLANGE HATS are sure to he all the go this
SHAPES.
spring. Come in and get one early.
This week we shall exhibit as tine a line of NECKWE AH as was ever seen in
this plaee; all the latest styles in fancy bows, puff, and teek scarfs, and fourin-hands.
GENTLEMEN who appreciate flue fitting, stylish garments, made in the finest custom
manner, should patronize our custom department.
We have just received an elegant line of woolens, and will guarantee to make your
clothing in a satisfactory manner. Cleaning, pressing and repairing of old

clothing
We

a

specialty.

give you but one price at
dollars’ worth.

our

store,

no

bantering,

whether you

buy

one

or

fifty

BUT THAT TRICE YOU WILL FIND THE LOWEST IN THE CITY.

CLARK,

cfcs

-CLOTHIERS, TAILORS
S3

Main

Street,

SLEEPER,
AND

MEN’S OUTFITTERS.•

Belfast.

at

cox

22, 18**2.]

Mar.

evening late
As I sat with my feet on the glowing grate.
My head leaned hack on a cushioned chair,
And an idle hook lay hy me there.
lamp burned low

The

one

They have cared
blue,

read till the pages were dim and
hlurr'd.
And the record grand had my spirit stirred
Like smile strange, potent, burning word.
As 1 gazed in the coals, odd visions came,
Pictures and scenes of deathless fame,
Cnmarred h\ time, undimmed hy age.
had

1

Lugra\

«-d

humanity's shining page.

»n

<

a
strange \ met* sounded in my ear.
Like a trumpet pealing loud and clear,
uid a panorama of other days
Moved swiftly before my startled gaze.
I journeyed with (irant over scarp ami mine

faithful line.
\nd I stood In-side the invincible one
(Mi Vicksburg's slopes when the siege was
the le ad of his

at

Ik

iiiiia

i

■

li Sherman o'er teil and lea

;t

vn

by the sparkling sea,
Ati.l the i'irrow red he had ploughed to rhe
T.i 1 lie

«!•

-t

Ik

more

«■

mam

•'••d

t

green tent.''
Peter, the Just,

did this answer make:
And
“This have ye done for the Master's sake.
Enter thou in, and receive the prize,
The glorious gifts of Paradise.
turned on the cushion my restless head
And waked with a start as the vision tied,
And hack 1 came to this world again
So tilled with want, and sorrow and pain.
And work for the heart and hand and l»rain.
No

more

No

more

1

.1 'lk<- The

..

S’..Tidal! T'

1

W

k

i-

I*

1

like

ii

<

da\

11111111II

a

hnndered a! nig

!

*i's•

k -d

‘i.

V

i.

again.

rose

he

from

a wave

swept hill.
signal, no bugle,

Tor

tie-

d di-

mm.

rhe

k_

i;•
V....
v..

i

and

lines ..1 Lee
ales ami hills
11nmol
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•A Fellow and His Brule," the new
book by Blanche Willis Howard, author i
of "One Summer" and other well known!
works, has made its appearance.

Those interested in stories of the war
will be gratified to know that Messrs. Lei*
and Shepard have issued a new edition of
Kpcs Sargent’s story. "Peculiar."

Mary Farley Sanborn, t lie author of
weet
and Twenty" lias a new stor\
ready, entitled "It Came to Pass," which
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Chautauqua. Nearly forty
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either actually under construction or
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Harper cV Brothers- have just published
little hand-hook, invaluable to students,
letter-writers, and literary workers, entitled Everybody’s Writing-desk Book

in

blue.

They

now

announce

uniform in style,
1 *oeket (’yelopa'dia.

a

companion volume,
called

Everybody's

tying

Plans
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drain the town.

Chautauqua.
being perfected for a syswhich will completely
The main will be laid

as

the final surveys are made. There
now no doubt that the larger pipes

soon as
seems

will be in

use

next

summer.

Wide Awake for April is a veritable
The principal features of the program
In its pictures, in its j so
Easter number.
far announced are as follows: 2
stories, in its poems, the Easter spirit
The .July course will be made up largeshrine,
predominates, and while there is the
Nor felt the gift too great to give.
usual variety in its material, as suits the ly of University Extension lectures, proThai tin- tlag might float, and ihe nation
wide range of desire that makes up the ; gressive courses upon one general? theme
University men. Prizes
taste of young people, this Easter tiavor by prominent
live.
is at once pronounced and timely, and will be offered to those passing the best
i h» re were women who waked with a start.
makes this April number quite as accept- examinations on these courses. .Among
half shocked
able a remembrance at the Easter season the lecturers may be mentioned: Prof. II.
When the < radle o!
and
II. Boyesen, Pres. Merrill E. Gates, Prof.
liberty swayed
as the conventional card or booklet.
Moses Coit Tyler, Prof. .1. II. Gilmore,
rocked,
contains
for
a
The
April
Prof.
Frederick Starr, Mr. Melvil Dewey,
Story-Teller
\ nd shook off their garments dainty and
charming Western story by Mary Hart- Mrs. Florence Howe Hall, Mr. \V. E. Curtine,
well ('atherwood, “The Secrets at Kose- tis, Mr. Leon H. Vincent, etc.
Light En\nd look up the nurse'-, w ork di\ ine.
Mrs. ( atherwood has the repu- tertainments, Concerts, and Illustrated
j ladies."
areii for Tin* w ounded, straightened i tation of
Tin*\
being one of the brightest and Lectures will till the evenings.
the dead.
best of recent American story-tellers, and
A
University Extension Conference.
w
closed
the
hen
the
had
this
\lld
tied.
eyes
ligllt
capital tale of boy and girl life, ad- week (.Inly 18-28) will be devoted largely
and
romance
at
the
T11e\ soothed the living w ith tender hand.
venture, mystery
to a conference to which all societies are
charming country house of Curie Hose- invited to send delegates. Model lecAmi w hispered of life in a fairer land.
out
the
talented
ladies
hears
writer’s
ture
fully
courses, discussions, and training
And when tin* red tide all was o'er.
reputation. It is full of fun and action. classes for lecturers will he features of the
And an angel of iigtit with her great white
Price >l.r>0: C» cents a number. I). Lot li- | plan.
wing
The* August schedule will be arranged
mp Company, publishers, Boston.
» .one with her
peaee born offering,
on the principle of providing a wide range
That excellent sporting- magazine. Out\ ml
bit'tided o’er north ami small once
of topics discussed by men and women
ing. presents in the April number the
HU >re.
prominent in all departments of life. The
of a
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golden, for those who wait.
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last
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Two million nidi, there weir in all.
Had answered the roll of the final rail.
And as I gazed on the ransomed throng.

moving along,
I saw like a cloud, or a shadowy train,
Content in tin background to remain,
This band of women, quiet, and meek.

The

Too

grand

old army

modest

fascinating descrip-

tion of a cruise across Europe in a petroleum launch.
Cnder the title “From the
Berman Ocean to the Black Sea," ThomSt evens,
of round-the-world-awheel
as
fame, describes in a most interesting manner the scenes and incidents of his lonely
cruise.
The article is tinely illustrated:
and the whole number is tilled with interesting subjects from brush, pen and

even

in

heaven to seek

place in the foremost, ranks, but still
Heady to do and work with a will.
And Saint l eter inquired—as he opened the

A

gate
And pointed the way to tin*
Hi eh with music and golden

shining heights
lights—

are these who enter so late?”
And there at Ins left stood the captain true,
To welcome each loyal boy in blue,
And lie made answ er, “These are they
Who staid at home to weep and pray.
Four times they w atched the clover blush
Four times the hush
On upland sw eet.
Of winter’s snow its silence lent
To lonely farm, while from white tent
The boys looked up to southern arch,
Heartsick from battle, siege and march.
Four lonely years of tears and toil,—
Four years they watched, and w orked and

•‘Who

wept,
While many

a

brave

one

peaceful slept

The styles adopted in the Parisian Fash- (
ion Journals, published by A. McDowell |
A Co., 4 West 14th Street, New Yolk, are j
always neat, rich and correct. It is be- i
cause of this fact that these publications i
have become so popular that they con- !
t.inue to make such rapid headway in the ;
“La Mode de j
favor of American women.
Paris'* contains the latest and best French j
•Album des Modes" gives the j
styles.
styles which are most popular in Paris, j
Facli is Jo cents per copy, or S>.">0 per
j
year.
Yearly subscribers to either of i
these journals are entitled to a Premium
Hook on “DressmakingSimplified." valu- !
ed at s5. which book is not sold, but is ;
given away as here indicated. “La Mode"
is sold for lo cents a copy, or *1.“>0 per’
annum.

With the April number the Review of
Ir
Reviews enters upon its second year.
has had an exceptional, if not an altogethOne year ago it was!
er unique, history.
knowui only to a few discriminating readers, and its subscription list and newsstand sales required only a few thousand
copies. Its edition the present month' is
70,000 copies, and it is eagerly read in
every State and Territory in tlie Union I
Vo extraand in every part of Canada.
ordinary efforts have been made to push i
the magazine. There has been very little
canvassing done for it: no chromos have
been given to its subscribers; no special inducements, such as an encyclopaedia or a
partor organ thrown in as a gratuity or j
offered at half price, have been offered by
the publishers. The magazine has grown !
to an enormous circulation and to commanding influence simply upon its merits.
Its readers have liked it and therefore reIt owres
commended it to their friends.
not a little to the newspapers of the country, which have appreciated the journalistic enterprise and vigor and the enor-

following speakers
Edward

are

definitely engaged:

Frank W. Gunsaulus,
.Joseph T. Duryea, W. S. Bainford. Anna
II. Shaw. .James M. Buckley, Mary T. Laihrap, .lacoh G. Schurman. Bichard T.
Ely, Wallace Bruce. Emily II. Miller, etc.
Four Magnificently Illustrated Scientific Lectures by Prof. B. Ogdon Doremus.
of New York, will he the finest exhibitions
of the kind ever seen at Chautauqua.
Special apparatus and large quantities of
chemicals will he used at a very great ex-

Eggleston.

pense.
The National Pageant, a so lies of beautiful tableaux representing scenes from
American History, will be presented under the direction of Mrs. Cora Pond-Pope,
of ('hicago.
A Mock C. s. Congress for hoys and
young men will he in session for five
weeks, under the charge of Prof. W. K.
Wick os, of Syracuse.
The Sunday School Normal Department,
under Dr. .1. L. Hurlbut: The Boys* and
Girls*, and Intermediate Classes, in charge
of B. T. Vincent; The Woman's Club, under the direction of Mrs. Emily IT. Milltr
will be continued.
The music will continue under the
charge of Dr. II. B. Palmer, of New York,
assisted by Mr. L. S. Leason. Among the
musicians already engaged are: lingers’
Band and Orchestra, The Lotus Glee Club
of Boston. The Syracuse University Glee
Club. Marie Deccaand Bertha Waltzinger,
sopranos, Wm. 11. Sherwood, pianist. I.
X. Flagler, organist, Bernhard Listemann, of the Boston Philharmonic Club,
violinist, Nina Drummond, banjoist, M'lle
Nicbolai, contralto. Other soloists will
be announced. The Devotional music will
be led by Mr. E. O. Excell, of Chicago.
The educational department will include: The College, Bible Schools, under
the immediate charge of Dr. W. B. Harper; The Pedagogical Department, or
•‘Teachers’ Betreat,’’ conducted by Col.
F. W. Parker: the School of Music, directed by Dr. H. B. Palmer; the School of
Physical Education, presided over by Dr.
W. G. Anderson, and seventeen miscellaneous classes in music, art, photography
cookery, shorthand, etc.
It is said the entire schedule for the
summer of 1892 is the most complete and
attractive, as well as the most costly, ever
arranged by the Chautauqua management.

SCRATCHED 28 YEARS

I

G A Nichols, arrived at
New York March 80 from Liverpool.
A G Hopes, David Hivers, arrived at San
Francisco March 15 from New York.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord. sailed from New
York Feb 10 for San Francisco.
Abner

Coburn,

|

Jan H.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from New
York March 8 for Hong Kong.
C C Chapman, arrived at New York Nov
10 from London.
Centennial, B F Colcord. sailed from Manila Feb 18 for New York.
Charger, D S Goodell.at New York March
0 for Hong Kong.
Daniel Barnes, J S Stover, arrived at Port
Townsend Feb 28 from San Franciseo.
Frank Pendleton, NY G Nichols, arrived at
Calcutta Feb 20 from New York.
Frederick! Billings, Sherman, arrived at
San Francisco March 14 irom New York.
Gov KobicjAmos Nichols, at Hong Kong
Feb IP for New York.
Great Admiral, Howell, arrived at Boston
March 21 lrom .Melbourne.
Henry B Hyde, l'hineas Pendleton, sailed from New York Jan P for San Francisco;
spoken Feb 2, lat 8 S. Ion 2P NY.
Henrietta, A. M, lb-ss, sailed from Melbourne Jan IP for Bt ston.
Iceberg, F. NY. Treat, cleared from New
York Sept !4 for llong Kong; spoken No\
11. lat 0 S, Ion 81 \Y
Iroquois, F I) P Nickels, arrived ;ii Ilavie
March 17 from San FrancisJacob F Pidgcway, F (> NYatson, at Ca
ciuta Feb 24 for New N or!it llong Kong
Josrphus. Tliouias P- a

We always
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frv

my nails. The scales would
drop off of me all the time,
and my suffering was endless,
and without relief. One thousand dollars would not tempt
me to have this disease over
again. I am a poor man, but
feel rich to be relieved of what
some of the doctors said was
leprosy, some ringworm, psoriasis, etc. I cannot praise
the Cuticitra Remedies too
J ney nave maue my
\V'zS^SVa?' much.
skin ns clear and free from Beales as a baby’s. AII
I used of them was $5 worth. If you had been
here and said you would have cured me for $‘20<>.oo,
you woukl have had the money. I looked like tinHow !
picture (No. ‘J, page 47) in your book,
Cure Skin Diseases,” but row I am as clear ns
force
of
habit 1
was.
ever
Through
any person
rui» my hands ovr my arms and legs to serat b
once in a while, but io no purpose. I am all v.-e!I
I scratched twenty-eight years, and it got to be a
kind of second nature to me. I thank you a tlnci
sand times.
DENNIS DOWNING, Waterbury, Yt.

Vitality!

Strength!

ip

our?

Cottolepe."

had known of the Cuticura Remedies

twenty-eight years ago, it would have saved me
$200.00 and an immense amount of suffering. My
disease (psoriasis) commenced on mv head in a
spot not larger than a cent. It spread rapidly all
over my body, and got under

water

Our Meat, Fish. Oysters,

Saratoga Chips. Eggs,
Doughnuts, Vegetables, etc.
Like

other

most

KNOW THYSELF.

Or SELF-PRESERVATION. Anewandonlr
Gold Medal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS and
ERRORS of
PHYSICAL
DEBILITY,
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE, and all DISEASE »
and WEAKNESSES of MAN. 300pages, cloth
Only fi.n*
prescriptions.
pilt; l‘i5 invaluable
by mail, double scaled. Descriptive Prospectus with endorsements pnpp*
erk|r\
of the Press and voluntary r4r» ■■
wnu/
NUW.
testimonials of the enrea. ■ ■
or
mail.
Consultation in person
by
Expert treatment. INVIOLABLE SECKMCV ar.d CURi‘V\ P perker. or
TAIN (
uf.
Add
The Peabody Medical institute, No. 4 Buliiuch S:
Bouton, Mass.
The Peabody Medical Institute has many lm
Urra'd.
tators, but no equal
The Science of Life, or Self Preservation, is a
tT asure more vdua'
than y ,d. lb a I it now,
s ‘‘.IJ’ 'V 4 man. ,- d learn to
ever-. Wl, Vii.an
r.
be STRONG .— Medical Itv- opyrichted.)
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Cuticura Resolvent

■

new lilood and Skin Purilicr, internally ft'
b aitse the blood of all impurities and poison-.nietiu-nts), and < Vticuka, the great Skin < ’tire, am!
'TicritA
Soap, an exquisite Skin l’c-autil:- r,
xternally (to clear the skin and scalp, and restore
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gave it a I
which
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clinched
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HI MI'T.i'.S, black-heads, red, rough, chapped, and
rllfl rily skin cured by CuntI'UA Soap.

■its

why

Hip. kidney, and uterine pains and

S

matter.

Sudbury St., Boston,

Fire aid Biinlar-Prif Safes

all grocers.

by

N. K. FAIRBANK 4 CO.,
CHICAGO, and
5 Central Wharf, Bootcn.

weaknesses relieved in one minute
t y the Outieura Anti-Pain Plaster.
The lirst and only pain-killing plaster.
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(Queenstown.
Thomas Dana, C N
Meyers, arrived at
Tacoma March 28 from Seattle.
Tillie E Starlniek, Eben Curtis, arrived
at Portland, O. Feb 20 from New York.
Wandering Jew, D C Nichols, sailed from
New York Dec 1 tor Hong Kong.
NYm 11 Maey, Amesbury, arrived at Havre
March 27 from San Francisco via (Queens-

Ladies:—

Of

Wm H Conner. Frank .1 Pendleton,arrived
at Shanghae prior To Feb 2P from New York.

Adam \V Spies, A 1) Field, sailed from

Is

Singapore

March 24 for Boston.
\iire Reed, Alaiison Ford, at Boston
Beatrice Havener, Hiehhorn, arrived at
t .cnI'uegos Feh 21 from St Thomas; in port
March 10.
Belmont, Heagan. sailed from Boston Feb
10 for Rosario.
Carrie F Long, .! 1‘ Stowers, arrived at
Philadelphia Mari b JO from Hav ana.
Came Herkle. Coleord, sailed from New
York Jan 2d for Champcneo.
Carrie L Tyler. Pattingall, arrived at
Ci< nfuegos March 14 from Barbadoes.
( lam F Met ;ilv< rv
Phillip (iilkey, arri\ ed
;it Antigua March d from New York.
C 1’ Dixon, N F Cilkey, arrived at Yalpalaiso March 20 from New York.
Edward Cushing. C A Whittier, arrived
til Cieiifuegos March d from Philadelphia.
Edward Kidder. Melvin Bark, arrived at
Valparaiso F*-bSlmm New York.
Edward May. C C McClure, at HomJula
Fel» 2d from Boston.
Emma T Crowell. A S Pendleton, arrived
at New York March hi from Hong Kong.
Escort. II C W hitehoiise. from Singapore
for Shanghai-, at Manila Jan 2d. in distress.
11 Blanchard, cleared 1mm
Evaiiell, \\
New York Eeh 0 for Brishaiie.
1' Whittier, -alied from
E\ ie Reed. A
New York March lib for (inayaipiil.
(
Harvard, oleord, arrived at New York
March S from Hong Kong.
Havana. Rice, arrived at New York March
JO from Hav ana.
Herbert Black, Albert Blanchard, arriv cd
at Champerieo Eeh d from La Libertad. C A
Hudson. E A Curtis, sailed from Manila
Oct <S for Marseilles; passed St Helena Jan

—
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REAL BLOOD

PURIFIER,
tried,
proved

Sarsaparilla. It is a specific for Dyspepsia, Deranged Liver, and Foust ipation, and you who are suffering from
of

these

marl

L.

Take

only

no mistake in
Atwood's Hitters.
Trade
F."* I.eware of imitations.

ziness,

:t

Drain and

as

1

-.

Spi-

..

April

This medicine has direct action upon
the nerve centers, allaying all irritabili
ties, and increasing the flow and power
of nerve fluid.
It is perfectly harmless
and leaves no unpleasant effects.

aeh

I ml

FOR

nal Weakness.

I.. F."
N>*. W vtkki*. >i:<*. April
i#‘U
<i k\n.KMkn
-h gives me pleasure to testify t" the benetir rha I have, deiived from the
use.
I.. F." Atwoods Hitters tor Sin* llead-

caused by d*-rangement it my stoniaeh
and -iv«-1*; and I cheerfully re-otunieud them
to all who are -utVerin
t r«•»!» Headache, .launh e -, or Dvspeptie. eouiplaii ts.
They never
tail to benetir; and for obstinate
constipation,
th* y are a remedy that >s invaluab e.
N. W. C\ It I* ENT Kit.
Stanhish, pril Id, 181*1.
hi: vi: Silts.Have used a numl»er of kinds
ot Hitters in tin* last ten years, and liml
1, F."
A tv* nod's Hitters to be the best.
V urs.
.T. F. Rand
1. vour dealer does not. sell th
ni, scud do
c-ii-s To us and receive a
bottb* express p;,id
H. H. HAY Sc SON, Portland, Me.

REMEDY

ebrity, Sleeplessness, Diz-

ills, will make

F.

L.

using

NATURAL

Epileptic Fits, Falling Sickness, Hysterics, St. Vitus Daucc, Nervousness.
Hypochondria, melancholia, In-

or

any

>

••

A

that has been
and
to he nil that is claimed for it. War
ranted to contain more medicinal
properties than any other Invigorator
one

lyH(.
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Valuable Hook on Nervous
Diseases sent free to any address,
and poor patients can also obtain
this medicine free of charge.
This remedy has been prepared by the Reverend
Pastor Koenig, of Fort Wuvne, lud., si nee 1876. and
is now prepared under his direction by the
—A

i

j

I

KOENIC MED. CO.. Chicago, III.
Sold l>y Druggists at #1 per Dot tie. 6for$v
Large Size, 19*1.73. 6 Dottles for S9.
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P
P Cnudoii, arrived at !
(luantanamo Feb 20 from Parbadoes. to load j
for
Delaware
Breakwater.
sugar
Carrie- A Lam-. Dyer, sailed from Baltimore March 22 for Portland.
Clara F. ( ‘olconl. Coleord, arrived at (ial-1
veston March 20 from Hav ana.
Ldward Johnson, Warren, cleareil from
Philadelphia March 25 for Cicnfucgos.
(leorgia < Jilkov. W P (lilkcv, e-lea red from
Philadelphia March 24 for Carcb nas.
(leo.-ge 'Pwohy. Farrow, sailed from New
York March 2o fur Point-a-Pitre.
P Sprovvl, sailed
Hattie Met 1 Pm k. II
from Progresso March
for Laguna.
Henry Clause n, dr. Apple-lev. sailed from
Mobile March 2‘J for Boston.
Horace- <; Morse-. Ilarriman, sailed from
Bath March 10 for Tin mastoii.
dolm C Snntli, Kuecland, arrived at Vera \
Cruz dan is from Sabine J’ass.
dos W Poster, S S lleagan, edeareel from
Philadelphia Marc h 24 for Havana.
A Lewis, Burgess, sailed freun Ne w
Leste
York March 2S for Brunswick.
C
Linali
Kaminski, S P Woodbury, arrived at New York March IS from (h-orgetown.
S C.
Lizzie- Lam*, V C Closson, at Searsport.
|
Liu-ia Porter, (1 rindle. c leared from Pensacola. March 25 for Cn-nfuegos
Mary A Hall, M Veazie. arrived at Darien
Marc h 17 from New York.
M B Milieu, Dyer, sailed from Charleston.
S (J, Marc h .40 for Kingston, da.
Mary L. Peters, Williams, arrived at
Brunswick, Ha, March 20 from Havana.
14 F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Port
Spain March S for New York.
Sally POn, W. H. West, arrived at (’aide nas March 14 from Mobile.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Cienfuegos
Mare-h 14 front Pensacola.
Warren Adams, Coleord, a* rived at Bio
Janeiro March IS from Norfolk, Ya.
William Frederick, Cottrell, arrive! at
Fernandina March 28 from New York.
Willie L. Newton, Coombs, arrived at
Demerara Feb 15 from New York.

:
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Estey Pianos, Organs,
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BOSTON, MASS.

Co.,
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Machines.

Sewing
N

a

puckiige.

John P.

!

LARD

by the tieree, barrel, hall barrels and tubs,
for sale by every tirst-elass gioeer and j.*rovision dealer—all* lan! rendered by us is free
from all Cotton Seed oil, fallow. Suet, and
other adulterations so euminonly used, and
WARKANTK1 • STRICTLY 1*1 Til*:." None genuine without our name stamped upon t lie
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'll owl Effective Remedy known iw
1 TRUE S PIN-WORK ELIXIR.
<>t prwv.
’Sold bv uil ilruiiirists, or sent bv mm' >m

S

J

^

.

Tiny Liver Pills1

good appetite, strong digestion,(
activity of body and mind, sociability,
buoyancy of spirits, and health and
strength take their |4ace. Price, 251
cents. Office, 39 it 41 Park Place, N. ¥•

I Improved Variable Friction Feed.

WS.Llf.lKll.B. FARQUHAR CO.,

;iniHYOltK, PA.

lyr.MO

just returned from Boston with all the
leading styles of HATS and BONNETS, also
all kinds of FANCY LACES and BRAIDS. Old
work done in the best possible manner. NEW
HATS and BONNETS made to order. You will
find all kinds of SEWING MACHINE NEEDLES
at my place.
S. D. BROWN,
12tf
High St., over Hervey’s Jewelry Store.

TRY THE CURE.

HAY-FEVER

A particle is applied into each nostril and
agreeable. Price 5<> cents at Druggists; by ina;'
cents.
registered,
lyrJls
ELY BROTHERS, 50 \\ arren st., New \

■-
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WANTED!

and

I

Pain and
Inflammations

Restores the
Senses of Taste
and Smell.

to

City Bleachery.

CREAMBALM
Cleanses the
Nasal Passages,

Heals the Sores,

eating,

exertion of body or mind;,
irritability of temper, general weari-l
ness and debility are speedily re4
moved by t ho use of

have

catarrh

Allays

Sour Eructations,
<
fullness after
with disinclina-

TUTT’S

SAMPI 1. FRFK
STEPHEN L. BARTLETT. Importer. Boston. Mass
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PURE, ECONOMICAL.

?

HUNDREDS OF CHILDREN

;

^85 r.

1 yr24

Felt.

two years ago 1 was just about crazy,
wonder that iny wife and children
You just want to suffer
me.
with neuralgia with no relief as I did until I
Bitters.
used Sulphur
They cured me, and
now my wife says I am as meek as a lamb.
Hubert Paris, American House. Poston.

th,

all

of

(humplen Record

Boston, Ma=s., for best medical work published
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afraid of
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So/,

heat ]»re-» rvinii their

give you
A lovely
Complexion.

SCHOONKHS.

no

where

Will

II P Hussey. Hodgdou, arrived at Weymouth March 24 from Charleston, S ('.
H CSiblev,(i W 1Jichhorn. cleared from I
Philadelphia Marc h IS for Havana.

Why,

Ilfst

l.'.o s..M in!.van.

a

Send 3

Deposit "Work

and

Aht'oy.< pirst

Sulphur Bitters

Ft RIGS.

were
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Skin.

Frank Perry, arrived at
New York Feh ‘J from Zaza.
John J Marsh. II B "Whittier, arrived at
Philadelphia March JO from Cardenas.
James (I Pendleton, Lancaster, arrived at |
Valparaiso March 17 from New York.
.1 W Dresser, Parker, at Buenos Ayres
Feh 12 for Delaware Breakwater.
Mabel I Meyers, Wm Meyers, arrived at
Buenos Ayres Feb 10 from Boston
Matanzas. B F Rice, arrived at Havana
March 11 from New York.
Mary K. Russell. W S Nichols, cleared
from New York March 2d for Dunedin.
Mary S Ames, Crocker, sailed from New
York .Jan 10 for Honolulu: spoken Feh 21, :|
|
hit 2 N, long 20 AY.
Penobscot, Mi Caulder, arriv ed at New
York March 2d from Singapore.
St Lucie, J T Krskine, arrived at Wellington, N Z. Feb 8 from New York; in port I
March 22.
Willard Mndgett, Crocker, cleared from :
Boston .Jan 28 for Buenos Ayres

and

a

Beautiful

Henry Norwell,

I

Doors,

Fair Face

15 AUKS.

How

Safes, Hank Vaults, Hank Vault

Hank

The Secret

town.

David Bugbre, Stowers, arriv ed at Havana
Feb 17 from Pensacola.
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always fry

we

in Cottolene.

Sold

ACHING SIDES AND BACK,
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out and.

Auie

-Millais.
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oil
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1 tii t's favorite and

everywhere. Price, O'l'Ticrr.A. f»0c.: Soap,
IG>ol\i:\t, SI. Prepared by the Pottkii
AM>

uni11

i■ o
n

the hairi. instantly relieve and speedily cure evey
specie* of itching, burning, scaly, crusted, pimply,
scrofulous, and hereditary diseases and humors..i
the skin, scalp, ami blood, with loss of hair, from
infancy to age, from pimples to scrofula.

-.

Fell IP for New York.
Llewellyn J. M-t-w. Sc >ry. arrived at
San Francisco March :.o from Baltimore.
Lucy A Nickels, CM Nn'.-Js.at Shanghai
March 1 for Singapore and \- w York or Poston.
Luzon. A L Cana r, arrived at New \ oi k
March 21 from llong Kong.
Manuel
Llaguiio. F«h\ Smallc\, sailed
from Sau Franciseo lb-1 8 for New N ork.
Man L Stone, <’ t
Park, arrivcil at New
York .March 28 from Manila.
Nancy Pendleton,.! N Pendleton, arrivcil
1
at New York March 28 from llong Kong.
P 1) Hice, A B Colson, arrived at San
Francisco Feb 2P from Liverpool.
P K Thomas, P B Nichols, sailed from
Hong Kong Feb 1 for New York ; passed
Anjier Feb 14.
|
Baphael, Harkness, arrived at Melbourne
March 18 from New York.
Hobert L Belknap, Staples, sailed from
New York March 80 for Yokohama.
S P Hitchcock, Gates, arrived at Liverpool March 17 from San Franciseo.
San Joaquin, Drinkwater, arrived at New
York March 10 from San Franciseo.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from San
Franciseo Jan 5 for New York.
State of Maine, 11 G Curtis, arrived at
Havre March 28 from San Franciseo via

44

A Scaly, Itching, Skin Disease with
Kndless Suffering Cured by
Cuticura Remedies.

Alameda, Chapman, from Philadelphia for
Sail Francisco, sailed from Delaware Break-
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growth presay is even better than her first venture, sages a permanency which is most gratiwhich is high praise.
to all friends of
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them in my hand’.1
of our newest treasure,
And of one in the Fatherland.
Mary .1. Porter, in Harper's Bazar.

vania would
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wear

taking
They speak

W1 i-

derileSs"
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to

And dainty baby stockings
Are needed now once more.

'•"Mit-rly fasumn,

i-i

one

And tiny feet are moving
Along the nursery door.

sion
\ lid it seemed lh.il The blUVeS of

no

from the open heaven
A wonderful gift has come,
And the sound of a baby's cooing
Is heard again in our home.

'S

Would rise from their shallow graves to till
Their pm-ev m line in that strange procesM

stockings-

same

There still were stockings small,
There were none for a tiny baby
With daintiest feet of all.

had

sun

again.

over

For our own beautiful baby
Had gone to a fairer < lime.
She had entered the golden city
Where we hope to meet her some time.

men.
e

looking

Tliere was
know.

star at morn.

Angle,"

the

m

imi the

them

It must be two years ago—
And then they were laid in the

proudly upborne,

ross so

a

Stockings.

baby’s stockings!

I mended these

iii

woe

1 ado ami die like

t

complaint,

They are small and black and plain.
But I find sweet satisfaction

the summer air.
lines of blue
>weep tie- kills and the valleys through.

a

sore

And feet must hired and hearts grow faint
.Ere tlic beautiful heights he won.
Uklkn N. Packard.

the unbroken
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deed,

peace and rest
form and the wear.x

And souls grow sick with

'ripped hills with verdure
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and hard is t im toilsome way
ends in a land of !* mllcss day
When the long dark night is done.
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The April Arena is rich in able, thoughtful papers.
Its table of contents is as varied as it is inviting, as will be noted from
“Vital Statistics of the
the following:
Negro." by Frederick L. Hoffman. “The
.Money Question," by Hon. John Davis,
M. ('. “Yolapuk. the World Language,"
by Alfred Post. “The Speaker in England and America," by Henry George,
Jr.
“Rational Views of Heaven and
“The
I Hell." by Rev. George St. Glair.
Farmers’ Alliance and its Loaders," by
j Annie J.. Diggs /illustrated by two fnIIpage portraits and four smaller photo“Pontitex Maximus," by W.
gravures).
j 1). MeCraekan. “A Remarkable Psyrhi! <-al Experience." by Louise Chandler
! M«*ulton. “How Fncle Nottoway Squaslicd the Indictment." a Southern character
Part
sketch, by Will Allen Dromgoole.
i IV. of “A Spoil of Office,"
by Hamlin
(.arlaud.
“two 1»urs in the Social ( fi“Books of the
lar.” l>y I’,. (). Flower.
Day” : Review by Rabbi Solomon Schindler. Henry Austin, and the editor.
Mr. William Henry Bishop begins his series of papers on “An American at Home
in Europe" in the April number of the Atlantic Monthly.
His lirst chapter is on
“llouse-IIunting and ilonse-Keeping in
Brittany, Baris, and the Suburbs of
The paper is most interesting,
Paris.”
written in a lively style, and with all the
thousand “points” which a person who
lives abroad can give to those who do not
live there but who wish to do so.
Antoinette Ogden's paper, “A Drive through
the Black Hills” is worth a careful reading. This may be said with still greater
emphasis about a paper of a widely different type, namely, “The Federal Taxation of Lotteries/’ by Hon. T. M. Cooley,
! late Chief Justice of Michigan. A cleverly
composed “trilogy” on naval subjects
will delight the lover of things nautical,
“Admiral Farragut,” hy Edward Kirk
Kawson.” “American Sea Songs,” by
Alfred M. Williams, and “The Limit in
For
Battle Ships/' hy John M. Ellieott.
the fiction of the number we tind some
chapters of Crawford's “Don Orsino.”
and a clever, baffling story by Henry
James, called “The Private Life.” An
interesting study of the impressionist
school of painters is furnished by Cecilia
Waern, under the modest title of “Some
Notes on French Impressionism.”
It is
impartial, and the writer understands hei
Disfranchisesubject thoroughly. “Legal
ment” is another of those unsigned papers which readers of the Atlantic have
of late begun to speculate about.
Some
other napers which we have not space to
do justice to, and the reviews of new hooks
close the number.
Houghton, Mifflin A
: < (►., Boston.
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the wind
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nor

still.
Putt rlu- ir"im is with

For
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the echoes sounded shrill.
I saw the sleepers mute

Come forth from their

To
ami

to
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For the wife and widow, and orphan, too,
And when the spring its fragrance lent,
They have scattered the flowers on each low

No
i

helpless hoys

for the

I

And

\s he >ioiul

mous

They

the 12th anniversary of E. K. WilRelief Corps, of Springfield, Mass.,

[Read

Register

amount of hard, honest labor put
into every number, and which have most
heartily recommended it to their readers.
While working in the closest co-operation
with the English Review of Reviews, edited by Mr. W. T. Stead in London, the
American Review is a distinct magazine,
wholly and entirely edited, printed and
published in New York, and in the fullest
sense of the word as much an American
periodical as Mr. Stead's London edition
is an English periodical.
The general
aims and purposes, plans and methods,
of the two magazines are identical, and
each has the fullest access in advance to
all the materials and illustrations preparThe American Review,
ed for the other.
being somewhat larger and higher priced,
It has 20
is more profusely illustrated.
or 30 more pages each month than the
London edition.

Beneath the sacred southern soil.
came with wine, and lint, and oil,
To hind the wounds, to nurse, to pray,
To send the litter on its way,
To are for the helpless and needy one,
And do God's work when the war was done.

Dream.
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Sail

TO ACT AS AGENTS.

SATISFACTION

AUBURN ME.
4wl3

v

Cl' AKANTKKO.

Tax Collectors Notice.

Address

NurserymeD,

Maker,

An.I maker of tents, aw nings, carpets, etc., at
building on Swan A Sibley Co.’s wharf, forme
occupied by Capt. Geo. T. Osborn.

MKN,

HOMER N. OHASE & 00
Mention tliis paper.

N. S. LORD,

for

MTRSKRV STOCK.
Extensive variety.
Salary or commission. \<>
experience needed. < Jenerous terms. State your
ane and references.
S. r. CANNON,
2n>iL''
29 State St.. Augusta, Maine.

TAX collector will beat hi* office, (flu
Assessors room), SATU RDAYS, from 10 to
A. M. ami 2 to 4 1*. M.
Belfast, Jan. 7, 18S*2. ltf

The

Republican

\

Convention

State

eral cargo for this port.
It is feared that
the cargo has been damaged.
Messrs.
Bannatyne and Co. are agents for the
vessel.
AN OLD SAILOR'S YARN.

held in Norembega Hall, llangor, Wedu\
April 27, 1SP2, at 11 o'clock a. m.. for the
-c of selecting two candidates for electors of
.lent and Vice-President of the I'nited States
.inr delegates at large and four alternates to
,1 the National Convention to he held at Min
11-, Minnesota, on Tuesday, dune 7, 1802,
lansaeting any other business that may propime before it.
basis of representation.will he as follows.
ity. Town and Plantation will he entitled to
i>-legate, and for each seventy-live votes east
lie publican candidate for Coventor in 1888,
ilitional delegate, and fora fraction of forty
in excess of seventv-tive votes, an additional

w ...1 1m*
>,

of the Com cut ton, for the purpose of re■the credential' of delegates.
Delegates,
to he eligilde to participate in the foil
n
must he elected subsequent to the date "I
and delegates under
d! t >r 111i' Convention
'ic 'll Id not he elected t<> the State' ouveliIn rcafter called for the purpose of noimamlidate t.u <io\ crimt.
im>
ot Maine, without regard to past
dilVi-rcm-cs. wh- an- in '\ in pat by \m th the
.fit- i1 \pr**'sci in the call >! the hYpublican
d < "luniirice for tin Kepuldb an N itional
iic-i t.. unite w 11It iie
mi
arc c .filially in
n a :i' ot t In- Stale in elect m_
i,.

No

Panorama.

“SPEED THE PLOW.”

press

SITUATION.

THE

Tight Fit.

a

Not long ago a man walked into the ex
office at Green’s Landing with the inquiry “Have my clothes come yet?” “Yes,”
said the express agent, “they have come and
been seized.” “Yes,” said the sheriff, who
was standing near, “but I guess you can
have a taste of them if you’ll go to the harbor.” the point of which was that the
“clothes” were a package of liquor which
had been promptly dealt with. [Ellsworth
American.

ANI> DOINGS AT WASHINGTON.
TIIE DEMOCRATS AND T1IE SILVER HILL.
THE LEADER OK TIIE PEOPLE'S PARTY

ON

Doubt

■c

■

1

■

Boston & Bang;: i S. Co.

DON'T YOU NEED A

The nine People's party Congressmen
proclaim that the failure of the Democratic House to pass the Free Coinage bill
means that the People’s party will
carry
six or eight states in the coming campaign.
Representative Watson, the leader of the
People's party, said: “The action in the
The prostration after the Grip is entirely
House on the Silver bill is the death knell
of the old Democratic organization. Hun- overcome by Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It really
does make the weak strong.
dreds of thousands of voters in the SouthThe first half of a man’s life is spent in pridern States have felt that if iinancial relief
could he had Democracy would give that ing himself upon what a great man lie is goly.
if it had a chance.
With a majori- ing to be, and the other half in thinking what
“Suddenly the look-out on the bow call- relief
a fool he used t*> be.
14S in the House it had a chance to
of
ty
ed out an excited command:
‘Hard-a
If the life insurance people recommend
the Free Silver bill.
It failed to do
pass
there!
life"
fer
port.
yer
Hard-a-port
No power on earth can now keep a remedy it must be something they have
"I hurriedly obeyed the order, and the it,.
faith
in.
Well that’s what they do about
boat cased off until the full force of the Georgia from going into the Electoral
Adamson's Cough Balsam. It prolongs life
<
w
forty-knpt breeze struck her with terrific I ’ollege itli the People's party delegation. and makes the insurance risk a mere bagaconfidently believe the same is true of telle.
violence.
As she heeled over until her
several other Southern States.
What the
topsail yards skimmed the crests of the
There is one disadvantage which a negro
Democrats
may do with the Silver hill
highest waves, a dark object shot rapidlv
is comparatively unimportant. woman has in wearing diamonds. Nobody
! hereafter
paM us.
an be
dis.-ourt. ous as to sav thev are off
1 be■‘What was t hatI .demled t. t.hc cap- j They lia\e had their opportunity.
color.
lieve
now the immense
of
tin: tiu.
majority
who bad rushed on deck.
Ilej
Democrats all over the South will come tv*
Young mothers who regain -tr-ngth but
didn* I ha vo his light out."
slowly, sliouhi bear in mind that nature's
\o. 1 guess not: that was a whale." our party as the truest exponent of the greatoi
assistant
K. I’mkham
.Jeffersonian principle of the rule of the
returned tbe skipper.
j \ eg. table Compound. Lydia
it has m> rival, apeople as against the Hamilton doctrine t lioiisamls
1 exclaimed,
•*A w bale!
testlfA
d guess by bis course be is heading for j of the rule of tile mone\ and of the classes, j
Husband. "So t!ie\ evidently think that
Let it never be forgotten tlinl Ml Boutellc
\ \\ Bedford to take advantage of the
Father O'Neill has some real mettle in him."
list- in sperm oil.
All. 1 rail remombei »»f Maine, a Republican, asked the Tam- Wife.
"<>h. what have they done-.'" Huswhen whale.s was plenty on the Maine many Democrats to stop filibustering <-n band. "Made a canon of him."
bill
the
and
the
Democratic
challenged
coast: as thick as the paint on the face of a
How to Head
House to come at once to a direct vote on
Bowery chorus gal: but they're all gone
the bill itself. The challenge was refused, your doctor's prescriptions. Send three 2now.
ccnt
to
and refused by Democrats. A magnificent
stamps,
pay postage, and receive Dr.
•What has become of them?" 1 asked.
Kaufmann's great treatise on disease: illus•■They've been driven away, sir: driven Democratic majority of 14s found itself trated in colors : it gives their signs and ababsolutely powerless to legislate upon a breviations. Address A. 1*. Ordway N Co.,
awa\ every one oil 'em. by those infernal
mild measure of reform to which that par- Boston. Mass.
laws.
2wl4
And then the sturdy old seaman went ty is committed.‘'
"If I was pa and : ut,” said Willie. "I'd
below and looked at the glass again.
hire another doctor. The baby we got this
time wasn't finished. It hadn't a tooth or a
(1.11'l‘Ki:
RA< 1M. TO
SHU'S
SAN
IRANISLAND DLAMES TAMMANY.
hair."
11S< o.
The free coinage Democrats charge
1 have been a great sufferer from dry caMention w as made last week of a race to Speaker Crisp with duplicity ill his attiSail Fram isco by t e ships Shenandoah and tude on tlie Bland bill, and they make out tarrh for many years, and I tried many rems. I). ( arleton.
The speaker will lind it dif- edies. but none did me so much benefit as
It appears now that there a good ease.
are two mole in it.
The Baltimore sun ficult to convince anybody that the ad- Ely’s Cream Balm. It completely cured me.
M. J. Lally, kfi Woodward Ave., Boston
of March
of the House
An ocean race in which

i„

■•

Political

SAYINGS

"I was at the helm of the schooner Mary
; K. Sc udder, three days out from New York 1
hound for Portland with coal," said an
old sailor recently.
“It was a wild, black night.
We were1
headingnorth-by-east-half-east, almost in- 1
to the teeth of the strong gale t hat played
j
••Comrades** through the straining weathITC
j
.nicies in the delegation of any City. Town or j er braces and tossed the heavy spray over
ati-ui can only he tilled by residents ot the the slippery decks.
iii\ In which the vacancy exists.
“The captain was below looking at the
(unmittee will l»e in session in the restate
:i room of the Hall at
nine o'clock on the glass, whose contents were falling rapid••

\
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NEW PLOW?
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IS THE KIND TO BUY.

HUSSEY “HARD METAL” PLOW.

Send at once
for Catalogue.
Steamers will leave Belfasti weather permitting)
For Camden. Boeklaml and Boston. Mondays,
Wednesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays at about
2.BO r. m.
For Searsport. B.ieksport. Winrerporr and beyond if ire permits, Tuesdays. Wednesdays, Frio
or upon
days ami Saturday-at about
arrival of sieam*-r from Boston.

FOUR IMPLEMENTS IN ONE.
“

NEW MODEL

Horse Hoe,

Cultivator.

Furrowing

Coverer.

CENTENNIAL”
STEEL FRAME.
PARALLEL SIDES.,

IlKTI l:\IMi

Plow.

From Boston, Monda;
"1 u. v
and Friday- at
o
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New Zealand, paper ol ;
The harkentine st.
arrived here from New York last i

Wellington.
•■■■h
■

'.uh.

j

says;

an adventurous voyage of 1
The vessel, which i> commanded)
1
apt. .lames T. Erskine, left New York
the 8th of October.
They had a fail
to t lie equator, and alter this they exneed variable weather until the b 1st
Hecember. when the vessel w as in latie 4;».
longitude 74. She then eneound :i rerritie northwest gale, with treThe wind blew with
sea.
•idous
1 J.4.7 r. m. a
rieane force, and at
,i:tainous sea bloke on board the ship,
li was then going dead before the
The sea completely overwhelmed
The after
.--sse) from stern 'o stem.
of the deckhouse was smashed, the
iim gutted, the spanker-boom (14 in.
cameteri was broken in two places,
The steering wheel was
the gait.
three beams on the starboard side
II
wheel deck were t * 111 up. so that
d.-ek on that side settled down, and
adank of tin- sternpoM below the eovhoard was stove in.
A boat, water
gangway, in fact almost everything
w is washed
away. The sea con.'.'■i iis lies: metivo career, ami stove in
liter part of the forward house, gutgalle\ and forecastle, and started
ulwalks on the port side. The cabin
dmost completely wrecked The man
wheel. Iviehard St ret/ by name, was
icd iiit<* tin- cabin and carried along |
w ater.
t lie rush
of t In
1 Ie was
n'. ually jinked
up with lus left leg!
ken above the knee. Tin* second mate,
bray, who was Inning his dinner in
abin at t lie time the sea came aboard. 1
knocked dow n and hr -w n against the j
: the cabin with great force.
He
h.id one of his legs broken between !
-inee and ankle,
i'lie mate, Eredk K. ;
k. was also struck by the sea and j
;ied from tin- wheel deck, where he j
.standing, to tin- lorward part of the j
;n. and w as exti hated from tin* debris
h >"inc drtfii uit \.
His right ankle wa> ;
ned ,in< 1 lie was also bruised about ;
iody About half an Hour afterwards
uate was unfortunate enough to he
ed into the cabin again, and this time
d not escape without injury, his left
ider being dish»ated.
The captain
He was close!
i>.-seri > u s 1 \ injured.
man at the wheel when the vessel !
cooped, and was thrown to tin- deck !
considerable violence. When lie came
;■> senses it was found
that his breast
lb- was j
-tomaeh was badly injured,
11> stand, and was l»adl\ cut about
\ es
and fa* c. and iiis left ankle,

aftei

j

00says:
clipper ships

serious
and lie was
t«> keep to his lied for about live
1 he M'anian Stretz had his leg set
iay. and was made as comfortable as
Mo under the cireumstanees.
The
i mate's injured leg was not set for
da\s after. The first mate, who had
*-sp'*nsibilit\ of looking after the ship
•the captain and second mate were
'icitateii. suffered great pain for five
a> his shoulder was still out, but he
:*• a 11 \
When the
stuck to his post.
'in was able to get up on the fifth day
•'ll the assistance of several of the
set the injured limb right.
The
•as at once relieved ol'nil pain, hut it
11 led that the
muscles have been seriiujured, as lie lias almost lost the
t' the limb,
t’aptain Erskine. it is
has sustained some internal injury,
!"•
complains of bis left shoulder.
ond mate anil the seaman Stretz
itig fairly well. The vessel will be
'1 by the Health Officer this liiorn"ul the exact nature of the injuries
"iied by the unfortunate men will be
s

in juries

Ceorge

Baltimore,
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The Maine three-masted schoonei Wyer
Sargent, which was abandoned <»ti Hatteras on March 41. ISOI. lias drifted more
than hoop miles since that date, an; has
deeonie famous among Vortli Atlantic
dot eli.-i".
she was sighted last about 1000
lliih
west of tin- Cape Verde Islands in
fairly good condition, and with the stum]) I
"t hci mainmast standing.
When aban- i
dom'd in a waterlogged condition the J
sejioonei had SJO.iHiO worth of mahogany
undet her hatches, and wreckers have ;
sought in vain to bring this rich prize into ;
port.
The State Hoard of Trade.
Hi I>Dkkokij. March 30.
The semi-annual meeting of the State Board of Trade
was held at the < itv Opera House this
afternoon, and was the largest and most
enthusiastie ever held in Maine.
About
iitty delegates arrived on the afternoon
train, among most prominent being, Henry
B. ('leaves. J. S. Winslow, F. E. Boothbay, Charles J. Pennell, Fred N. I)ow, and
Seth L. Larrabee, Portland, J. P. Bass,
Bangor, I). .J. Callahan, Lewiston, and
Fred W. S. Blanchard, Bath.
The meeting was called to order at 2.30
o' clock. State President Lord, of Bangor,
in the chair.
Charles 8. Forbes, of Portland, gave an able address on “The Resources of Maine Admit of the Extension
of Her Industries in What Line.”
E. M.
Blanding, of Bangor, editor of the Industrial Journal, spoke on the subject, ‘To
What Extent and by What Means should
the State and towns of Maine advertise
their attractions and resources.” He was
followed by (ien. C. P. Mattocks, of Portland. who read an interesting paper on
“What Maine has done and what she
ought to do to he properly represented at
the Chicago Exposition." After outlining
the progress thius far made toward Maine’s
exhibit, he urged that Maine’s 100 new
industries established last year, together
with every one of its old ones, lie represented at the Exposition.
He especially favored a good display representing
Maine’s summer resorts. Discussions followed each address.

w ere more

The Tin

I
I

!

jI
!

|

’'/Mr

I

Plate

Industry.

“There are three classes of men who
oppose the manufacture of tin-plates in
this country,1* remarked a dealer in tin
cans. “The British tin-plate manufacturer. the Eastern importer of tin-plates and
the free trade newspapers and orators.’*
This is an interesting trinity, in which
the third party works in the interest of
the first two, whose interests are foreign,
against those whose interests are American.
These elements are laboring to prevent the building lip of an extensive tinplate industry in this country. The British hostility is natural: it lias been monopolizing the tin-plate industry of the
world for years, to its great advantage,
and it naturally desires to continue that
sort of thing.
The importers in the Eastern cities, now organized under the name
of tin-plate consumers, which is misleading, handle the British tin-plates and
share the prolits of that monopoly. Of
course, they will lose these profits when
the tin and term* plates used in this country are produced by factories in Indiana.
Illinois. Ohio and other States and sold
direct to the tin-can manufacturers and
the jobbers.
[Indianapolis Journal.
Katie Toy has obtained a verdict of
$7500 in the superior court at Lowell, for
injuries received in the United States Cortridge Company’s Works. She sued for

| $30,000.

RILL?

j

Mugwumps and the anti-silver
Democrats, in claiming the credit for
having defeated the Silver hill (which

c

j

DEFEATED THE SILVER

The

thirty-

The homeward voyage is not a criterion,
there a>e great < bailees against ihelirst
sailing ships from Havre in getting to the
ocean, lmt all starting from the various
( ape Ih-nyv. Cape" "I Dela-»utlet>. viz
ware and sandy
Hook, will bring them
comparatively as near together as horses
starting on a race rourse. The quartette
of captains taking part in tin* race are
well know n in Baltimore.

tlie gale the vessel bad a slight list
"hoard, which it is supposed was
‘d by the shifting of the cargo.

^

to

as

"\n.
v
n,*i

:

Stetson

eight days.

anticipated.

the gale mentioned the vessel extu ed various weather until her arrivsl»e arrived off the Heads yesterday
‘r,»"on. was boarded by Pilot Shilling,
to an anchorage off Kaiwarra
brought
T
*:J0 last night.
She brings a gen-

WHO

days.

at ei.

lir>t

|

S. I>. ( arleton to Philadelphia, thirtythree days.
Tam o’Shanter to Baltimore, eighteen

aj.tain's

aptaiu

a

days.

i11

"u>

a

four-master of :’>.JoS tons,
she had a
general cargo. On tin* following day the
s.
1). ( arleton, Captain Amesbury, left
Philadelphia. She is a three-masted ship
of 1.7ss tons and is also loaded with
general cargo. The third vessel is the
ship Tam o'Shanter, Capt. Peabody, from
Baltimore, with coal for San Francisco,
which passed out Cape Henry at noon
sin-is of 1..VJJ tons register.
March J'>.
As she left the capes the wind was northeast. w hich would place the Tam not far
:ipart: on the start from the other two clipThe ship Ceorge stetson, of 1.7S0
pers.
tons, Captain Murphy, now in this port,
may not fall far behind in the long race
for Mtpreiune\ if tin- weather holds good
so she ran load a cargo of
dry coal. < apt. ain Murphy, who is a brother of the
Shenandoah's master, will be in a bad
humor until lie gets off and begins his
stern race for the other three.
The two
larger ships tin Shenandoah and Carlebad rae. stn lia vi e from San Franciston
co with British
iron >hips and heat them.
The lour now under consideration came
from Havre to the CnitedStates, and their
ropeetiy passages wane as follows:
Shenandoah to New York, thirty-seven
is

Thursday night Highlands,

secured on motion of Bland only after
definite understanding was had between
the Speaker and Bland that the desired
rule should be at once reported from the
Committee on Rules, and that at the time
of that agreement no suggestion was
made by the Speaker as to a petition to be
signed by a majority of Democrats. If
there had been, Mr. Bland says that lie :
would have secured such a petition before
making that motion to adjourn Thursday,
and in the excited state of feeling which
then existed he would undoubtedly have
been successful.
Speaker Crisp at that
time evidently never thought of asking for
such a petition.
He has radically changed his mind and is using his influence to*
action
on
the free coinage hill’
postpone
until after the Presidential election, when
he will exercise the power of his great office to pass it. and will ask no question
about petitions.
The silver men do not !
accept the Speaker's crafty explanation.
They are simply asking why he ropudiated his obligation to them.
The answer i
is easy to find.
Tammam Hall became j
at
the
frightened
prominence tin1 silver
question was obtaining in the House, and
<
deluged Speaker isp with telegrams and
letters asserting that his course was making it impossible for the Democrats to
Mr.
carry the next Presidential election.
Bland lays the whole blame on Tammany
Hall. He asserts that their fears, aroused
by threats from Wall street, have induced
them to bring heavy pressure to bear on
Hie speaker, and as a result he has succumbed.
w as

taking part is now
It will he one of the longest races ever attempted by sailing craft. The slop Shenandoah, Captain Murphy, which sailed
from New York at 4:.‘»0 1\ M., March J4.

1

w ife and t wo daughters,
and lg years, had a miraculous es
irmn injury
They wen seated on a
i:u- side i»l
tiie vessel, and eonsrdid no1 expi riellce t he full force
Mount a i ii of water which had swept
he cabin. As it was, the door of the
in which they were, was broken
and water came in in great voiA piece of wreckage carried into
abin by the rushing water struck
nipass hanging from the ceiling
tlm bed upon which Mis.
Erskine
in r two children wen*seated and bent
Had any portion of the wreckage
k either one of them they would
sustained serious injury.
n after the gale had spent itself the
a hies of the crew
were not over, for
aman named Astram, a young man,
<
assisting in bracing the yards up, w as
islied overboard. Fortunately he caught
■h of a
rope attached to an oil hag which
! ueen cast over to smooth the sea. and
little difficulty w as hauled on hoard.
After the sea struck the vessel she lav
-st helpless in the trough of the sea.
In- fortunately righted herself with1
iking another heav\ sea on hoard.
ul: to so many being disabled, and the
being exhausted, considerable difw.is experienced in managing the
Tin* gale fortunately abated by
oiling, and the sea went down. Next
as occupied in clearing away
the
kage
The w recked house was oovwith sails, and a piece of canvas w as
o\ er t lie stern
part when* the beams
been smashed.
Tin* wheel, which
'-nsidcrahly damaged, was fixed up.
j amps were also set going, and the
"iked at them during tile night,
hut not least, a stove was got out of
'"Id to replace the one broken in the
<
apt. and Mrs. Erskine had near
o
whole of their clothes spoiled by

from Baltiin progress.

more are

|

en'ed.

journment

two American

t

j

j!
j
<

I

j
!

may or may not he defeated for that matter). have reached the climax of audacity.
The Republicans of the House are very
indignant over interview s which have been
sent over the country from Mr. (J-eorge
Fred Williams of Massachusetts, asserting that the Silver hill was defeated in
the House entirely by action within the
Democratic line and that the Republicans
are entitled to no credit in
the matter.
The statements in that interview are erroneous.
When Mr. Bland demanded the
previous question at .‘t o'clock on Thursday. Mr. Williams and Mr. Harter and
the other anti-silver Democrats had not
'lie remotest idea that the motion could
he defeated.
They were making their
great effort to secure the substitution of
a bill of amendment providing for an international conference.
\o one was more surprised than the
Mugwumps when Mr. Burrows, on behalf
of the Republicans, moved t<» lay the
Bland bill on the table and insisted that
that motion took precedence of the demaud for the previous question.
When
Mr. Burrows backed up his motion by
quoting from the rules, and the Speaker
decided that he was right, it caused great
surprise to Mr. Williams and Mr. Harter,
though, of course, they were very much
gratified. It was that motion of Mr. Burrows that prevented the adoption of the
previous question and thus for the time
being defeated the bill. If it had not been
for Mr. Bui rows and the Republicans the
bill would have been passed that night.
Harter, Williams et al. knew nothing of
Mr. Burrows's intentions, and yet they
now set up and claim the entire credit to
This is what Mr. Boutelle
themselves.
calls “monumental political cheek.”
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HO. BERWICK, ME.
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Will make the
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ML DGETT BROS.,
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for many years. I feel
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(. dam,

Alma

( Mambrino Patchen | Mambrino Chief
S

(.Estella. \ Imported
|

f Gen. Withers

LLlln

Dressmaker. "How would you like your
costume made, madam V"
Mis. Clownrich.
Sposc you make it with one of those vestibule trains that 1 ’ve hcern talked of lately."

Lady

mare

J Henry Clay.
(dam by Telegraph.

Mater,

I rill

Chas. Kent

Dolly Spanker.. (

Salve.

The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruise.-, Sores, deers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter. Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and ail Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
Price 21 cents per box.
money refunded.
For sab* by IF IP Moody.

|

Fanny

G.

( Dam by Gam;.
Australian.

(Imp.

TIME-TABLE.

FltoM BELFAST.

Bellfaunder.

] dam by HambPian

Family Medicine Moves the Bowels

Knox.s.Od

Ameiican

Unity.8.22

Paymaster.

Burnham, arrive
Waterville.

Eclipse.

preserves his equanimity notwithstanding
iiis next-door neigh bur keeps a banjo, a violin and a piano on his premises.

Coughing

Leads

to

GIDEON. I

Consumption.

Kemp's Balsam will stop

the

once.

cough

at

When Mrs. Stout gave her husband a heating for coming home intoxicated. Fogg remarked that it was the worst ease of tight
hiring lie had ever heard of.
For Over Filly Years.
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
Mrs.
Winslow's Soot hing Syrup has been used for
o\ •[•
tilty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with
perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the

A

Long Way Behind.

Brainby Diggs—

dam

Portland...
K
Boston

♦.

...

( Wm.

Wiles’
Act

a

Messenger..

|

I English
Dam.

|

S. T. B.

bred

Burnham, depart.7.P

Belfast, arrive...u.25

^ Messenger.

(

Belfast.

A

■

Wonder

with return privilege.

Thaekanihau, $10

TIME

Worker.

FERNALD
We would

Marble
Anti

tin- rare of two prominent physicians, and
used their treatment- until lie was not able
to get
around.
They pronounced bis case
I
to be ( oiisumption and incurable.
lit* was
j pursuaded to try Dr. King's New Discovery
for Consumption, Coughs and Colds and at
that time was not aide to walk across the
He found, before he
street without resting.
had used half of a dollar bottle, that he was
much better; he continued to use it and is today enjoying good health. If you have any
Throat Lung or Chest Trouble try it. We
guarantee satisfaction. Trial bottle free at
R. H. Moody's drug store.

I
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one
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to insure.

BROS.,

BELFAST,

; .05

5.27
5.38
*5.44
5.58
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-9.24
»>.dn
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SERVICE.
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.."•-year-old record 2 4".

Curbings,

business of any local firm in Maine.

A. L. MUDGETT.

-WE

THE

LARGEST

LINE OF-

Finished ITALIAN Sl AMERICAN MARBLE
To select from to be found in the city, and our prices are as low as can be found in the State.
We have some NEW and ELEGANT DESIGNS in PLAIN and CARVED WORK,
which we invite your attention to. If you are in need of anything in our line call on us and
We also handle the HKD SWEDE and *1!01TH GRANITE*, ami in
we will save you* money.
fact we keep everything usually found in a first-class marble shop. j'jgr’Tali and get our
prices before buying,

will remove Pimples, Boils, Salt Rheum,
and affections caused by .inquire blood.—
Will drive Malaria from the system and prevent as well a- cure all Malarial feveis.—
For cure of headache. Constipation and In-I
digestion try Electric Bitters—Entire satisfaction guaranteed, or money refunded.—
Price 50 ts. and >1 (Hi per bottle at lb If.

MARK WOOD &

SON, Phtenix Row,

near

race,

3 vears,

2.2'd. record, 2.33 1 2.
Bright bay, 13 3 4 hands, 1 ooo lbs by Prescott,
son of Harold,
sire of Maud S
2.os 3-4 dam.
t^ueen, record 2 42 time in race. 2 3S by son of
Pdark Diamond sire of Clara d
2 2S, ete.,i imp.
French Canadian 2d dam Morgan
Prescott’s dam is the great broo I maic Primrose,
dam of 4 performers in •> 2" am! ;;f
-.re, ot
3«i pertormers; by Alexander's Abdullah, sn. of
< ioldsmith Maid, 2 14
Haroldson as a 3-year-nld won the State
>!,
stake and four other races, and also the -talli.m
cup at State Fair. As a t year-ol-l be won Stu’e
colt stake and other nice'
\s a 3-year-old he
trotted 3d heat in a race in 2.2'd. lie has L«v
awarded 1st premium at Stale fairs at Bangui
and Lewiston, scoring on imliv dual nu.iliti-,
points out of a possible 1 <>"
His colts are speedy and S3"" to S330 have been
olfered for yearlings ami 2-year-old,, and refit,ed.

WOOD <£ SON.

CARRY

insure.

(3-year-old record, 2.3‘d 1-2; time in

-or-

MARK

to

HAKOLDSON.

MARBLE WORKS

This remedy is becoming so well known
and so popular as to need no special mention.
All who have used Electric Bitters
sing th»- same song of praise.—A purer medicine does not exist and it is guaranteed to
do all that-is claimed.
Electric Bitters will
cure all diseases of the Liver and Kidneys,

2

i-

Terms, $.TO

Bitter*.

2 .; 1

Withers and dam >•! Nri-onor
ian, ip.-'-n.
curd. 3.42 3d dam. M. _.11.
Kaiser is
-n Kenroyally bred stallion.
tucky in 1 ss2. Hi- dam was F:.ii j,:l i\ dam
4
l.'Kinpereur, 2.23. Kaiser. 2 2S 1 2 Nobb
years. 2.3.1 .by Dimalor. 2'i dam by Aln.oii:. 31
dam by Zenith, son <d Mm-nmii 1.14ipse. 4tb to
11 'th dams, t linnHighbred.
W'ilkesniont ha- lour strains ot H.uubietonian
blood and three ot M.iuiLnno Chief tin same as
Axtell siU3.(Mid stallion :al>.. two o| pilot, dr
one of Clay; one of Star and one oi
Morgan all
trotting blood based on thoroughbred lie won
1st premium in his class at Bangor and Lewiston
State Fairs three years in succession ; also the
year-old stallion cup in 2 4" and the t year "id
State colt stake.

Cine.
Also Wash Hotel Toys anti Shelves,

J. F. FERNALD.
Belfast, Feb. 1,1892.-4m5

«r-«•!.i

I sf !!•-.. Imbmi in
Seal ’11 o u li.
3.2 1 2 oac
1 SSI*.. i»\ Kaiser. 2 2‘s I 2. -ir.
\li„ \\ like,.
2 2d 1-2. by (ieol o W ilke. 2.32. .. ! 1 i.<Hi!•
■
'Ilian I", ‘! .li. Miv Miih.,-.
oj i'rim e

.VO TROTH I. E TO SHOW WORK.
PERFECT SATISFACTiny HEAR A X TEE It.
PLEASE HIVE ES ,1 (A EL HE FORE P C RE H AS f \o;.

can

Phenix Housa.
!

store.

A New Business for Belfast.

DOINTS.

14

I i;i\.

Terms, $.">0 to insure.

Belfast, Me.

Granite Monuments and Tablets, Headstones,

everything

111:il

ml,: 34,.. -s ,.,11,.
hand.,. weiMi, 1 .11 »< 1 is., foaled
Bright
dune 1 I ISS'.t.
\eN.»n. 2.1 " lam M i\ W'i! !>er-.
dam of Wilkesmout. 2.3,4
W it mu-,. h\
2.1-,' <
Aimon:; 2d dam i/ne.-n. iali: .if li. oi i-on. 2.33s.
1-2 ; 3d .lam Morgan.

MUDGETI*, Proprietors,

respectfully inform all in want «»1 MARBLE OR GRANITE WORK that
are prepared lo furnish at short notice

deal of change she requires while doing it!”

Moody's Drug

:mhi
9.20
9.do
'9 37
9.5:>,
-9: no
Go p»

i’AY-SON TUCKKK,

WM. C.

Wejhave the best steam POLISHING MILL in the Stale. Also FOUR PNEUMATIC
TOOLS for cutting aud lettering marble or granite ; the only ones in Maim-. Either tool will do
the work of from two to three men We can furnish work, either marble or granite. CHKA PER
than any other firm in the State, and do a> nice work. We carry tile largest stock and do

make in a man's liie!” exclaims the moralist. “Yes,’’ sighed Dubious, “and what a
Klectrlc

4.:52
12.45

<>\YNi:i> AND BKl\ IJ 1JY

OF sKKS II I

Brick Annex at North Kml of Shoe Factory,

Frank IfutTman, a oung man of Burlington, Ohio, states that he had be n under

a

P.M.

7 15
7.2n

1892. Slid

BELFAST MARBLE & GRANITE WORKS.

Mr.

“Wliat

1.15
\ M.

UKLFAST.

MUDGETT

—

do you 2

9.00
s.:»0

XKl.sox l i;

new

Host "Why did you strike my dog2 Hr
sniffed at you."
Visitor—" Well, you
1 any
don’t
expect me to wait till he has had a
!
Uii

A.M.

F. K

•

taste ot

9.:{n

Vice Pres and Gen'i Manager.
BOOTH BV, Gen’I Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Nov. 2 •, 1891.

by Vermont Black Hawk.

Non; AT

—

1.40
0.20

tFlag station. The 12 do e. m. tri.iu with Flying
Yankee for Portland an I Boston.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.0fl
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and .Northwest
via all routes, for sale bv *•’. K. Cr<»wlev. Agent.

mare.

VSII on SA I tsl ACToMS

A.M.
'Lie.

7.5 »
Unity.
>.12
Thorndike.
Knox.
8.25
Brooks. 8.50
-9.02
Waldo.
City Point. -9.15

TERMS:
season,

7.05
AM.

Portland.11.do

I T'nknown.

t lie

•_> ■>:,
1; :*,«»
P.M.
5

—

| Bangor.

Thaekainbau 3d()3. Record. 2.35. By Gideon. 1.15, sire of Ezra L
2.21 1-4; Bay. 2.27; Gretehen
dam of Nelson, 2.10; Skip, dam Independence. 2.21 1-4. G!enarm.2.23 3 4 Gideon by Hambletonian
10. Thaekambau’s dam was by Dirigo, 1.15, the sire of Little Fred, 2.20 3-4; Camars. 2.25 1-4; 2!
dam by Vermont Blackliawk.
Thackamhau is a rich, dark hay, l»> hands high, weighs 1 180 lbs., is a splendid driver, quick, trappy
walker, tine style, nice mane and tail, which in* transmits to most of his colts. His record of 2.35 was
made over a muddy track in a rain storm. His colts are noted for their game qualities. I think he R
destined to become a great brood mare sire, and that his tilltes will he sought after for breeding purposes.
Good pasturage or stabling for mares from a distance at reasonable rates at owners' risk, but good
care will be taken to prevent any and all accidents.
3m2

Phillips, $25 by

5.:«
5.50
o.io

UK LEAST.

Waterville.

( Dirigo..t Old Drew.

KATE.

4.55

r'U5

P.M.

I Bishops Hambletonian.
Engineer 2d.

mare.(

4.15
g.22
G.ds

i K I>
7.on
/ W. 1)...—-

XcrVe A Liver

principle -regulating the.
liver, stomach and bowels throuyh tho twriu’s.
A new discovery. Dr. Miles’ Rills
speedily
cure
biliousness, had taste, torpid liver,
piles, constipation. I nequaled for men,
women, children.
Smallest, mildest, surj est! do doses, 2d cts.
Samples Five, at R.
j 11. Moody’s Drug Store.
on

Hunter

P.M.

P.M

I B°ston’

3603.

(Commander.

^

s

...12.do
h. »-45
;<>

j
J

(Commander 2d.(

45

P.M.

Alexander’s Abdallah

Dandy.i Voting Engineer.i

L

|

"New
ork is very nice, Miss Bleeeker; hut
ali. there is no place like Boston." Miss
Bleeeker. "Yes—after all."

j

8

Bangor.11.45

('Hambletonian lo. ^ Abdallah .( Mambrino ^ Messenger.
( Imp. Bellfaunder.
I dam the (’has. Kent; mare... (

alter

J

I'.M.

p_‘.:’>0
rl2.d5
f 12-4*1
12. >9
fl.ld
1.22
1 :I2
1 55

Thorndike.S. 12

by Imported Margrave.

THACKAMBAU TtfQ

Each day. Most people need to use it.
A consistent Christian, my son, is one who

1

J

A.M.

Belfast, depart.7.2o
City Point..*7.25
Waldo.-.. r7.:>»»
Brooks.
7.49

( Bishop
Mambrino

I.VKUr

On and after Nov. 29, 1891, trains connecting at
Burnham with through trains for and from Bin
gor, Waterville, Portland ami Boston, will run as
follows

#

Lane’s

vSl

Saturday,

Maine Central R. R.

hambletonian lo.
!
< Mambrino Chief.
(Bloom... (Saoy Anderson. ( Kate by Pilot dr
Hitchcock’s Ashland by Mambrino Chief.
Toronto Chief.
(
old Kentucky.
(Lady Bryant.
Faxon... j
(Townsend Mare.
Volunteer. | Hambletonian lo.
) Lady Patriot.
! dam by Imported Balrownie.

(Almont..

l;i U

and

HI o'clock A. M..

at

Messenger.

Mambrino.

Boston.

n

For Blake’s Point. Buck's Harbor, No. l»eer Isle,
Sedgwick. Brooklin. Ocean ville and < recn's LundKF'H I'M Mi.
ing.
From Green's Landing Movijays m l Tin iwovs
at 8 a. m., for above landings, arriving in Belfast
about 1 .:*(.» i*. m
S. H. BAKBOUIL Manager.

Abdallah.
Hambletonian 10

Mai.

1-1 AN I.S

IVorthport Avenue.

PHILLIPS 7364.

man," says a sorely tried father, "never
fully realizes i;he wealth of information he
doesn't possess till his first child begins to
ask ipiesthms."

-.

Steamer CiSTtiiE

the farm of the

at

on

Camde:i. Tuesdays,
i.o
a' iboni B.oo
: rom Bo-ton.
W
lues 1,«>-, Fh.nr.\.
in- at all

mu

Belfast & Dear Isle.

Phillips, No. 73»>4, wine colored brown, was sired by the great Alcyone, the sire of 25 in the 2.30 list,
including the great 4-year-old McKinney 2.12 1-2. Alcyone has sired 5 sons, which in turn have sired 11
2.3o performers, his son Quartermaster, which is but 8 years old.having <> in the list. It R a well known
fact that no blood trains on or reproduces itself like the blood of George Wilkes. Alevone. the sire of
Phillips, has the following in the 2.20 list: McKinney, 4 years, 2.12 1 -2 Aloryon. 2.1o; Iona, 2.17 1-2
Martha Wilkes, 2.18 3-4; Golden Rod, 2.19 1-4; Si!veron'e, 2.19 3-4. he by the great George Wilkes,
which has 74 2.30 performers. The dam of Phillips was by Gen. Withers, the sire of C. T. L., 2.24; Almont Maid, 2.29; he by Almont, sire of 38 in the 2.30 list, including Fannv
Witherspoon, 2.10 1-4;
Piedmont, 2.17 1-4; Aldine, 2.19 1-4; Karlv Rose, 2.20 1-4.
Second dam bv Volunteer, with 31 in the list, lie is the sire of St. Julien, 2.11 1-4. Gloster, 2.17;
Aliev, 2.19; Rodine, 2.19 1-4; Driver, 2.19 1-2; 3d dam by Imported Balrowine. Thoroughbred.
Phillips foaled in 1887, is a very handsome horse 15 1-2 hands high, weighing 1050 IDs. Strong,
smooth made, good legs and feet, an expressive eye, broad, intelligent head, good length, of neck, tine,
tapering ears, and tine disposition. His gait is even, frietionless and elastic, and although never worked for speed, he can show enough to convince the most skeptical that he is a trotter of the tirst order.
After August 1st he will be placed in training for a nark of 2.30 or better, which we have reasonable
grounds to expect he will do. As a sire we believe lie will be a success, as tlie sons of Alevone are
siring speed of a high order.

Cressengliam,

Arnica
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Bueklen's

oi' arran-.i,. ; oXK implement. so the L.aner
E\> al. as shown in the !arg< cut at the !>.*?c. has
which are easily and quickly adjusted.

-r,t =r-vs

HUSSEY,

THE
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other,
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Tuesdays, Thursdays
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S 11 u
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I
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\J.
.o 11
da> and S..' urda

FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. ADDRESS

T. B.

gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrlnra.
It is pleasant to the taste.
Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-live cents a bottle.
Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
Iyr4i*

MAINE DEMOCRATS.

The following announcement was made
last week by Fred Emery Beane, secretary
I of the Democratic state committee? At
the meeting of the Democratic executive
committee, recently held in Portland, it
! was voted to invite lion. Win. Henry Clifford, of Portland, to preside at the state
convention in Bangor, June 8tli. The following were chosen a committee on resolutions: First district, Augustus F. Moulton. Portland, Turnout Stevens.
Wells;
Second district, J. E. Moore. Thomaston,
Jesse Lyford, Auburn; Third district, S.
S. Brown, Watervillc, Fred Emery Beane,
Hallowed; Fourth district. Ceorge M.
Ilanson. Calais. Henry Hudson, Duilford.

The above Cuts reprc.v .t
who buys the M.v.
reahy lo

After using Ely’s Cream Balm two months I
I was surprised to find that the right nostril,
which was closed for over twenty years, was

open and free as the
now as I could not do
very thankful.—R. H.

Week to Boston.

a

“Hard Metal”'

...

.1-

AiTflngnmeut.

Some affirm that a man cannot get drunk
The Ohio legislature has passed the bill on water; but gentlemen who have been on
and yachting
xeursions are
redistricting the State for Congressional I fishing trips in their
opinions to the con- i
THE UNDERSIGNED HAS COME TO T >WN AND WILL ENGAGE IN
it gives the Democrats six dis- I very emphatic
purposes,
trary.
Diets and the Republicans 1*>. reversing
the present apportionment.
How to Succeed.
Senator Cullom. in a letter to ex-Mayor ;
This is the great problem of life which few
Koehc, of Chicago, dated March 28. says: satisfaetorily solve. Some fail because of
“I desire that my name shall not be long- poor health, others want of luck, but the
j
er used as a candidate for the office of ! majority from deficient grit—want of nerve.
and
^Harness
President.
The people seem to favor the ! They are nervous, irresolute, ehangealde.
easily get the blues and “take the spirits
renomination
of
President
Harrison, i down to keep the spirits up,” thus wasting
with
neatness
and
done
whose administration has been able, clean, j
despatch. HARNFSSES of all grades in stock* 'Remember (
money, time, opportunity and nerve force.
I make to order Harnesses from $17 to $60.
There is nothing like Restorative Nervine,
courageous and patriotic."
discovered by the great specialist, Dr. Miles,
A GOOD HARNESS FOR $11
WHIPS, HALTERS and every thin n that line. |
The Honeymoon Kmled.
to cure all nervous diseases, as headache,

UPHOLSTERING Sitt.

Terms, $20 to insure.
PRINT K WITHKRS.
io-vear-old record 3.02; sire of Sea Breeze,
1.23, half mile; 4 years, 2 44 3-4

2

years.

Blight bay. IB hands. 12"" lbs by lien. W ith
ers public trial, 2.2*0 | 4 ; sire .»! c. f
I...2.2L
Almont Maid, 2.2'd. by Almont, sire of Hurbingci
and 3‘d other sons, sires of 2.3i» performer,.
Prime Withers is

a

very handsome horse of line

form, style and carriage; has heavy main
tail
COVERINGS S ! and
extraordinary hone and muscle, and shows
great natural speed without training. His.
large and promise speed. If breeders wish
MATTRESS WORK A SPECIALTY.
breed for size, style, beauty, lofty carriage and

|

Repairing

the blues, nervous prostration, sleeplessness,
H. E. IVnny was in town today on busi- neuralgia, St. Vitus dam e, tits, and hysteria.
Mr. Penny says bis wife, the aged Trial bottles and tine book of testimonials
Mrs. IVnny, is quiet well and enjoying the fre»* at R. H. Moody's Drug store.
happy home in Amherst. He wishes it statTeacher—“Who was the strongest man?”
ed that he did not buy a >400 turnout of
(who lives in “de Ate”)—“I reckon
Brackett, but oniy bought a cheap horse Tommy
in a tight, but I’ll
that did not cost one half that amount. Mr. Samson was the strongest
the strongest with his
was
bet
Ananias
is looking finely and is evidently enjoying
j party."
life very much with his new bride, while
Mrs. Penny has a very pleasant home and is
A Fatal Mistake.
*
taking solid comfort every day with her dear
make no more fatal mistake
Physicians
liuhby. Mr. Penny returns to-night to his 1
new home.
He is still in the same buisness, ; than when they inform patients that n«*r\ous
come from the stomach and
heart
troubles
selling face powder and toilet mixtures. J
Dr. Franklin
of little consequence.
are
[Bangor Daily Ne us. March .40th.
Miles, the noted Indiana specialist, has
in
his
new
book on
the
contrarv
proven
The New York Herald says Count Fer- “Heart Disease.” which may be had free at
store
who guarantees
dinand De Lesseps, the French engineer, Ii. H. Moody's Drug
is charged
the courts of France with and recommends Dr. Miles unequaled New
has the largest sale of
which
Heart
Cure,
The
alof
trust.
and breach
It cures
any heart remedy in the world.
swindle occured in the deal
short
nervous and organic heart disease,
which he and other trustees of the Uni- |
breath, fluttering, pain or tenderness in the
ness.

F. A.
At the Wadlin

Carriage Trimmings

j

ROBBINS,

Store,

37 Main

Street,

|

Belfast.

W. T. HOWARD. MARBLE WORKS.
Opposite Probate Office, Church Street, Belfast,

[

MANCFACTIUKK AND DF.AI.KRS IN ALI. KINDS OF

Marble & Granite Monuments*, Tablets & Grave Marks.
Any

one

in

want

of Cemetery work, please call and examine m\ large stock of FINE FINISHED
I warrant my work and stock. t<> be as good as can be found in the State and low
2m 12
prices. Also MARBLE SHELVES on hand.

by

through

versal Inter-Oceanic Panama Canal Co. !| side, arm or shoulder, irregular pulse, faintobtained control of the Panama Railroad ing, smothering, dropsy, etc. His restorative Nervine cures headache, fits, etc.
Co. some ten years ago.

oil.,
to

are

handsome color as well as speed, they can't make
any mistake in selecting Prince W ithers.

Terms, $10

to

insure.

bmkbloob.
Mahogany bay. Id 1-*J hands, weight lodOlbs.,
foaled in lssd by ,lnd**v Advocate, sire of Rom
ulus, *_*.*J4 1-4.
Horteuse, L’.L’S 1-4. by Messen
jrer Duroc. by Hambletonian In. I»am. Kathleen.

h\ Hambletonian Chief, sire of Ceor^e t), 2.-4
1-4, Klmbrook. L*.Lb’. 1 4, by Middletown, by Ham
bletonian.
Rlueblood i-. an inbred Hambletonian. mutiny
the Hambletonian amt Clay blond the blood oi
Ceortie Wilkes and Electioneer in his sire with
the Hambletonian and Star blood .the blood nl
Hexter. I delator and day Eye See in his dam.

Terms, $10 to iusure.
Apply to w. G. P^F^TON at stable near
House, or to proprietor.
IV M. C. MARSHALL.

I’lueuix

Belfast, March s, IS'.rj. -enwlO

MARBLE.

__

swindling
leged

ami

L.

W.

FERDINAND St CO.,

Manufacturers, .lubbers

an<l

Chlchofltor’s English Diamond RranA.

Pennyroyal fills

Retailers of

Yacht, Canoe and Boat Builders' Hardware,

;Sml3
BLOCKS, CORDAGE, PAINTS AND NAVAL STORKS.
j
07 Federal St., Boston, Muss. I
for Catalogue.

A
©rigluul ami Only Genuine.
safe, anvavir.-iiai.li.
ladies, ask jS\
1 irucgist for Chi'Hester a
English />ia-V9V\
mond brand in ICt-d an<l Gold metallic\%|Br
Hboxes. s.-aled wirh blue ribbon. Take \V
uiio ot her. Refuse dangerous substituV
\ lions and imitations. At Druggist*, or send 4e.
in stamps for particulars, t.-stimoniala and
“Relief for Ladles.** in letter, bv retar*
HalL 10.000 Testimonial*. Same Paper,
Q

Mr

VaU hr

-/Ohichettcr Chemical Ce.(Ma41aea Squia
Local Drugftau.
Fhllada. Pm
1 yrG

Locals.

Searsport

Manley Green of Boston is in town visiting relatives.

The select men have moved into their new
in the old banking rooms. Smith’s
block.

quarters

Miss Lou Carter of Belfast
last week visiting friends.

Miss Ida AYest will do plain sewing either
at her own house or at the hone* of her patrons,

a

as

P. O.

pond as usual predict* *1 the breaking
the river very acurately, as the channel in
the Penobscot opened about the time of that
Our

Ward.

Joseph Green arrived last week from Knox
county where he is employed in the granite
business.

pond.

large boom of logs awaiting
;he ompletion .*1 a portion of the machinery
.f his mill.
The mill will probably be siartMerrill has

a

Milton Ward and daughter Jennie of
Thorndike are in town visiting his brother
Mr.

■

d within

ays
m

this

nt

\\

u

\\

r

'1

11:

In

iia

1

I..

Min

Imt shoulder

J Matthews, who dislocated
bladi and collar bom- several

weeks ago. is

improving vapidly.

i‘ I

as

mind

e<

super-

lie

brlic\

"Wii

arrangt d 1**

give

ing

‘arm

in

re.

i

k

Mr.

and Mrs. R. 11. Smart arrived Satur-

day Ii

'>n, A hianglnai, Mass., w here they have
visiting their daughter. Mr> Albert

ami Mrs. "Win. J. Matthews, Mr. ami
Mrs. C. (>. IVrnald ami Capt. ami Mrs. Geo.
|x (')iapiii attended the tin wedding of Col.

vs

and Mrs. Jh-ubcu Smart of Swamdh* March
2'J and had a very pleasant time.
The entertainment

Sunday evening Uev. N. LaMarsh
to “our buys,” wlmex.% ill deliver a message
Easier Sunday prom•t
t to beeoine men.
-f unusual interest in tin*
ves i" be a day

at

Ward's

2dr

Eastern

•lvalue rv.

ti'Ood

to

hall the

Next

Man

report
that the spool mill property here has
The refe< "ii transferred to the syndicate.
rent e is to the old spool mill property,
which belongs to the syndicate. The new
spool mill is run by Messrs. Nickerson &

location for his future
to locate in tioxlmry.
As to his
He will move the first of May.
success every one is assured lie will meet
with the best. Wherever he goes, he is sure
to have lots of friends, while as to his skill
in his profession it is need 1 ess to speak...
to

went

look up

a

practice, and decided

Bailey.

For sale in Belfast,

despondent
neighbors mix1 imr alive \va<
Friday night, and imt seeing Ja .»1 .a» op
Saturday or Sunday they wen tro.ibhd
about her, bin finding her doors io« ked i*oij
eluded she bad gone to her brother’s, w ho j
lives two

three miles out of tin* village.
Sunday evening her neplmw, George Cole,
came in and he with Mr. Morgan, a neighbor, forced open her woodshed door and ;
found her lifeless body hanging from a
beam. In a tit of temporary insanity she bad
taken her own life. Mrs. Fairbanks was an !
or

,<

l*rie»-

< oni’i.cnut wki km
nrothu. Mitrh'l.

having been ••aretuilx h»»ked after.
want
like clock
work.
Tin1 hing
o' Sanborn’' Orchestra, was so fnsei-

er\
's:

The ///iisirii/(‘

last

..

revealing

heir toilets, observation
outshone the

they

at

fact

the

ladies—ill dress.

>

Thayer of port land

was

Friday

in town Iasi

Spencer of Bangor, who spent the
>iimmer here last season, proposes to again
uake his home here this summer... Miss
Margaret B. Sweetser returned to Orono
Saturday to take charge of her school....
Miss Ada Ridley left for Boston Tuesday and
K. 15. Shelwill l»c absent several weeks.
A.

...

Monday

left

ottiee

Patent

L.

Hon. S

at

accept,

a

week:

past

Mrs.

the

in

which

Milliken secured for him..
the

for

rivals

position
Washington. 1). C..

to

.Ar-

Lues

A.

Nickels, Capt. G.
Nichols, Hugh Nichols, (’apt. .1 N. Pen-

Nu kels. Miss Henrietta K.
A.

and wife. Bessie Merithew. Mrs. A.
T. Whittier. Mrs. Ada Hammond.
dleton

Sawvkk Shi

A

tk.

Sawyer

his

Miss

daughter

married to.Mr. Fred H. Shute
Sandy Point, only members of the fami'Die ceremony was peres being
present
E.,

was

rnied bv

Rev. R.

reception

was

<

giv en

i. Harhutt after which

a

and many friemls of tin*

availed themscl\ es of the opportunity
call
Among the valuable presents we
noted a silver service I rom 1 he oldest brother
■I the bride. W 11 Sargent of Boston: solid
silver spoons in plush ease from ladies of the
l.ride

(

ougregatiomil society

two

: set

silver cake baskets,

of orange

and

a

spoons,

very

hand-

silver sugar spoon iu ease by t he Congregational choir, of which Miss Sawyer and
her father have long been true and tried

some

members.
it

Sand

Mr.

Mrs. Shute will reside

ami

Point.

v

A Sn.vKi;

Wkiumv..

About

forts

of the

•cany friends of Mr. and Mrs. Mial Sargent
net at their home Tuesday evening. March
_H.it 11,

to

celebrate the 2.r»tli

their marriage.
verv

pleasantly

tauces

and

in

anniversarv

evening
renewing

The

was

old

of

passed
aequaiu-

reviewing the events of former

days. Miss Margaret. Sargent presided at
ilie piano and rendered several tine selections, and solos were given by Rev N. La
Marsh and Miss Aldie Sargent. The friends
showed their good will and hearty appreciation of the kindness shown them in the
past by Mr. and Mrs. Sargent in presenting
to them many gifts, among which were the
following: Oak dining set and large oak
rocking chair, silver tea service, silver cake

basket, silver l*erry dish, silver pickle dish,
silver syrup pitcher and tray, silver berry
spoon, silver butter knife and sugar spoon.
1 doz. forks, souvenir spoon and bon bon
dish. The gifts were presented by Mr. E. *L

Wentworth, with very appropriate remarks,
and feelingly responded to by Mr. Sargent,
Refreshments were served and the guests
departed for their homes at a late hour leaving many kind wishes for future prosperity.
Jt, was very much regretted that a poem
written by a guest for t he occasion did not
arrive in time to be read. The first anil

concluding verses were as follows:
Friends, the tried and true have gathered
Jn this happy home to-night:
Old and young with pleasant converse
Make the fleeting moments bright.
Drifting down life’s changing river,
Side hy side through joy or pain ;
Toward the light that fadeth never,
And the prize they hope to gain.
noble thought and action,
Rich
Crowned with blessing all the way,
May you meet, ns with kind welcome
On your golden wedding day.
in

j

Monday evening

Mrs.

usual

num-

r<■<

the

<

ber who get together each week to enjoy an
evening with music... The b.xly of Jennie,
daughter "I J. W. Lang. Esq., was buried
last Monday in the family !"t in the •emetery here. Her childhood was passed in
this town and she was highly esteemed and
Capt. J. S. Muxford is
respected here.
confined to the house by illness, and it is
■

...

It is not
more

probable

business...

that In*

will

Mr. Isaiah

!"

his store.

ever

do any

Gould has been

.Mr. dolih Stoke] 1 is recovering!
from the injuries he sustained by falling
down stairs last week.. .Miss Grace Filthy,
who was visiting in town, has been very ill
but is improving... .Mr. F. W. Haley lias returned from bis business trip to Boston...Mrs.
Henry Snow, Miss dosie Duut.on and Miss
Sophie Chase arrived on Saturday's boat.
Mr. Woodbury Thompson left for Boston,

street...

confined to the house for some weeks by a
attack of his old troubles... Mr.
Win. Crosby and wife, who have been at

to

sin

h

grades

as

they

Howard B. Ham's, have returned to Boston,
Mrs. Betsey Ham is at the old homestead with her daughter Ettie....E. (). Stantial and Noah G
Johnson have bought a
cross-cut saw. run by horse power, and are

doing a good business sawing the wood in
this vicinity.... Mr. and Mrs. Elbert MunThorndike, were in town last Sunday'.... J. M. Dow has several good horses
and would exchange one for a good pair of
roe, of

rattle or for some young stock... .T. A. Elliott is laying a plank sidewalk along his
lot. It will he quite an improvement to the

Roberts house.Mrs. Anna
Shaw has been visiting friends in town....
Mrs. Neal, known here as Mary A. Sturtevant, who has spent, the winter here with
the

Forest

N

imi

1

n 1' .i"i i:v\i..

boi Ha\. j t<»n. 11 oo a 18 on
Apples, p lm,
4 a 5 Hides. |‘ tt.. 8 1 -'l a 4 1 -2
dried, p lb.
<>„ <
L’auo 2 25 Land*. j It'.
Leans, pea,
7 8 << 1 28
niediuiu. 1 7 5 a 2 ni > Land* Skins.
tti.
Said
buy
I
.Mutton.
To
1*
yellow eyes!
1K a 2o Oat*. {■ l'ii. 82 It-. 40 a 42
Butter. p lb.
.To 7 i’otarr.es,
80.0.88
Leef.pl!..
55 m bo Pound Hop |> lb.dip. 1-2
Bariev, p bush.
Cheese, p lb.
10/12 Straw. \) ton. 7 onVi.S oo
1 s 20
Chicken, p lb,
14m lb Turkey, p lb.
Calf Skins.
50m70 Veal. j> It..
78 8
1 b M IS Wool, washed.
Duck. & lb.
81 «82
14 Wool, unwashed. 22 a 28
Lp-rs. p doz..
14m lb Wood, hard, 4 on„d on
Fowl, p lb,
(ieese, p lti,
ibolB Wood, soft,
8 0088 80
••

A

»*t tartar lnikina r<»\v<ler. 11 itrh
ut all in lcavemin hii jrtli.—Latest
l!nihil Shihs Gorcrinmut /■ tori
Heport..
!{<"> m. r.\Ki\< I’nAvnn; c.... lot; AN'all
St.. V V
cream

est

*•

<

|

NOTICE.
ofi’n

"i

ini:
of

State

Sheriff of Wai.do r«»i vrv.)
Maine, Waldo Cmwrv ss.

j

CLEANLINESS
characterizes

tlu*

Cigars.

j

April 2. S<hs. Minetta, Boston: Odell,
Wade, Boston.
April 8. Sclis. Perine, Reed, Boothhay; !
Mary Farrow, Condon, Boston, E. L. War- j
ren, Colson, do: Maggie, Mulvey, Isleshoro. j

of

the

famous

11 n

V

Spring Clothing

<
of the best ever seen in this city, and tin* prices lowest ever offered.
[trade has increased largely each year. Why? Because we carry honest goods. h».
I prices and deal square with all our customers. Every article is warranted to be
represented. If not return and we will refund the money. We are having a large sa
one

are

own

faetory_l.»y union
'Fry'em. 10e.

Can't

lie

la

v

in

style

OVERALL, which

and quality
we

are

We

Clothing

our

OWEN BROS.

labor.

every where.

Proprietors,

(’0.,

■

$1.25

Hat and Bonnet
BLEAC H EH V.
have received the leading styles of M AT and
BONXKT BLOCKS, am now pvpared to do w<nk
in the best possible manner am at shortest notice.
Thankful for past patronage. I lmpe to merit a
continuance b\ a strict adherei ce t<> business and
b\ endeavorinu' to please.
I>. Li CltKSSV, <52 Church St.. Belfast,
I4tf
Over It. I*. Stiekney's Stove Store
As I

f. w. BROWN,

Lawyer ani Real Estate Apit.
j

4, MASONIC TEMPLE.

Will

buy

a

pair

of these

i have take

again.

lXL\i.t>LA KID
INIBuys our
Bl'TTnN in ('oiiiiiiiiii '■sense and opera
Toes.
They a re good titters and excellent
wearers, and the hest hoot lor the money
W e sell cords ot them.
in New England.

I

j

our

started

Bl.ioKE" KID BCTTON.
Takes our
the hest selling and wearing S-»‘h> Bm»t t.>
he found. They are very soft. line kid. and
We have
extra in style and quality.
them either in Common Sense or Opera
Toes. We have sold an immense quantity
of these Boots and have yet to see a pool
pair of them. They will wear as well as
most Sd.00 Boots.

(Treat Bargains
I have to show them.
I

am

VERY

and

Overcoats

to

cam

the

w

McClintock Block,
IDU'ast.

!

in all kinds ot

LOW

FOOT-WEAR

High Street. and goods that will

wear as vv.

las

the real old-fashioned sh<
for mv friends who want t

April 7. 1M'.»2.

| kind

of

!

goods.

I have

SPRING OPENING
Suits

going

LATEST STYLES

Heavy
FRANCIS’ SHOE STORE, Belfast, Me.

CO.

haw

v

••

W. T. COLBURN,

db

years, 1

once more to

i

well as my young,
friends, to call and look at th

TapSoleLaceSlioes

FROST

41

b Cell

as

years,

FINER GRADES Of BOOTS

)I.UU

having

and 1 want all mv old friends v\ I
have dealt with me for to or a.

$2.00

Men’s Heavy

^

the retail busings

business tor

PORTS.

York, March 2d. Arrived sell EdStearns, St. Jago; sailed sell. Isaac
her aunt. Nellie Evans, has returned to Oherton, Trim, St. Pierre, Mart.: 81, arrived
Cora
Ray, Havre : sclis. Addie Jordan,
ship
Whitefield. She has two children, one a
Harriman, Baltimore for Salem : Maud Snare,
babe of four weeks.
Lowell, Nuevetas: April 1, arrived ship
Stockton Spkinos.
Charger, Goodell, Hong Kong; bark Adolph
(’apt. and Mrs.
Carleton, San Francisco; sch. FlorObrig,
Park, accompanied by Mr. Harry Park, ar- ence &
Lillian, Smith, Caibarien: John i
rived home last week—the latter on a short Pierce, Taylor, Jacksonville; 8, arrived sell.
I AA will buy a pair of MEN^S LAGS or
John C. Smith, Kneeland, Cazones, Mex.: 4,
oration from ihe School of Technology,
arrived sclis. Willie L.
Poston, where he is studying. Capt. and Manzanilla: Daniel 1». Newton, Coombs,
BUCKLE BROGANS.
Fearing, Clifford.
Mrs. Park are just in from a sea voyage.
Savannah.
Calf
& Crain Goods "'ffiaSiT'
fiiu'uw<!>f
March
2d.
Arrived
hark
R.
Mr. Harry Park left for Poston again MonPhiladelphia,
A. C. Smith, Hooper, Cienfuegos: 4, Hesired
day, accompanied by his brother Isaac, who hark Carrie
E. Long, Stowers, New York.
has been spending a few days with his parBoston, April 2. Sailed hark Alice Reed, |
ents.... Mr. Fred Clifford is at home for a
Ford, Bridgewater, N. S.; 4, cleared hark E.
L. Mayberry, Knight, New York.
few days....Mrs. James Avery left town
Arrived sell. Yale,
Baltimore, April 2.
last week with her daughter, Mrs. Sprague,
Handy, Boston: 8, arrived sell. Young
for Westboro. Mass., where she will spend
Brothers, Snow, Tampa.
Port Gamble, March 22.
Sailed sell. Gov.
some time with relatives.
Mrs. Avery will
BYAmes, Davis, Port Pirie.
he missed greatly by her many friends....
Georgetown, S. C., March 28. Arrived
Mr. F. O. Hiehborn spent a few days in
sell. Alfaretta S. Snare, Smith, Boston,
town last week, returning to Portland the
Mobile, March 81. Sailed sell. Cyrus Hall,
Coombs. New York.
29th ult., aeeompanied by Miss Hattie Hieh|\W have just received the largest and most complete stock of
Pensacola, March 2d. Cleared sell. Mattie j
born, wbo will spend several weeks in Port- E. Russell, Collins, Port Union.
Sabine Pass, Texas, March 2*1. Arrived
land and Boston.... Miss Whitney returned
brig Woodbury, Baynes, Havana.
to her home in Jonesboro Monday, after a
Brunswick,
Ga., April 2. Arrived sch.
week's visit at Mrs. N. (I. Hiehborn’s.... Susan N.
h will
Pickering, Haskell, Boston.
we ever had, and which can't Reheat in Waldo County in quality and price,
I
Mr. Irving Hiehborn is in a very critical
Perth Amboy, April 1. Sailed sell. Anna
pay you to examine our stock before you spend a dollar elsewhere.
condition. We trust he will soon he im- M. Dickinson, Hart, Wilmington, N. C.
Portland, March 80. Cleared sell. Mark J
MEN’S STYLISH SC ITS from $4.50 t.o $15.00 : our ^ l.oO suit is sold elsewhere for
proving.... Mr. Albert Ames returned last Pendleton, Pendleton, New York; April 2,
sh.OO: our $8.00 suit is sold elsewhere for $10.00.
week from Bangor, where he has been tak- arrived sclis. Flora Condon, Osborn, HoboYOCTICS SC ITS, 14 to is years, from $3.50 to $10.00. Look at our YOCTICS NICE
ing a commercial course. We are glad to ken : Carrie A. Lane, Houghton, Baltimore.
Darien, April 8. Cleared sell. Mary A.
WORSTED SC IT for $4.50, never sold less than >7.00 before.
welcome him home again,.... Mr. S. D. TrunHall. Yeazie, Elizahethport.
1
the
has
will
and
dy
bought
Libby place,
Charleston, April 4. Off Balls Bay sell.
ROYS’ SC ITS, 4 to 14 years, from $1.00 up to $5.50. all kinds and qualities: also
W. H. Sumner, New York for Brunswick.
move his family there very shortly.... Miss
ROYS' THREE PIECE SC ITS, latest styles and lug bargains.
j
81. Arrived sell. Olive T.
March
Velasco,
Agnes Weseott, who has been spending the
MEN’S ODD COATS and VESTS at half price.
Whittier, Whittier, New York.
winter at Capt. L. M. Partridge’s, returned
FOREIGN PORTS.
to her home in Castine Monday-Miss
MEN’S WOK KINO PANTS from $1.00 to $2.00.
Matanzas, March 22. In port sch. Helen
Laura Maiden has gone to Bangor to study
G. Moseley, Holt, for North of Hatteras; 24,
MEN’S DRESS PANTS from $2.00 to $5.00.
stenography.John Lancaster lost a valu- arrived brig David Bugbee, Stowers, HaROYS’ ODD PANTS, 4 to 14 years, 25c. to $1.00.
vana; 81, in port hark Vilora H. Hopkins,
able colt last week.... Mr. Willard Berry is
Dow, for North of Hatteras.
ROYS’ SHIRT WAISTS, RLOCSES and OVERALLS.
in Bangor at work... .Much sympathy is exBuenos Ayres, Feb. lt».
Arrived sch.
tended to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hawes, who Nimbus, Young, Portland.
for men and boss, all styles and qualities,
wT~. Jam
; lost their
Cadiz, March 14. Sailed sell. S. G. Hasyoungest child from congestion of
W
from a 35c. soft crush Hat and a 90c.
kell, Richardson, Cienfuegos.
the lungs last week. The funeral was held
the
market.
Please
in
examine them.
best
Manila, Feb. 28. In port barque Escort, Derby upwards, to the
Sunday-Mr. S. P. Griffin is away on an- repg.; ship Wm. H. Connor, Pendleton (to
NECKWEAR. We have as tine a line as can be found in Belfast: latest styles in Puff,
other canvassing tour....Mrs. Lura Sim- arrive from Shanghae), has been chartered
Tech Scarfs and Four-in-Hands, and Fancy Windsors for boys ami girls. All
for Boston, all hemp, at #4.75 Fnited States
mons leaves town Thursday for Boston to
prices and qualities.
gold per 4 hales.
enter the Conservatory of Music.Mr.
Cienfuegos, March 24. Sailed hark BeatSHIRTS of all kinds and prices from a 35c. Fancy Outing Shirt for men and boys, up
Look at our 35c. and 45c. Outing Shirt for the boys.
Leonard Bowdoin leaves for Boston this rice Havener, Hichborn, New York; 2d, in
to $2.00.
harks Carrie L. T ler, for C. S. halfweek on a business trip-Mr. George Lan- port
loaded with sugar; Edward Cushing, disI’NDERWEAR, HOSIERY and everything else kept in a first-class clothing store at
plier has a place in Boston, and left last charging coal; sch. Tofa, disg.
prices lower than ever sold before.
81.
bark
March
Sailed
week to begin work-Mrs. W. I). Colcord
Tocapilla, Chili,
S. Emery, Wooster, New York.
John
Selling at retail in connection with our large wholesale business, we can afford to sell
has been very ill with a severe cold. Capt.
for we buy in such large quantities that no other retailer can
than the
Shanghae, March 4. In port ship Wm. H.
Colcord is still suffering with sciatica_ Conner, Pendleton, for Manila, to load for cheaper with us. cheapest, the
past we have made a specialty of the wholesale business ; in
jjp*"In
compete
Mr. Charles Kandell has been chosen school New York.
to
we
intend
the future
pay more attention to the retail. Thanking the public and our
14
March 28. Sailed bark Matan- friends for their kind patronage, we hope to give them better trades than ever.
Havana,
in
District
No.
for
the
Y.
agent
1_Subject
zas, Rice, Delaware Breakwater.
P. C. U. next Sunday evening—Benevolence
Nuevetas, March 24. Arrived bark Clara
78 Main St., Belfast, Me.
—Psalms 41:1. Matt. 19:21.
E. P. FROST & CO.,
E. McGilvery, Gilkey, Antigua.
New
ward S.

i

Alter

RETAIL BOOTS SHOES

$1.60

FINE DONOOCA KID BET
TON or LACE B< X >Ts. Patent Leather
They are unequalled in style, tit
’Tips.
and wear, at the price.

Buys

Beal estate bought and sol 1 on commission.
Houses and lots for sale in the city. Several
H’ood farms for sale. The Ocean House, Bel
dm 1 4
fast, to let

ROOM

vv*

Factory, Boston,

$1.00

Stylish Spring

Belfast.

vr

SAILED.

P.

House.

T1{AI>E MAliK..
SLEEPER A.

S.

April 2. Sclis. Herald, Cousins, Darien:
A. Richardson, Pattershall, Frankfort; Fanj
nie & Edith, Ryan, Rockport; Geo. B. Fer- !
guson, Ferguson, Bangor; Odell, Wade, do
April 5. Sclis. Mary Farrow, Condon, Ban- j
gor: Perine, Reed, Boothhay

E.

Goods

Furnishing

call particular attention to our HA 1LROA It
special agents fur. Tlicv arc more durable than a
( Al l. AND EXAMINE ol'U COOIls

Overall in the eit\

Waldo

«

made in

They

S.

widow of the late Will. Fairbanks
HALL. In Thorndike, March 27. Mrs. Eydia A.
Hall, aged 7S years.
KNKiHT.
In Lincolnville, March 2S. X. A.
Knight, aged 45 years and 1) months.
LEWIS.
In Swanville. March 21), Hepzabeth
Eewis, aged 87 vears and 2 months.
LERMOND. In Fnion, March 21), Mrs. Abigail
Eermoml, aged 1)0 years and 10 months.

manufacture

Sleeper’s Eye

Dodge.
FERN A ED. In Belfast. April 0, Xlis^ Mattie S.
Eeruald, aged about 42 years.
I I.YE. In I'nity, March 21), Ceorge Henry Five,
aged 05 years and 1) months.
FAIRBANKS. In XX’interport, April 2. Mars P

Sell. James Holmes, Ryan, Bos-

AMERICAN

Our New Line of
Is

1

KAY S.

Fannie & Edith, Ryan,

Siunapn

v.

in

Absolutely Pure.

1a

DIED.

ton.
Sch.

W

ns.

XVV have selected a lot of las. season* > suits, consisting "i j7 MEN‘ ^ M IT>. rat,git:
gg B(>Y>‘ M:T1>
prices from sg.:,d to s:,.nn; g:: YolTII^ bi l l's, s-j.ihi tn
All of t lies,- suits ar«- less than one ha
ages .*> to 14 years, prices To cents to si. g;,.
Our object in selling these suits so low is t<- keep mir stock, ties
of what they cost.
and clean. Those who are in need of a suit would do well to ill early as they won
in these suits are the best trade we have ever given.
last long.

POWDER

Ciirrenl

BARKER.
In Belfast. April 4. Susan Chase.'
widow of the late David Barker, aged 04 \ears
and 0 months.
BROXVN. In X inalhaven. March 25. Clementina
Brown, aged SS years and 10 months.
COO.XIRS. In lsleslioro, April 2. < apt. I.ineoln
doiuhs, aged 2.1 years.
( ARE.
In Bavigor, April 4. Mat} M. wife of
Andrew P. Carle, aged 54 years.
In Oastine. March 27. Mrs. Celtic
1>ODOE.

AR KIVKD.

March 28.

!

Belfast.___

may he

POUT OF BELFAST.

March 81.
Boston.

1-v any dealer

only
4//e;?

by
b

R. E, MOODY, POOR k SON, and KILGORE k WILSON

by

Gentlemen’s

fitted.
Voted That the agent see that tinlaw as to school attendance 1m* enforced and
report all delipuein scholars to the truant
officer.
It is hoped that every parent and
pupil will ani the agent and committee in
their effort to place our schools among the
best in Maine, so that' it w ill not 1m* necessary
for people 1<« send their pupils away from
home, and that by having good schools our
district will be sought as a residence by those
Inn ing children to educate.

SHIP

:i

11.it

ru!i p
T.

f

s

!<:,i !•.•

six

Big Bargains |n Suits]

I

In ISellust. March HI. Hi
llAKtll WKiHT.
Rev. .i. F. Tilton, XX illiam .1. Raker and Miss Cruee
of
both
Belfast.
Wight.
in Raldwin. Kansas.
FEELER STEPHENS.
March 20. William O. Fuller, dr., of Rockland,
and Kathleen M. Stephens, of Raldwin.
MINK RERRY. In Camden. Mareh I'd. W. A
Mink and Miss Eorena P. Rern. both of Camden.
In Boston, Mareh 10. b\
PRIEST SIMPSON.
Rev. A. d. Cordon, Ceorge E. Priest. "1 Boston,
and .Miss Nellie Simpson, of Relfast.
In Searsport. April 2, by
SHI TE-SAWYEK.
i. llarbutt. Fred H. Shute. of Stockton
Rev. R.
Spring'-, and Missdennie E. Sawyer, of Sea sport.
In
SEX'ER A N'CE-C IEPATRIC.
Winterport.
April 2. at tlie home -d Mr. M. I >elano. hy Re\. 11
ot
East orrington.
\\
Ceo.
E.
Severance,
Norton,
and MK-* Frankie Eu Cilpatrh of orland.
TXX'O.MBEY NASH. In Belfast. April 2. at the
M i: Parsonage, by Kev.C. R. Chadwick. H<»ra«e
E. Twonibiv and Mrs. Eillian M. Nash, both of

moderator, I). M. Spencer clerk. F. C. A rev
agent. Voted to re-grade the schools. S. II.
Morgan, B. .). Doe. Mrs. W titer Haley were
elecTed a gradii x '•oinmitt.ee. with power l"
adopt, such rules as they think proper and 1"

assign pupils

All'

-e

le

f

SPRING LINE OF HATS.

severe

place.. .Harrison Roberts is engaged, with
'1110*1 wedding took*
help, in finishing up the upper tenement of
of Mr. W. B.

place at tin* residence
Saturday evening, when
•Jennie

next

several weeks since lie has been

A. .1. Nickerson and family
1 k ks< n a
ml'T for 1‘orl land bv rail Tuesday.... I >r. A.
S

week, and

held with Miss Lena Chase

Thomas Jellisou will

had ben

atirg tliat before many measures
ayei! n large delegation was seeking partr-.
and
grand mar- It was started with
A bountiful lunch
otipies ,n line
e—;■-ved about 1 o'i lock. a Iter which dmn
was resumed mid kept up until a
hit.
g
• Mir
tr.
voting nn*n outdid themselves ill

was

Iievs

nt

1

Insolvent Cofkt.
)
1,’rtail Market.
7 a.8 Lime, p hl*l, 1 00a 1 (>o JOEL E. DODGE. of Belfast, Count; of Waldo,
and State of Maine, Insolvent Debtor.
4a6
is Oat Meal, p lb,
8 1 *2 a4 TVTOTICE is hereby given that on thf first day of
bit (tnious. |> Hi,
1a April, A. I). 181*2, a Warrant in Insolvency I
bo (»il,kerosene, p pil.S a 14
Cracked corn p bu,
bn Pollock. 14 It.
8 a 8 1-2 was issued by Geo. E. Johnson, Judge of the Court
Corn Meal, p l»u,
On Id of Insolvency for said County of Waldo, against
14m lb Polk. p tb.
Cheese, p lb.
from $1 to $10. Cash buys low and we sell as we hut
Cotton Seed, p cwt. 1 45 Plaster.p bbl.l du« 1 08 the estate of Joel E. Dodge, adjudged to be an In- which we are selling
4 solvent Debtor, on petition of said Debtor, which
Codfish, dry, p 11., So lo live Meal, F It',
QUICK SALES A SDSMAI.L PROFITS IS OUR MOTTO. We allow no his.
was
on
the
first
of
filed
1.20
A.
I).
petition
5
m
12
ewt.,
day
April,
Cranberries, p qt.
Shorts, p
prices in our store. We rail special attention to our
4 1-28 8 181*2. to which date interest on claims is to be
Clover Seed, p It.. 14m is Sugar. p tb.
40 computed; that the payment of any debt to or bv
Flour, p bid. 4 50ob To Salt.T.L, p lm.
said
4 a8
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of am
ILL.Seed. lui, 1 75m' 1 SO Sweet Potatoes.
8 l2-«4 property by him are forbidden by law'; that r
bo 12 Wheat Meal.
Lard, p lb,
meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor to prove
their debts and choose one or more assignees of
his estate will be held at a Court of Insolvency to
BORR.
We earry the largest line nt Hats in the city, of the LATEST and XoBHIK'
be hidden at the Probate Office in said Belfast, on
the 13th day of April, A. I). 181*2, a* two o'clock ST YLES. Our leading Hat is the “Huri'lufgton Huston Borhv,” wh 1
to
Mr.
and
In
.March
NORTON.
f’astine.
25,
j in the afternoon.
we are selling foi $‘4, in BROWN anil BLACK SH ADES
Our line of
Given under my hand t he date first above written.
Mrs. .1. H. Norton, a daughter.
W. L< )I!D, Deputy Sheri If.
As Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said
MARRIED.
1\\14
County of Waldo.

...

Tails

RICKER.

lyrStc

< lioiee. 1 s.ittiw 1 n.
Ha\
fair toe-,.«id. si d„ s| 7 12 I>14.
poor to orilinary. >1 1
Potatoes. Choice natives and Maim- st,„.p ;.T
1 :?7 l-2« l.dO i> hhl.
H di II Ilehtoie. do.
Nroostook Heinous. 4., 4;..
>2-/>2.d«i: t.ivoi
Apples. No 1 liaidv iim.
?im- "2
s2 2d

Belfast

aiiii'

-ns.

Ksjpjf.7 D;~>rA~:

and

it

time any of the

K\v

is

cured cf

Rheumatism

It

$?.'•
for

Wiki. Ricker, a Well-known and InFLUENTIAL Cll I7r!‘l
7 KCNNGQUNK

ilic

Seh. Tiara which landed a cargo Mrs.
Nancy Grant is quite poorly. It is
superphosphate here for Hamilton, though thought she had a slight shock... Franklin
v) e is lilTy-three years old. is still a staunch
Chase is at work on John Hollis* store in Monday morning. .Mr. Bailey, of the Bailey
vessel and as tight as a cup.
Schooner West Winterport, enlarging it to make room praying hand, came on Saturday morning
Brunette is in with grain for Nickerson....
for more goods to meet tin* demands of an and remained until Monday. Meetings were
Seh. W. S
Houghton sailed for Frankfort increasing trade.. Isaac Vurtis lias gone t<> held till day Saturday and Sunday and were
Tuesday to load paving stones for New York. Boston to get. work for the summer. .Miss deeply interesting. .Miss Daisy Lowe, accomJoseph 1 >. Sweetser left for N* w York Agnes Hum, who has been spending a few panied by her aunt, Mrs. K. F. Moody, left for
Edw ard weeks with her Aunt, Mrs. Chase, has re- Boston
Wednesday to join bark Harvard
Monday. MDs Daisy is going to the
Ford left Sat inlay to go olheevof bark Alive turned to her home in A lton.... Warren
Perkins Institute tor the blind t<> 1m* edueatL.
A.
Coleord
and
left
Peed.
family
.Pn.pt.
Neally is :11 home on a visit from Portland, ed and also to receive medical treatment for
N' W York Wednesday
join bark Har- where he is attending the Commercial Col- her eyes. It is an excellent elianee for Daisy
m'd which is loading for .lava
and slm lias the best wishes of her many
lege.
of her sight.. .At
The jeap year party given b\ the ladies at
Mrs. Levi Miles, of Providence. friends for the recovery
Buooks.
the school meeting held in I list. N<>. j Satnion Hal! last Thursday night was a grand
IL L. w ho has been visiting her daughter.
'The minutest Mrs. Otis W.
urday afternoon A. F. Fernald was elected
"iiveeSs in e\'er\ particular.
Lane, has returned home.
Mar ink.

f

..

lis EIIggi Is Vtoncerlui i

pea. 1.7 7 1 -2 // 1 .So choice screen [ ea. 1 dt
1 .7*»: hand-picked me!.. 1.77 1 -2 a 1 .St i: ,-h. ice

<>!

night ol' the 20th, by the Good Templars of
this j dare, was a success in every partieultU*. excellent woman and w as for
many years a {
After a very pleasing program, consisting of
faithful member of the Methodist Church. :
songs, select readings, etc., the ....Mr. George F. Severance, of East OrMethodist church. Special arrangements dialogues,
young folks danced to excellent music fur- ington, and Miss Frankie L. Gilpatriek, of
,.rt being made for extra choir music in the
nished by > L. Triindy of Frankfort.
Orland, were united in marriage by Kev. Jf.
M.. and a rich Sabbath program in the
A
Jtvlall J’i'U'v,
The cere- ,
MoNRnR, Dr. Sewnll and wife and Mil- W. Norton Saturday evening.
•evening.
dred have returned from Mass., where they mony took place at the home of the bride's Beef, eorned.p lb,
Butter
salt, p box,
Parties have been led to believe from tin*
have been the past few weeks. The Dr. aunt) Mrs. Martin Delano, on Commercial j Corn, pbush,
I the records of transfers of real estate

1

ii

W.M.

Allen’s Sarsaparilla ;s
all dealers for 50c. ;«
*tt!«

choice

of

Mrs.

Li. case.

Kidney

were

Mr.

i11• \i

11.e

>1

j

row

Wintki.toht.

I

districts P and 10

Hollins.

hall

return

:i

in

Sili.ml

Ward lias

Mark

i.i! in

w

f

resigned

ng

low n

and

which

paihoy have a

Thursday evening. We
;1 it tin y must carefully
■ok alter tin alTai T«> keeji it up totlie tone
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considerable alarm. at 2df/28e. The above quotations are receivers
his whereabouts please ; prices for strictly wholesale lot'.
Cheese. Northern choice full creams and t\\ ins.
M r.
12 1 2 n 1 dr fair to ^..od at ‘do 1 2c.
report. t<> the Mineral Spring Farm.
EEastern extras at 14r.
Ames
was
able
to
i
attend
church
benjamin
Poultry. Northern fresh-killed <,hiekens nr 20«
He has had quite a hmg and \ 22e: fowls. IP « 1 Te fair to o(,o,| at 12/ Id.
last Sunday.
Pea ns. New York hand picked pea. l.do.n..o
serious illness with la grippi

sence

Mark Ward.

week.

a

-lieu
a

Andrews of Howell, Mass., was in
week visiting the family of Mark

for ’Rheumatism and Kidney Disease. For many years j
I have suffered from Lame Back
and Weak Kidneys. I had to
make water very often, and could not
hold it at all. Nothing I took gave
me permanent relief until I began
taking Allen’s Sarsaparilla.
It was very highly recommended to
me, and I found it all and more than
recommended. I have taken two
bottles, and can say that I am practically cured. Its effect is wonderful. 1 telt benefit in two or
three days after beginning its use,
and cont nued to improve rapidly. I take great pleasure in rec- ;
ommendi'ig it for Rheumatism and
ue

SMALL.
In Belfast, April 0, Mrs. Lucinda
Schr Edward Johnson, Warren, Small, aged 82 years.
SHIRLEY. In Belmont, April 5, Daniel Shirfrom Philadelphia for Cienfuegos, April 1,
ley. aged 84 years.
lat. 32 50, Ion 73 10.
,
THOMPSON.
In Bluehill, April 1. Albert
The Maine rivers are now all open to navia native of I'nity.
Thompson,
gation. The Kennebec opened March 30 (last
TILLSON. In Deer Park, Maryland, Feb. 27,
year April 3rd) and the Penobscot, April 3. Col. Edward C. Tillson, a native of Thoniaston,
Last year the Penobscot opened March 20.
85 years.
j aged
VPHAM. Lost overboard from schooner Nettie
Disasters, etc. Bark Escort (of Boston),
from Singapore for Shanghai, with timber, Cushing, and drowned, on passage from Thomaswhich put into Manila Jan. 12 in distress, is ton to New York. March 23, ( apt. Frank Upham,
of Thoniaston, aged about 32 years.
now being repaired there and is expected to
WETHERBEE. In Forest Hill, California, Jan.
1
resume her
voyage about March 1....Ship 21, Mrs. 1{. II. Wetherbee, wife of .1. B. WetherAbner Coburn, Nichols, at New York March j bee. a native of Camden, aged (5(5 years.
30th from Liverpool, reports heavy gales.
WIDGEREN. In Searsport, Meli. 22, Caroline
For thirty days had been within o00 miles of Widgeren, aged 04 years.
YOFNG. In Camden, March 28, Charlie, son of
Carmen
of
.Second
Deer
Mate
port...
Angus
Willis Young, aged 5 years.
Isle, Me., was lost overboard at sea froni.j
schooner Morris W.
Child.__

Dr. Luce dressed the wound.

week.

Kennebunk, me., i
Janc'io, ’91. /
I have found Allen’s Sarsaparilla
the oniv remedy of permanent val-

Spoken.

Thorndike. Farmers are busy preparing
for the spring’s work. The prospect is quite
encouraging for an early season.Robins
and other song birds have appeared and the
frog—that musical harbinger of spring—was
seen and heard here last week_Messrs.
Flint, Dyer and Higgins, our hoard of
assessors, are busy this week taking the
annual inventory of taxable property.. .Our
1
genial blacksmith at the East, Mr. J. 11.
Boston Produce Market.
Gross, left home several weeks ago and lias I
Poston. April 4. 1802. The following are to
seen
in
been
town
not
since.
Much anxiety I
day’s quotations of provisions, produce. etc.
is felt for his safety, and his continued ahj Putter. New York and Vermont dairy. <o»od ro

town last

of

\Y*

last

friend.

Miss Josie Patterson,of Belfast, has been
visiting her cousin, Miss Mamie Nickerson.

assistant.

lie

a

A. May Seavey will go to Boston in
few weeks to visit relatives.
Miss

Henry AY. Davis has sold his blacksmithing business to Albert M. Ames, who will

t

this

Herbert Richards of East Belfast is in town

frequently visiting

has already shipped quite a
number of salmon from his Sear’s Island
weirs. The Treats have also shipped a few.

in

of Belfast, will lecture at the church in
place April loth... .Members of P. of II.
are anticipating attending the county Grange
at Burnham-Farmers are preparing for
early peas-Quite a quantity of apples ami
potatoes still in this vicinity_Maurice G..
little son of Miles Lure, cut his foot badly

son,

Searsport village last week.

L. A. Dow

with Fred Cousens

very poor health..Dr. Colson has been in
town to visit the sick... .Mr. Andrew John-

town

Datie B. Mathews visited relatives in

Miss

C. A. Mathews has been promoted to chief
clerk in the ticket department "f the Northern Pacific K. K. at St. Paul.

continue the business

on

Ed Thompson had a wood-rhopping at his
door last Friday afternoon.

any time.

at

in

was

Fnagua, March 20. In port sell Nellie T.
PEIRCE. In Belfast, April 3, R. Frahk Peirce’
Morse, Savage, for New York same day aged about 41) years.
PERKINS. In Belfast, March 30, Emilia, widow
(with cargo of wrecked sch. Marion Manof the late Joseph W. Perkins, aged 07 years, 0
son).
and 18 days.
Laguna, March 21. In port sch. Hattie months
PLl MMER. hi Montville, April 1, Albert M.
McG. Buck, for New York, dsg. cargo.
Plummer, aged about 00 years.
St. Pierre, Mart., March 13. Arrived sch.
STARRETT.
In Thoniaston. March 21, Mrs.
Hattie H. Barbour, Fletcher, New York.
Mary H. Starrett, aged 73 years, 7 months and 27
days.
MARINE MISCELLANY.

Waldo Centre. Mr. Riley Sliorey is still
the sick list-Mr. Joseph Pavson is in

NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

a

line line ot

OXFORD TIES'
in the latest styles, and all kr
of foot-weai at vervlovv pm

SAVE MONEY.

New Stock I Have a
o!

-OF-

Large Steel

which I

goods

am

sell'at

Lower Prices

TOOTH,
H AIK,
NAIL ami
FLESH

BRUSHES

going

than the

same

were ever

JtaTl

!

quality of

cordially

invite

to come and look
stock of

one

FRENCH and DOMESTIC

PERFUMES,

g

sold in this citv belt
eve

ovei

i

OSTRICH and TURKEY
DUSTERS.

and all kinds of foof-weat

We have just returned from market and oiler
this stock for less money than we have ever
before been'able to.

(dPCall

and

B. C, Dinsmore,

get Prices.

POOR & SON.
Belfast,

33 Main St.. Belfast.

April 7. 1892.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY.

Stone & Wooden Ware,

t

ALL KINDS. BY

A.

A. HOWES

&

CO.

|

HlirSEKEEPER. Cooil «
Ap]ilv at No. 1, Church
Mils. CEO. W lirillitl1
Belfast, March 3(1. 1802.- 13
COMPETENT
will he paid.

‘-

